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ABSTRACT

Corresponding to the pivotal role of trust for all kinds of social interactions and interpersonal relationships, trust has been the target of abundant research across scientific disciplines. However, an integration of the huge literature is currently missing – thus hampering a common understanding of trust and a synthesis between the fields. Furthermore, from a psychological perspective, there is an insufficient understanding of the (basic) personality traits accounting for individual variation in trust. Therefore, the overall objective of this thesis is to bridge the gap between different lines of trust research and to uncover the dispositional determinants of trust. To that end, a behavioral view on trust is adopted, defining trust in terms of a risky choice to depend on another. Based on a broad review of the literature, a theoretical framework is distilled, identifying the situational features and personality characteristics underlying trust. Specifically, trust is considered to be a function of (1) attitudes toward risky prospects (risk and loss aversion), (2) trustworthiness expectations, and (3) betrayal sensitivity. These determinants are, in turn, rooted in different traits (i.e., anxiety/fear, trustworthiness, and forgiveness) which can be localized in the space defined by basic personality models. Here, the HEXACO model provides particularly clear-cut hypotheses on the basic traits driving trust, including a unique factor for each of the proposed (specific) trait determinants.

Building on this reasoning, the empirical part of this thesis presents first evidence on the link between the HEXACO dimensions and trust. As a starting point, the focus was on the Honesty-Humility factor, representing the unique feature of the HEXACO model compared to more established models of personality (e.g., the Five-Factor Model). In line with the proposed theoretical framework, two sets of studies provided support for a social projection path from trait trustworthiness to trustworthiness expectations. Specifically, high levels of Honesty-Humility predicted more optimistic trustworthiness expectations and – as necessitated by social projection – were also positively linked to trustworthy behavior. As such, the findings not only identify a trait source of trust, but also clarify the dispositional determinants of trustworthiness. Overall, the theoretical framework and empirical evidence presented in this thesis suggests the fruitfulness to take a closer look at trust – from a trait perspective.
1. Articles

This thesis is based on a set of three articles that have been published in peer-reviewed journals. The articles will be discussed – and are appended to this work – in the order in which they are listed below. This order mirrors the chronological order of development, demonstrating the deductive approach adopted in this thesis (i.e., from theoretical framework to empirical evidence). It does, however, not perfectly correspond to the time of publication (which is why the second article is already cited in the first). In general, note that in summarizing the articles throughout this thesis, I will refrain from reiterating any details of the particular articles which can be found in the articles as appended to this work.


Note that four more articles related to the topic at hand (i.e., pro-social behavior in economic games) have been published during the development of this thesis (see below). However, given that these articles leave trust and trustworthiness aside, they do not constitute an integral part of this thesis. Nonetheless, they will be referred to in the main text whenever appropriate.


“Trust is the glue of life. It's the most essential ingredient in effective communication. It's the foundational principle that holds all relationships.”

*Stephen Covey, Roger Merrill, & Rebecca Merrill*
2. **Introduction and Theoretical Background**

Trust as “the glue of life” (Covey, Merrill, & Merrill, 1994, p. 203) constitutes an essential pillar of all kinds of social interactions and relationships, even among strangers. It is thus unsurprising that trust has been the target of abundant scientific research for several decades, in psychology and beyond. In what follows, I will first introduce the two most prominent conceptualizations of trust as used in the diverse literature and outline how I will refer to the term “trust” throughout this thesis. Building on this, I will then elaborate on the theoretical foundation of this thesis (Article 1), including a detailed definition of trust as well as a summary of its determinants and their trait basis (if applicable). The subsequent empirical part of this thesis will be concerned with empirically testing one of the theoretically implied paths from personality to trust (Article 2) – which also necessitates considering the counterpart of trust, namely trustworthiness (Article 3). Finally, I will outline some empirical and theoretical implications and draw general conclusions.

Before going into detail, however, some clarification seems in order at the outset. Specifically, note that this thesis will exclusively be concerned with *interpersonal* trust (i.e., trust in individuals, not in groups or organizations) and trust in others’ *intentions* (i.e., not trust in others’ expertise or skill, respectively). For example, a trusting act as discussed herein (i.e., interpersonal trust in intentions) would be to borrow money to a person from whom you expect not to be exploited. A similar instance would be to ask a stranger in the train to have an eye on your luggage while you visit the restrooms (expecting that the stranger will refrain from stealing your luggage). By contrast, interpersonal trust in another’s expertise – as when trusting in a medicine that she will be successful with your knee surgery – or trust in an organization – as when trusting the government that they care for peace and order in your country – represent different types of trust that will not be addressed in this thesis.

### 2.1 Conceptualizations of Trust

As noted above, there is a long tradition of trust research in various scientific disciplines. Corresponding to this diversity of research, the term “trust” has been used and conceptualized in different ways. Basically, two broad conceptualizations of trust can be distinguished: (1) trust as an attitude and (2) trust as a behavior. Note that, historically, both conceptualizations have been developed almost in parallel. That is, none of the conceptualizations
directly builds on the other, and both understandings coexist until today. In what follows, I will briefly summarize the essence of these two conceptualizations and outline how I will conceptualize trust in the remainder of this thesis.

(1) Trust as an attitude

Understanding trust in terms of an attitude implies that trust is basically cognitive in nature. Broadly speaking, an attitude denotes “a psychological tendency that is expressed by evaluating a particular entity with some degree of favor or disfavor” (Eagly & Chaiken, 1993, p. 1). In a situation of trust, this “entity” – or object of evaluation, respectively – might either refer to the trusted party (i.e., the trustee) or to the trusting act itself. Correspondingly, two types of trust attitudes can be distinguished: trust as a mere expectation, on the one hand, and trust as an intention, on the other hand.

In psychology, the view that trust basically represents an expectation regarding another’s trustworthiness has first been discussed by Julian Rotter (1967, 1971). In his seminal work, Rotter described interpersonal trust in terms of “an expectancy […] that the word, promise, verbal or written statement of another individual or group can be relied upon” (Rotter, 1967, p. 651). As a measurement instrument, Rotter (1967) developed the Interpersonal Trust Scale, thereby setting the cornerstone for the assessment of trust via self-report questionnaires (for similar measures see, e.g., Johnson-George & Swap, 1982; Larzelere & Huston, 1980; Yamagishi, 1986). Until today, Rotter’s understanding of trust as an expectation has been very well received and is still shared by several scholars (e.g., Ben-Ner & Halldorsson, 2010; Gambetta, 1988; Robinson, 1996; Sitkin & Roth, 1993).

Besides defining trust in terms of an expectation, another attitudinal view of trust implies that trust basically mirrors an intention, thus rendering the trusting act itself the entity of evaluation. According to this view, trust denotes the “willingness to be vulnerable to another party” (Mayer, Davis, & Schoorman, 1995, p. 726) based on some expectation regarding another’s trustworthiness (see also, e.g., McKnight, Cummings, & Chervany, 1998; Rousseau, Sitkin, Burt, & Camerer, 1998). The trust attitude as defined along these lines hence involves a vulnerability aspect beyond mere expectations. However, note that trust is still distinguished from consequential (risk-taking) behavior. That is, according to the idea that trust reflects an intention of making oneself vulnerable – and an attitudinal understanding of trust more generally – “one does not need to risk anything in order to trust” (Mayer et al., 1995, p. 724).
(2) Trust as a behavior

Unlike the view that trust is different from a consequential risk-taking action, understanding trust in terms of a *behavior* implies that trust basically mirrors a risky choice. Morton Deutsch (1958, 1962) was the first researcher to adopt this view in psychology. In his pioneering work, Deutsch conceptualized trust as a “choice of an ambiguous path” (Deutsch, 1973, p. 149), based upon some expectation that a desirable event will occur. In essence, Deutsch hence considered those aspects emphasized in attitudinal views of trust (i.e., expectations and vulnerability, as summarized above) as prerequisites of trust – which, in itself, is conceptualized in terms of a decision to depend on another. As such, Deutsch operationalized trust in game-theoretic (social dilemma) paradigms in which an individual’s outcome – once she has trusted – is entirely contingent upon another’s action (Deutsch, 1960, 1973; see also Swinth, 1967; Wrightsman, 1966, for similar approaches).

Until today, several scholars have adopted an equivalent behavioral understanding of trust, describing trust as a choice to rely or depend on another – and thus as a special case of risk-taking1 (e.g., Boon & Holmes, 1991; Coleman, 1990; Fehr, 2009; Kee & Knox, 1970; Riker, 1974; Yamagishi, Kanazawa, Mashima, & Terai, 2005). The development of the Trust Game in economics (Berg, Dickhaut, & McCabe, 1995) has finally heavily stimulated corresponding research on trust behavior in the past 20 years (for a meta-analytic review see Johnson & Mislin, 2011). In particular, the Trust Game seeks to provide a unique measure of trust given that trust is considered the primary motive driving behavior (cf. Berg et al., 1995).2 Taken together, conceptualizing trust in terms of a behavior hence implies that trust is consequential in that it corresponds to a risky decision to entrust a personal resource to another.

---

1 Although Deutsch explicitly separated trust behavior from risk-taking or gambling, respectively, he implicitly incorporated risk-taking as an aspect of trust. Specifically, Deutsch considered that the trusting choice is inevitably linked to the possibility of a loss – which essentially implies a risk as conceptualized in this thesis and elsewhere (e.g., Das & Teng, 2004; Orbell, 1993; see also Footnote 3).

2 In the Trust Game, the so-called *trustor* is endowed with a certain amount of money from which she can entrust any proportion to her interaction partner, the *trustee*. The entrusted amount is typically tripled by the experimenter before passed on to the trustee who can then decide how much to return to the trustor. Commonly, the amount entrusted by the trustor is considered a measure of trust behavior whereas the amount returned by the trustee is considered a measure of trustworthy behavior. The Trust Game is hence sought to provide a purer measure of trust compared to the social dilemma games originally used by Deutsch (which heavily confound trust with cooperation; e.g., Yamagishi et al., 2005). However, note that other motives have also been discussed as drivers underlying trust decisions in the Trust Game (e.g., social welfare maximization, fairness; cf. Thielmann, Böhm, & Hilbig, 2015). Thus, it is questionable whether the Trust Game indeed overcomes the limitations associated with previous game-theoretic measures of trust.
To sum up, two broad conceptualizations of trust can be distinguished: trust as an attitude versus trust as a behavior. Whereas the former clearly separates trust from risk-taking, the latter implies that trust inherently involves a risk and corresponding action. In fact, it has been noted elsewhere (and will be detailed in the next section) that risk constitutes a key characteristic of trust given that “the twin of trust is betrayal” (Dunn, 1988, p. 81) – thus rendering a loss resulting from trust inevitably possible. Conceptualizing trust in terms of an attitude that separates trust from risk-taking misses out on this vital aspect. Furthermore, understanding trust in terms of an attitude leaves trust without any consequences – a view that is completely at odds with corresponding economic approaches emphasizing the importance of incentives and outcomes (cf. Lopes, 1994). Hence, a purely attitudinal understanding of trust might endanger the fruitful collaboration between psychologists and economists which is still in its infancy (Handgraaf & Fred van Raaij, 2005) after years of “suspicion and distaste” (Lopes, 1994, p. 198). In this regard, it seems also worth mentioning that, originally, “psychology is the science of behavior” (Baumeister, Vohs, & Funder, 2007, p. 396) – a fact that has increasingly fallen into oblivion since the cognitive revolution in the late 20th century and will likewise be undermined by a purely attitudinal conceptualization of trust.

Based on this reasoning, I will adopt a behavioral understanding of trust in this thesis. However, as sketched above, this does certainly not imply that attitudes are generally excluded from the concept of trust. Rather, a behavioral view allows an integration of attitudes as prerequisites of trust behavior. Against this background, in the next section I will provide a detailed definition of trust – which I have, admittedly, left aside so far – and clarify the underlying determinants of trust as distilled based on a broad review of the trust literature.

### 2.2 Defining Features and Determinants of Trust


As mentioned previously, trust is at the heart of various social interactions, even among strangers. Hence, trust has been the target of abundant research across different fields. The main goal in Thielmann and Hilbig (2015b; Article 1) was to review and integrate this diverse literature into a coherent structure to arrive at a common understanding of trust and its determinants and to consequently bridge the gap between different scientific disciplines. For this
purpose, we first considered it vital to incorporate findings from both personality and social psychology and to profit from their fruitful synthesis (e.g., Fleeson & Noftle, 2008; Funder, 2008). In this regard, we specifically intended to overcome the current neglect of (basic) personality traits as underlying determinants of trust behavior. So far, approaches to trust mainly considered trust propensity, that is, a person’s “general willingness to trust others” (Mayer et al., 1995, p. 715), as a specific trait to account for the large individual variation in trust (Johnson & Mislin, 2011). In light of the multifaceted nature of trust behavior (as will be detailed below), this approach is apparently highly oversimplified. Moreover, we particularly aimed at integrating the vast literature from economics and related fields – corresponding to the behavioral view on trust adopted herein and the “collaborative potential of psychology and economics” (Handgraaf & Fred van Raaij, 2005, p. 388). So, on the whole, we provided an integrative person-situation framework on trust behavior based on a broad review of the literature from personality psychology, social psychology, and economics, particularly focusing on trust among unknown agents.

In what follows, I will summarize the essence of our review and framework. Although I will refrain from reiterating details and references that can be found in the article as appended to this thesis, the summary of this particular article will be quite detailed given that it provides the core theoretical background of this thesis.

Defining trust

As a first step, we considered it important to provide an integrative definition of trust behavior that incorporates different perspectives on trust and, more importantly, captures the key features of trust as proposed in previous work (e.g., Rousseau et al., 1998) and as sketched above: (a) uncertainty and risk, (b) expectations, and (c) vulnerability. At first, there is high agreement that trust behavior is necessarily associated with uncertainty and risk. Uncertainty implies that, in a situation of trust, the trustor can never have conclusive knowledge about the trustee’s trustworthiness and, in turn, the likelihood of trust appreciation versus trust betrayal (e.g., Yamagishi & Yamagishi, 1994). In consequence, trusting inevitably involves

\(^3\) Following the decision-making literature, uncertainty implies that the decision maker is unfamiliar with the odds of gain versus loss. Risk, by contrast, suggest that the decision maker can experience both a gain or a loss, but that the corresponding odds are known (e.g., Ellsberg, 1961; Orbell, 1993). Typically, risk and uncertainty covary given that low uncertainty is associated with low risk and high uncertainty is associated with high risk.
risk (e.g., Coleman, 1990; Das & Teng, 2004) due to the possibility of a loss resulting from potential betrayal. As follows from this inherent uncertainty, on the one hand, and risk, on the other hand, the trustor has to base her decision to trust on expectations regarding the other’s trustworthiness (e.g., Boon & Holmes, 1991; Deutsch, 1958) and to accept personal vulnerability (e.g., Das & Teng, 2004; Mayer et al., 1995), that is, a loss due to misplaced trust.

In sum, we hence define trust behavior as “a risky choice of making oneself dependent on the actions of another in a situation of uncertainty, based upon some expectation of whether the other will act in a benevolent fashion despite an opportunity to betray” (p. 251). As such, our definition offers a straightforward operationalization of trust in terms of a risky dependence choice. However, although we clearly conceptualize trust in terms of a behavior, we nonetheless incorporate those aspects that have been emphasized in attitudinal conceptualizations of trust as summarized above (i.e., expectations and vulnerability).

**Determinants of trust**

As follows from considering the decision to trust structurally similar to a decision under risk, trust behavior should involve four basic components (according to the decision-making literature on risky choice): the probability of a gain (i.e., trust appreciation), the utility of that gain, the probability of a loss (i.e., trust betrayal), and the utility of that loss (Payne, 1973; Slovic & Lichtenstein, 1968). Based on this notion – and the key characteristics of trust as outlined above (i.e., risk and uncertainty, expectations, and vulnerability) – we distilled three core determinants underlying the decision to trust from the literature: (I) attitudes toward risky prospects (i.e., risk aversion and loss aversion), (II) trustworthiness expectations, and (III) betrayal sensitivity (see Figure 1, for a graphical illustration). Notably, each determinant either refers to the probabilities or to the utilities of the potential outcomes of the trusting choice. In what follows, I will briefly elaborate on these three determinants of trust and further delineate their trait bases (in terms of specific as well as basic personality traits). For the sake of brevity, I will refrain from reiterating evidence supporting the corresponding conjectures which can be found in the article as appended to this thesis.
Figure 1. Graphical illustration of the determinants of trust behavior as summarized in Thielmann and Hilbig (2015b). Solid arrows denote causal relationships; dashed arrows denote information input. Personality traits are framed with round boxes. Adapted from “Trust: An integrative review from a person-situation perspective” by Thielmann and Hilbig (2015b). Copyright 2015 by the American Psychological Association.

According to prospect theory (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979, 1984) – and corresponding to the risk and uncertainty aspects of trust – two attitudes toward risky prospects (I) should arguably drive the decision to trust: risk aversion and loss aversion. More detailed, risk aversion denotes an individual’s tendency to prefer a sure (positive) outcome over a potentially higher, yet risky outcome (cf. Glöckner & Hilbig, 2012). Regarding the decision to trust, several scholars hence agree that individuals high in risk aversion should require a high subjective probability of encountering a trustworthy interaction partner (i.e., high probability of a gain) in order to prefer trust (the risky option) over distrust (the safe option). By contrast, for individuals low in risk aversion, a comparably small probability of encountering a trustworthy trustee might suffice to opt for the (risky) trusting choice. Loss aversion, in turn, denotes an individual’s tendency to evaluate a loss as being more aversive than a gain of comparable magnitude attractive (cf. Bibby & Ferguson, 2011). Concerning the decision to trust, loss aversion might hence influence the trustor’s evaluation of the positive utility (i.e., the gain) resulting from trust appreciation in relation to the negative utility (i.e., the loss) resulting from trust betrayal. That is, the higher the loss aversion, the more weight (or severity, respectively)
should be assigned to the potential loss resulting from betrayal, thus rendering trust less likely. Altogether, whereas risk aversion should influence the processing of the (subjective) probabilities of the potential gain versus loss associated with trust, loss aversion should influence the processing of the corresponding utilities. In terms of personality traits, evidence implies that both attitudes toward risky prospects are linked to trait anxiety and fear, respectively.

Besides these two attitudes toward risky prospects, we summarize trustworthiness expectations (II) as a second determinant of trust decisions. As sketched above, the inherent uncertainty in a trust situation forces the trustor to infer the trustee’s trustworthiness in the absence of conclusive knowledge. Ample evidence suggests that trustors make use of different sources of information to form these trustworthiness expectations, namely trust cues, prior trust experiences, and social projection. Trust cues are somewhat observable pieces of evidence available in the environment (cf. lens model; Brunswik, 1952) that can either refer to characteristics of the trustee (i.e., outward appearance, reputation, social category) or to features of the trust situation (i.e., temptation to betray, presence of potential sanctions for untrustworthy behavior). Prior trust experiences, in turn, emphasize the assumed learning aspect underlying trust behavior. Specifically, trustors seem to consult their past experiences in similar situations to estimate the probability of trust appreciation versus trust betrayal in a new situation (e.g., Blair & Stout, 2001; Rotter, 1967). Finally, it has been noted that individuals might use their own trustworthiness to infer others’ trustworthiness. In particular, such a social projection account implies that individuals project their own tendencies onto others, thus expecting others to be as trustworthy as they themselves are (e.g., Krueger & Acevedo, 2005; Krueger, DiDonato, & Freestone, 2012). As such, an individual’s trait trustworthiness – that is, her trait fairness or honesty, respectively, depending on the specific trust situation and trust object (e.g., a material good vs. a secret) – should account for inter-individual variation in trust behavior. On the whole, irrespective of which pieces of information a trustor actually uses, the resulting trustworthiness expectations should arguably provide the (subjective) probability input on which risk aversion operates (cf. Figure 1).

Third and finally, we proposed betrayal sensitivity (III) as a determinant underlying trust, based on the notion that individuals differentiate between losses resulting from another’s betrayal and losses resulting from nature (e.g., bad luck; cf. Rabin, 1993). In particular, various evidence suggests that people have a general tendency to perceive losses resulting from betrayal to be more severe than losses resulting from nature, a phenomenon called betrayal
aversion (e.g., Bohnet & Zeckhauser, 2004). Correspondingly, we define betrayal sensitivity in terms of individual differences in betrayal aversion as “an individual’s tendency to attribute a greater severity to a loss resulting from human selfishness than to a formally equivalent loss resulting from nature” (p. 261). In other words, the higher the betrayal sensitivity, the more severely an individual should evaluate the negative utility resulting from potential betrayal. Betrayal sensitivity will hence provide the outcome input on which loss aversion operates (cf. Figure 1). In terms of a more basic trait, betrayal sensitivity should arguably be rooted in trait forgiveness.

Trust in models of basic personality structure

As mentioned above, a central goal of our review and framework was to bridge the gap between different lines of research, with a particular focus on integrating approaches and evidence from personality psychology into the trust literature. Therefore, as a next step, we linked the distilled determinants of trust (i.e., attitudes toward risky prospects, trustworthiness expectations, and betrayal sensitivity) and their proposed trait bases (i.e. anxiety and fear, trustworthiness, and forgiveness) to models of basic personality structure – which provide a broad and parsimonious account to the study of individual differences (e.g., Funder, 2001; Ozer & Reise, 1994). In particular, we identified the basic trait dimensions that should, according to the proposed framework, account for individual variation in trust behavior. To this end, we concentrated on two personality models that have mainly been considered in recent research on social behavior: the Five-Factor Model (FFM; Costa & McCrae, 1992; McCrae & Costa, 1985) and the HEXACO model of personality structure (Ashton & Lee, 2007; Lee & Ashton, 2004).

Corresponding to its name, the FFM includes five factors, namely Neuroticism, Extraversion, Openness, Agreeableness, and Conscientiousness. As follows from their theoretical conceptualizations and corresponding evidence, two of these, Neuroticism and Agreeableness, should be relevant for trust to occur. Specifically, it has repeatedly been shown that individual differences in anxiety and fear are accounted for by Neuroticism. Besides, trait trustworthiness – with its components fairness and honesty – seems to be best reflected in the Agreeableness factor of the FFM, which basically involves differences in the motivation to cooperate versus defect (Denissen & Penke, 2008). Finally, forgiveness has consistently been linked to a mixture of said dimensions, namely low levels of Neuroticism and high levels of FFM-
Agreeableness. In total, the FFM would thus account for individual variation in trust behavior through Neuroticism and Agreeableness – a conjecture that has already obtained some (albeit weak) empirical support.

As an extension and slight variation of the FFM, the HEXACO model – with its name derived as an acronym of the factors it constitutes, namely Honesty-Humility, Emotionality, eXtraversion, Agreeableness, Conscientiousness, and Openness to Experience – has recently been established based on lexical studies across diverse languages. In particular, these studies suggest that personality is best described in terms of six rather than five broad trait dimensions (Ashton et al., 2004; Lee & Ashton, 2008). As such, the HEXACO model proposes three factors accounting for the quality of social interactions and pro-social behavior: Honesty-Humility, Emotionality (i.e., the counterpart of FFM-Neuroticism), and Agreeableness (Ashton, Lee, & de Vries, 2014). More detailed, Honesty-Humility and Agreeableness capture complementary aspects of reciprocal altruism (Trivers, 1971), that is, fairness versus forgiveness. Emotionality, in turn, represents tendencies relevant for kin altruism (e.g., empathetic concern, emotional attachment, and harm-avoidance). Notably, each of these three pro-social traits can, at least in theory, be linked to one of the trait aspects that are assumed to underlie trust (according to our framework). First, anxiety and fear are both captured by the Emotionality factor and its corresponding facets. Second, trustworthiness is arguably covered by Honesty-Humility incorporating sincerity as well as fairness at the facet-level (see Section 3.1 for details and supporting evidence). And third, forgiveness is mirrored in the Agreeableness factor of the HEXACO model (see Section 3.3 for further information). Overall, compared to the FFM, the HEXACO model hence provides more clear-cut hypotheses on the trait determinants of trust behavior, thus allowing for particularly strict empirical testing. However, as evidenced by a recent meta-analysis (Zhao & Smillie, 2015), actual evidence on the link between trust behavior (in the Trust Game) and the HEXACO dimensions is fully missing.

Specifically, three HEXACO dimensions, namely Extraversion, Conscientiousness, and Openness to Experience, are nearly identical in content to their FFM-counterparts. However, for the remaining dimensions, the HEXACO model incorporates considerable changes. Most strikingly, Honesty-Humility is proposed as a new, sixth trait factor, capturing content beyond the FFM. Furthermore, the HEXACO model comprises alternative rotations of Neuroticism (termed Emotionality) and Agreeableness. In consequence, the model offers particularly straightforward theoretical interpretations of the different trait factors (for further details see Ashton et al., 2014).
To sum up, our review and framework provides an integrative summary and coherent structure of the extant trust literature from different fields. In essence, it implies that (a) trust can be regarded as a risky dependence choice, (b) multiple person and situation characteristics may influence the decision to trust, and (c) individual differences in trust are likely rooted in a combination of different personality traits. Hence, it seems heavily oversimplified to assume that one specific trait dimension (such as trust propensity) might sufficiently account for individual variation in trust behavior. That said, a critical reflection is nonetheless in order: First and foremost, our conclusions were almost exclusively based on trust among strangers. It is thus an important quest for future research to clarify whether and how the proposed framework applies or can be extended to other types of trust. Moreover, for several aspects suggested in the framework – especially those related to the proposed (basic) traits underlying trust – evidence is remarkably weak, thus emphasizing the necessity for critical empirical tests in future studies. In this regard, it seems also worthwhile to take specific person-situation-interactions into account which we have, admittedly, left aside from our discussion due to the deficiency of corresponding evidence.
3. Beyond Theory

As summarized above, several gaps in the trust literature still exist, thus inevitably rendering our theoretical framework partly speculative in nature. First and foremost, there is only rudimentary knowledge of the trait basis underlying trust behavior. That is, whereas the situational aspects driving trust are well-investigated, this is, in fact, not the case for the potential personality aspects underlying trust. In particular, evidence on the link between trust behavior and basic personality traits is remarkably weak – with a complete lack of evidence on the dimensions of the more recently proposed HEXACO model (cf. Zhao & Smillie, 2015).

Notably, however, the HEXACO model has already proven to allow for an exceptionally fine-grained analysis of pro-social tendencies, especially when evidence on the somewhat broader FFM is inconclusive (cf. Hilbig, Glöckner, & Zettler, 2014). Correspondingly, the HEXACO model also provides particularly clear-cut hypotheses on the trait basis of trust. That is, as detailed above, each theoretically-implied trait aspect of trust behavior (i.e., anxiety/fear, trustworthiness, and forgiveness) is arguably reflected in one specific HEXACO dimension (i.e., Emotionality, Honesty-Humility, and Agreeableness). Hence, it seems particularly promising to investigate individual differences in trust behavior based on the HEXACO traits.

According to this reasoning, the following empirical part of this thesis is concerned with individual differences in trust (and trustworthy) behavior from the perspective of the HEXACO model. Specifically, given that the predictive advantage of the HEXACO model is primarily reducible to the inclusion of Honesty-Humility as a sixth trait dimension – capturing several aspects that are not well accommodated by the FFM (e.g., Ashton & Lee, 2008; Lee, Ogunfowora, & Ashton, 2005) – I considered Honesty-Humility as a promising starting point for empirical testing. Hence, I will particularly focus on Honesty-Humility in what follows and, corresponding to our person-situation framework, on the proposed link between trait trustworthiness (arguably covered by Honesty-Humility) and trustworthiness expectations. As such, the overarching objective of the empirical part of this thesis was to break the first ground on bridging the gap between trust and personality research and to enhance the understanding of the basic traits underlying trust.
3.1 **Honesty-Humility and Trustworthiness Expectations: A Path of Social Projection?**


In Thielmann and Hilbig (2014; Article 2), our goal was to provide first evidence on the notion that trait trustworthiness (in terms of individual levels in Honesty-Humility) might account for individual variation in trustworthiness expectations through social projection. The theoretical starting point for this conjecture was two-fold: On the one hand, it has been noted on numerous occasions that social projection constitutes a reasonable antecedent of trust behavior (e.g., Krueger et al., 2012; Krueger, Massey, & DiDonato, 2008). That is, individuals might expect others to be as trustworthy as they themselves are – an assumption nicely corresponding to the typically observed positive relation between individuals’ willingness to trust and to behave trustworthily (e.g., Colquitt, Scott, & LePine, 2007; Wrightsman, 1966). On the other hand, trait trustworthiness is arguably captured by the HEXACO Honesty-Humility factor. Supporting this notion – and corresponding to the theoretical conceptualization of Honesty-Humility subsuming sincerity, fairness, greed-avoidance, and modesty – a substantial body of evidence has proven Honesty-Humility to be a valid predictor of fairness-related behaviors (e.g., Baumert, Schlösser, & Schmitt, 2013; Hilbig, Thielmann, Hepp, Klein, & Zettler, 2015; Hilbig, Zettler, & Heydasch, 2012) as well as of honesty (Hilbig, Moshagen, & Zettler, 2015; Hilbig & Zettler, 2015) – the two pillars of trustworthiness, as outlined above.

Integrating these two pieces of evidence, our aim was to test the hypothesis that individuals infer others’ trustworthiness from their own trait trustworthiness (i.e., their Honesty-Humility levels) by means of social projection. More precisely, we assumed that individuals high in Honesty-Humility will have more optimistic expectations regarding others’ trustworthiness than their counterparts low in Honesty-Humility because they themselves are more trustworthy or cooperative, respectively. In a study (\(N = 244\)), we assessed individuals’ Honesty-Humility levels (Ashton & Lee, 2009) and their expectations regarding another’s trustworthiness in the Distrust Game (McEvily, Radzevick, & Weber, 2012) – an alternative to the Trust Game that offers a more straightforward operationalization of trustworthiness expectations (because in the Distrust Game the trustee’s behavior is not contingent on the trustor’s
behavior). To test the social projection account more conclusively, we additionally included measures of cooperativeness (i.e., a hypothetical Dictator Game; Forsythe, Horowitz, Savin, & Sefton, 1994) and entitlement (i.e., a hypothetical Ultimatum Game; Güth, Schmittberger, & Schwarze, 1982). By this means, we intended to explicitly verify that individuals high in Honesty-Humility expect others to be more trustworthy because they themselves are, rather than because they feel entitled to a good treatment by others.

In line with this hypothesis, we found a positive relation between Honesty-Humility and trustworthiness expectations which was mediated through cooperativeness in the Dictator Game, but not through entitlement in the Ultimatum Game. Hence, the data supported the idea that social projection of one’s own trait trustworthiness matters for the formation of trustworthiness expectations. However, it should be acknowledged that the effect of Honesty-Humility on trustworthiness expectations was only small to medium-sized. On the one hand, this might be due to the exclusive reliance on hypothetical games without real interaction partners or incentives involved. On the other hand, individual differences in the tendency to rely on social projection (Krueger & Acevedo, 2007) might have acted as a moderator of said relationship, thus reducing the overall effect size. Furthermore, another shortcoming of our study is that we entirely focused on individuals’ trustworthiness expectations, without considering a measure of actual trust behavior. Although (a priori) expectations regarding another’s trustworthiness have been shown to reliably drive trust behavior (e.g., Coricelli, Gonzalez Morales, & Mahlstedt, 2006; Kugler, Connolly, & Kausel, 2009; Yamagishi et al., 2013), combining the presented design with a measure of trust behavior might be a worthwhile extension for future research – alongside the use of real interactions involving actual incentives.

### 3.2 From Trust to Trustworthiness

As another limitation of the above reasoning, the postulated social projection account basically rests on the notion that Honesty-Humility actually explains individual variation in trustworthiness. Although this assumption seems well-justified in light of the empirically demonstrated links between Honesty-Humility and pro-social/honest behavior, direct evidence on said relation is still missing. Thus, for the social projection account to hold, it seems necessary to critically test whether Honesty-Humility indeed explains individual variation in trustworthy behavior, that is, variation in the appreciation of another’s trust.
By and large, evidence on the (basic) traits underlying trustworthiness is scarce anyway. First, extant findings on the FFM are inconclusive as, for example, indicated by a weak meta-analytic correlation between FFM-Agreeableness and trustworthiness in the Trust Game (Zhao & Smillie, 2015). Thus, investigating trustworthy behavior from the perspective of the HEXACO model, specifically the Honesty-Humility factor, might be a promising approach to clarify the inconsistent empirical picture (cf. Hilbig et al., 2014). Moreover, prior research is still vague on the specific mechanism underlying trustworthiness that might, in turn, drive the relation between basic personality traits and trustworthy behavior. In particular, it is unclear whether trustworthiness is an expression of positive reciprocity, negative reciprocity, or unconditional kindness (e.g., Ashraf, Bohnet, & Piankov, 2006; Ben-Ner & Halldorsson, 2010; Cox, 2004). Stated differently, evidence is inconclusive on whether trustworthiness mirrors a conditional behavior that is contingent on the level of the trustor’s prior trust (thus reflecting reciprocity) or whether it mirrors an unconditional behavior in that it involves a relatively stable reaction that does not perfectly correspond to the trustor’s previous behavior (thus reflecting kindness).

Notably, illuminating the nature and dispositional determinants of trustworthiness might not only enhance the understanding of trustworthy behavior as such, but also of the rationale underlying trust. That is, given that trust is only profitable and reasonable if the corresponding reaction is trustworthy to some extent (cf. Evans & Krueger, 2011; Hardin, 1996), there should be no trust at all in the absence of trustworthiness. In other words, trustworthiness begets trust (e.g., Hardin, 2002; Tullberg, 2008). Thus, knowledge about the (trait) determinants driving trustworthiness will provide basic insights into the factors that foster trust in the long run. Based on this reasoning, in Article 3 we (Thielmann and Hilbig, 2015a) dissected the trait determinants underlying trustworthy behavior by means of the HEXACO model of personality. Importantly, this approach did not only allow us to illuminate the specific mechanism driving trustworthiness, but also to critically test whether Honesty-Humility indeed explains individual differences in trustworthy behavior – the basic conjecture underlying the proposed social projection path to trustworthiness expectations.
3.3 Dissecting the Trait Determinants of Trustworthiness


As mentioned previously, there is currently only a rudimentary understanding of the nature and trait determinants of trustworthy behavior. On the one hand, evidence on the basic traits underlying trustworthiness is restricted to the FFM, with inconclusive findings overall. On the other hand, it is still unclear whether trustworthy behavior is an expression of positive reciprocity, negative reciprocity, or unconditional kindness. In Thielmann and Hilbig (2015a; Article 3), the overall objective was hence to dissect the potential dispositional factors underlying trustworthiness based on the HEXACO model of personality.

As an advantage, the HEXACO model distinguishes between different cooperative tendencies given that it does, most prominently, specifically capture *active cooperativeness* (i.e., fairness or non-exploitation) in the factor of Honesty-Humility and *reactive cooperativeness* (i.e., forgiveness or non-retaliation) in the factor of Agreeableness – as empirically supported by a pattern of double-dissociation (Hilbig, Zettler, Leist, & Heydasch, 2013; Thielmann, Hilbig, & Niedtfeld, 2014). Corresponding to this distinction – and of particular interest for the issue at hand – Honesty-Humility has been explicitly linked to unconditional kindness (e.g., Hilbig, Thielmann, Wührl, & Zettler, 2015) and positive reciprocity (e.g., Ackermann, Fleiß, & Murphy, in press) whereas HEXACO-Agreeableness has been specifically associated with negative reciprocity (e.g., Ackermann et al., in press). Consequently, for each of the proposed mechanisms to trustworthiness, the HEXACO model provides detailed and specific predictions on the to-be-expected link between trustworthiness and Honesty-Humility or HEXACO-Agreeableness, respectively, and the potential moderating role of the level of prior trust shown by the trustor. This allows for strict empirical tests of the competing mechanisms. In detail, if trustworthiness is an expression of unconditional kindness, there should be a positive link between trustworthiness and Honesty-Humility, irrespective of the level of prior trust. By contrast, the relation between trustworthiness and Honesty-Humility should be moderated by the level of trust if trustworthiness mirrors positive reciprocity. Finally, if negative reciprocity is the driving mechanism, trustworthiness should be negatively linked to HEXACO-Agreeableness, again as a function of the level of prior trust.
In a set of three web-based studies, participants acted as the trustees in the Trust Game (Berg et al., 1995) who either specified their trustworthiness in reaction to all potential trust levels a trustor might show (Studies 1 and 2; \(N = 108\) and \(N = 118\), respectively) or to one specific trust level only (Study 3; \(N = 177\)). Besides, we assessed the HEXACO dimensions (Ashton & Lee, 2009) and, in two studies, additionally the FFM dimensions (Borkenau & Ostendorf, 2008). Overall, all three studies revealed a positive relation between Honesty-Humility and trustworthy behavior. Importantly, this relationship was unaffected by the trustor’s level of prior trust. HEXACO-Agreeableness, by contrast, indicated no association with trustworthiness whatsoever. Altogether, the pattern of results was hence compatible with the predictions as derived from the unconditional kindness mechanism, but contradicted the positive and negative reciprocity mechanisms. This conclusion was further underpinned by the results of Study 3, showing that, for example, the positive relation between Honesty-Humility and trustworthy behavior was mediated by an unconditional kindness justification, but not by a positive or negative reciprocity justification of trustees’ return decisions. As such, the results also reconciled the inconsistent evidence on the link between FFM-Agreeableness and trustworthy behavior. In particular, those aspects predicting unconditional kindness are only marginally represented in FFM-Agreeableness, thus producing a small overall effect.

In summary, the reported studies enhance the understanding of trustworthiness in terms of its underlying personality traits. Importantly, they support the assumption that Honesty-Humility accounts for individual variation in trustworthy behavior, thereby validating and complementing the above reasoning underlying the social projection path from trait trustworthiness (in terms of Honesty-Humility) to trustworthiness expectations. Nonetheless, some critical remarks are worth mentioning. First, the web-based procedure might have insufficiently triggered reciprocity due to the minimal interpersonal contact between interaction partners (i.e., trustors and trustees). A replication of the above results in a lab-based setting with a higher degree of interpersonal contact is thus desirable. Also, the findings are entirely based on a specific trust situation (i.e., the Trust Game) and a specific type of trust relationship (i.e., trust among strangers), thus questioning the generalizability of conclusions. For example, it might be the case that in close relationships, trustworthiness is more a matter of (positive/negative) reciprocity than of unconditional kindness because individuals might expect close others to be trustworthy toward them. Future studies might critically test this conjecture and look for potential moderators of the relation between personality traits and trustworthiness.
4. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

The theoretical framework and empirical evidence reported on in this thesis revealed insights into individual differences in interpersonal trust and trustworthiness from a (basic) trait perspective. In Thielmann and Hilbig (2015b; Article 1), we provided a broad review and integrative summary of the diverse trust literature, based on which we distilled a person-situation framework on trust behavior. As such, we introduced a theoretical foundation for the study of individual differences in trust. Building on this, in Thielmann and Hilbig (2014; Article 2) we presented corresponding empirical support for one of the proposed sources of individual variation in trust: an individual’s own trustworthiness. Specifically, we showed that individuals apparently use their trait trustworthiness (operationalized via individuals’ Honesty-Humility levels) to infer others’ trustworthiness – reflecting a path of social projection underlying trustworthiness expectations. However, given that this reasoning rested on the (untested) notion that Honesty-Humility accounts for trustworthy behavior, in Thielmann and Hilbig (2015a; Article 3) we finally shifted our focus from trust to the personality aspects predicting trustworthiness. In line with the postulated social projection account, we provided first empirical evidence on the predictive power of Honesty-Humility for trustworthy behavior. At the same time, we clarified the dispositional determinants underlying trustworthiness and demonstrated that trustworthy behavior is basically a question of unconditional kindness.

Overall, the work presented in this thesis sets a starting point for an enhanced understanding of individual differences in trust (and trustworthiness) – an issue that has gained insufficient attention in prior research. Nevertheless, there are still several gaps and open quests that should be addressed in future work. Most strikingly, evidence on the two additional paths from personality to trust behavior as proposed in our person-situation framework (i.e., from trait anxiety/fear via attitudes toward risky prospects to trust behavior and from trait forgiveness via betrayal sensitivity to trust behavior; cf. Figure 1) is inconclusive or even missing so far. Moreover, transferring the theoretical assumptions and empirical evidence presented in this thesis to trust and trustworthiness in other types of relationships (e.g., friends or romantic partners) seems a desirable extension to be targeted in future research. In general, it is my hope that the work presented herein, especially the provided theoretical framework on trust, will stimulate systematic research on the (basic) trait sources underlying individual differences in trust (and trustworthy) behavior among several types of trust relationships.
Beyond revealing future research avenues, the work presented in this thesis also has important theoretical implications for the study of trust. In particular, it first seems advisable to conceptualize trust in terms of a behavior – corresponding to the “original goal [of psychology] of being the science of behavior” (Baumeister et al., 2007, p. 400). Notably, such a behavioral view on trust allowed us to take a particularly fine-grained look at the different determinants of trust. At the same time, a behavioral view might also foster the fruitful symbiosis between different areas of trust research, most notably psychology and economics (Handgraaf & Fred van Raaij, 2005). Besides, within psychology, research on trust might profit from a synthesis between social and personality psychology (e.g., Fleeson & Nofle, 2008; Funder, 2008). In this regard, I hope to have elucidated the specific usefulness to take into account the actors’ personality characteristics beyond situational features (as primarily focused on in prior research) to get a complete understanding of the occurrence of trust among strangers. Recent research on cooperation has already demonstrated the fruitfulness of considering (basic) personality traits to account for individual differences in cooperative behavior (e.g., Zhao & Smillie, 2015) – an approach that has recently even found its way into economics (Handgraaf & Fred van Raaij, 2005). In the area of trust research, it may likewise be the time to increasingly integrate a trait perspective to illuminate the emergence of trust behavior. By this means, we might achieve a more holistic understanding of the puzzle of trust as the “foundational principle that holds all relationships” (Covey et al., 1994, p. 203).
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Trust is a key aspect of various social interactions. Correspondingly, trust has been heavily studied across different scientific disciplines. However, an integration of the diverse research and literature is still missing. Addressing this issue, we review several hundred articles on interpersonal trust among strangers and integrate them into a coherent framework, explaining trust behavior among unfamiliar agents based on an interaction between situational features and distinct personality characteristics. Understanding trust as a decision under risk, we distill 3 core components of trust behavior from the extant literature: attitudes toward risky prospects (i.e., risk aversion and loss aversion), trustworthiness expectations, and betrayal sensitivity. Each of these refers to a distinct set of causal determinants, including personality characteristics (anxiety/fear, trustworthiness, and forgiveness) which can be localized in the space defined by models of basic personality structure (e.g., the Five-Factor Model and the HEXACO model of personality). In sum, the review contributes to the understanding of trust behavior by linking and integrating the findings from various fields of trust research. Additionally, it provides fruitful directions and implications for future research.
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We’re never so vulnerable than when we trust someone—but paradoxically, if we cannot trust, neither can we find love or joy.  
—Walter Anderson

The importance of trust for all areas of human interaction can probably not be overemphasized (cf., Yamagishi, 2011). As Rotter (1971) summarized, “the entire fabric of our day-to-day living, of our social order, rests on trust” (p. 443). In other words, “perhaps there is no single variable which so thoroughly influences interpersonal and group behaviour as does trust” (Golembiewski & McConkie, 1975, p. 131). Whether in close relationships or in interactions with strangers, we trust on numerous occasions throughout our lives. For example, we trust our partner not to cheat on us, we confide in friends with personal or intimate problems, we employ others to take care of our children, we ask strangers on the train to watch our luggage while we visit the restrooms, we buy second-hand cars hoping to not end up with a lemon, and we purchase goods online without actually knowing the seller or testing the product beforehand. Based on this omnipresence of trust, it is unsurprising that trust is arguably one of the most heavily studied constructs across all social and economic sciences (e.g., psychology, economics, political science, sociology, law) and beyond.

Traditionally, one type of trust seems particularly relevant, namely trust among strangers—a model also referred to as initial trust (McKnight, Cummings, & Chervany, 1998). Today, the growing e-commerce sector increasingly forces people to trust strangers when purchasing products online. Besides, a variety of social interactions in everyday life require trust in unknown others, thus precluding the long-term establishment of trusting relationships (cf., Bohnet & Zeckhauser, 2004; Dunning, Fetchenhauer, & Schlösser, 2012; Dunning & Fetchenhaue, 2010; Gill, Boies, Finegan, & McNally, 2005). From an economic (game-theoretic) perspective—assuming that humans are rational utility maximizers primarily motivated by self-interest and, by implication, mainly untrustworthy—it seems mostly irrational to trust strangers (cf., Evans & Krueger, 2009; J. M. Weber, Malhotra, & Murnighan, 2005). However, as the examples above demonstrate, people do trust unknown others. Indeed, trust among strangers represents a behavioral tendency that, once developed, remains stable across the life span (Sutter & Kocher, 2007). Based on this apparent discrepancy between rationality and observable behavior, the current work aims at uncovering the determinants underlying this seemingly irrational, yet common and indeed often necessary type of social behavior. In particular, we review and, more importantly, aim to integrate the interdisciplinary literature on trust among strangers, thus providing a coherent summary of this phenomenon.

Within the varied research, different approaches have been put forward to explain trust behavior in general, and trust among strangers in particular. To name a few prominent examples, the literature comprises game-theoretic approaches to trust (e.g., Cabon-Dhersin & Ramani, 2007; Macy & Skvoretz, 1998), approaches focusing on specific aspects of trust (e.g., risk; Das & Teng, 2004) or specific occurrences of trust (e.g., trust in groups; Meyerson, Weick, & Kramer, 1996), and approaches focusing on...
particular areas of trust (e.g., organizational trust; Mayer, Davis, & Schoorman, 1995; Mc Knight et al., 1998). Though all of these approaches come with different foci, most of them share one core feature: Trust is considered to be the result of an interaction between features of the specific trust situation and individual characteristics of the trusting person (i.e., the trustor). That is, on the one hand, individuals are commonly assumed to condition their trust on situation-specific variables (e.g., another’s trustworthiness), suggesting an intraindividual variability of trust behavior across situations. On the other hand, people are assumed to have a stable inclination toward (dis)trust, suggesting a person-specific aspect underlying trust and an intraindividual consistency of trust behavior across situations (Fleeson & Leicht, 2006).

Especially regarding this latter point—the individual differences in trust and the personality characteristics responsible for this variation—existing approaches are notably underspecified. That is, existing trait-based accounts mainly refer to trust propensity as the underlying personality dimension of trust, defined as an individual’s “general willingness to trust others” (Mayer et al., 1995, p. 715) or “one’s personal tendency to believe in others’ trustworthiness” (Das & Teng, 2004, p. 109). However, as these definitions clearly demonstrate, assigning trust propensity scores to individuals who differ in trust behavior is a mere redescription of observed behavior, rather than an explanation in terms of underlying personality traits (cf. Hilbig, Zettler, & Heydasch, 2012). In terms of theoretical progress, such redescriptions are not particularly useful (Gigerenzer, 1998), thus signaling the need for a more basic trait-based understanding of individual differences in trust. In addition, the implication that trust behavior can be reduced to a single specific personality trait may well be an oversimplification given the apparent complexity of trust behavior (as will be detailed below).

To overcome such limitations, we present an integrative review of the literature on trust among strangers and incorporate the research from different disciplines into a coherent person-situation framework in the sense of a descriptive taxonomy. In this framework, we specify both the situational and the personality aspects underlying trust behavior. Specifically, we summarize theoretical and empirical contributions from behavioral economics, social psychology, and personality psychology—thus bridging the gap between different lines of research. As such, we conclude that (a) trust behavior is a function of multiple situation and person characteristics and (b) individual differences in trust behavior result from a combination of relatively distinct personality traits. At the same time, we present an up-to-date review of the trust literature, particularly considering the various findings put forward in the past decade of trust research. In this regard, we also aim at pointing to the gaps in the trust literature that we hope can be bridged by future research. In general, we focus on interpersonal trust (rather than trust in and among groups or organizations) and trust in intentions (rather than capabilities; cf. Snijders & Keren, 2001). Also, we approach trust from a behavioral perspective, following the growing body of research operationalizing trust through behavior in economic games.1 Note that this behavioral perspective also corresponds to recent research on conformity (as first promoted by Asch, 1956), which proposes that disagreeing with better informed others—and thus disclosing one’s ignorance—is another expression of trust (particularly in others’ good-will; Hodges, Meagher, Norton, McBain, & Stroube, 2014; Hodges, 2014).

1 Specifically, research on trust behavior has mainly considered the trust game (Camerer & Weigelt, 1988; Dasgupta, 1988; Kreps, 1990), also known as the investment game (Borg, Dickhaut, & McCabe, 1995; for a meta-analytic review see Johnson & Milsen, 2011). In this game, a trustor decides how to divide an endowment between herself and the so-called trustee. The amount of monetary units the trustor is willing to transfer is usually tripled and added to the trustee’s earnings. As a response, the trustee can then transfer any amount back to the trustor. In general, the amount sent by the trustee is considered an indicator of trust whereas the amount returned by the trustee is considered an indicator of trustworthiness. Corresponding to this interpretation, investments in the trust game have been shown to be mostly interpreted in terms of risk, faith in others (i.e., beliefs in others’ trustworthiness), trust, and gambling (Dunning et al., 2012; see also Dunning et al., 2014).

2 Note that, in decision making research, uncertainty refers to the fact that a decision maker is unfamiliar with the odds of gain versus loss, whereas risk refers to the fact that both a gain or a loss can occur (neither is certain) and the decision maker is familiar with the corresponding odds (e.g., Ellsberg, 1961; Orbell, 1993). Thus, in a trust situation, uncertainty exists because the trustor is unfamiliar with the probabilities of gain (i.e., trust appreciation) versus loss (i.e., trust betrayal). Concurrently, risk exists because of the trustee’s opportunity to betray and the corresponding possibility for the trustor to experience a loss. In general, uncertainty and risk typically covary given that high certainty will be associated with low risk and low certainty will be associated with high risk, respectively (cf. Yates & Stone, 1992).
given the absence of control on the part of the trustor, (b) is based on an expectation that the interaction partner (the trustee) will act in the trustee’s interest (i.e., in a benevolent fashion), and (c) requires accepting personal vulnerability in terms of potential betrayal. In the following, we will elaborate on these three basic components of trust (see Table 1 for primary references).

To begin with, various approaches imply that trust is inevitably accompanied by uncertainty and risk (e.g., Boon & Holmes, 1991; Das & Teng, 2004; see also Table 1). Given the absence of information about the trustee’s intention, a trustor will never be able to conclusively predict the trustee’s behavior (Corcos, Panacquin, & Bourgeois-Gironde, 2012; Kramer, 2010; Yamagishi & Yamagishi, 1994). Hence, “it is in situations in which social uncertainty is large that trust is needed” (Yamagishi, 2011, p. 11).

As a consequence of this uncertainty, trust is necessarily accompanied by the possibility of a loss, representing the source of risk associated with trusting (cf. Rousseau et al., 1998).

Similarly following from this uncertainty, a trustor has to rely on her expectation about the trustee’s trustworthiness in her decision to trust (e.g., Deutsch, 1958; Yamagishi & Yamagishi, 1994; see also Table 1). That is, before deciding whether it is reasonable to trust or not, a trustor has to estimate the probabilities with which a trustee might honor versus betray her trust. From a rational perspective, a trustor should only trust if it is sufficiently likely that the trustee reacts in a benevolent and favorable fashion; otherwise, trusting would be self-destructive (Evans & Krueger, 2009).

Supporting this reasoning, findings show that (a priori) expectations about the trustworthiness of potential interaction partners determine individuals’ actual decision to trust in trust games (Bigoni, Bortolotti, Casari, & Gambetta, 2013; Coricelli, Gonzalez Morales, & Mahlstedt, 2006; Deutsch, 1960; Fetchenhauer & Dunning, 2009; Holm & Danielson, 2005; Kugler, Connolly, & Kausel, 2009; Volland, 2011; Vyrastekova & Garikipati, 2005; Yamagishi et al., 2013), thus pointing to the importance expectations might play for trust to occur.

However, even if a trustor has a somewhat optimistic expectation about the trustee’s trustworthiness, she can never be certain that the trustee will actually honor her trust. Always and by definition, betrayal remains “the twin of trust” (Yamagishi et al., 2013) and thus possible. In essence, betrayal implies a loss for the trustor such that she is worse off after having trusted. Therefore, trusting is necessarily accompanied by uncertainty and risk (cf. Witherspoon & Wright, 2002; see also Table 1). Vulnerability refers to the severity of adverse outcomes or potential losses (cf. Das & Teng, 2004). It exists whenever the trustor has an incentive to betray the trustor for personal gain (cf. Malhotra, 2004). As this is typically the case in the trust situation, trusting requires taking the risk of a potential loss or, stated differently, accepting vulnerability toward the (potentially betraying) actions of another (e.g., Evans & Krueger, 2011; Ross & LaCroix, 1996; see also Table 1).

Reflecting this vulnerability aspect of trust behavior, trusting has frequently been referred to as a choice of relying or depending on another (e.g., Giffin, 1967; Johnson-George & Swap, 1982; see also Table 1). In a situation of uncertainty, choosing to depend on another necessarily requires accepting personal vulnerability (cf. Boon & Holmes, 1991). For example, entrusting one’s child to a babysitter (e.g., to gain an evening out with friends) means to depend on the babysitter’s trustworthiness and to accept the possibility that something bad could happen to the child if the babysitter does not take her job seriously. Similarly, asking a stranger on the train to keep an eye on one’s luggage means to depend on the stranger’s trustworthiness and to accept the possibility that the stranger might steal the luggage. Finally, openly disagreeing with a better informed other and exposing one’s ignorance means to depend on another’s willingness to appreciate the awkwardness of one’s position and to accept the possibility of becoming ostracized (cf. Hodges, 2014).

In line with these considerations, a recent meta-analysis identified social dependence as one of the most agreed upon conditions of trust (Balliet & Van Lange, 2012).

In summary, we define interpersonal trust as a risky choice of making oneself dependent on the actions of another in a situation of uncertainty, based upon some expectation of whether the other will act in a benevolent fashion despite an opportunity to betray.

In line with previous conceptualizations of trust, this definition includes all core components identified in earlier research (i.e., uncertainty, risk, expectation, and vulnerability toward betrayal), but extends these definitions by incorporating the diverse perspectives found in different scientific disciplines: First, we explicitly distinguish between uncertainty as a feature of the trust situation (i.e., the absence of conclusive information about the trustee’s trustworthiness) and risk as a feature of the trusting action (i.e., accepting the possibility of a loss arising from the other’s opportunity to betray). Second, we incorporate the idea of separating trust cognitions from trust behavior (e.g., Baron, 1998; Das & Teng, 2004; Fehr, 2009; Hardin, 2002; Kee & Knox, 1970; McKnight & Chervany, 2001; Robin et al., 1998; Rotenberg, 2010; Sapienza, Toldra Simats, & Zingales, 2013) by clearly differentiating between expectation (i.e., cognition) and risky dependence choice (i.e., behavior)—which corresponds to recent developments in trust research to the effect that trust behavior and expectations are separately assessed via economic games (e.g., Dunning, Anderson, Schlosser, Ehlebracht, & Fetchenhauer, 2014; Yamagishi et al., 2013).

Finally, this definition entails a straightforward operationalization of trust behavior for future research, namely that the willingness to depend on another is a direct indicator of the willingness to trust (cf. Table 1). Hence, unlike prior definitions based on which trust was difficult to operationalize (see, e.g., the conceptualizations by Mayer et al., 1995, defining trust as “the willingness [. . .] to be vulnerable”, p. 712, or by Rousseau et al., 1998, defining trust as “a psychological state”, p. 395), the present definition renders trust directly observable and thus easily quantifiable.3

3In general, this conceptualization of trust behavior is in line with a unidimensional view of trust, defining trust based on a continuum ranging from distrust (low values) to trust (high values). In contrast, according to a two-dimensional view, trust and distrust are distinct (albeit related) constructs which can coexist as a result of separate underlying continua ranging from low to high trust and low to high distrust, respectively (e.g., Hill & O’Hara, 2006; Lewicki et al., 1998; McKnight & Chervany, 2001; Sitkin & Roth, 1993).

Integrating the Determinants of Trust Behavior

Based on the above definition of trust behavior, we distill three central determinants from the extant literature that should drive the
Table 1
Defining Attributes of Trust with Primary References, Corresponding Determinants (as Included in the Person–Situation Framework), and Implications for Theory and Research

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Defining attributes of trust</th>
<th>Primary references</th>
<th>Related determinant(s)</th>
<th>Implications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trust is inherently accompanied by uncertainty and risk.</td>
<td>(Boon &amp; Holmes, 1991; Camerer, 2003; Coleman, 1990; Das &amp; Teng, 2004; Evans &amp; Krueger, 2011; Gambetta, 1988; Johnson-George &amp; Swap, 1982; Kramer, 2010; Luhmann, 1988; McKnight &amp; Chervany, 2001; Rempel, Holmes, &amp; Zanna, 1985; Rousseau et al., 1998; Schlenker, Helm, &amp; Tedeschi, 1973; B. H. Sheppard &amp; Sherman, 1998; Snijders &amp; Keren, 1999; J. M. Weber et al., 2005; Yamagishi &amp; Yamagishi, 1994)</td>
<td>Risk aversion</td>
<td>Trust behavior can be conceptualized as a decision under risk, involving integration of probabilities and outcomes. Thus, the decision to trust incorporates two attitudes toward risky prospects—risk aversion and loss aversion—which should be treated as distinct (albeit complementary) aspects. Inconsistent evidence on the link between trust and risk aversion does not necessarily imply a minor role of risk aversion for trust because it might be attributable to challenges associated with the assessment of risk aversion. It is important to consider the heterogeneity and domain-specificity of risk aversion and thus to carefully select appropriate measures in future studies. Inconsistent evidence on the link between trust and risk aversion might also be attributable to specific interactions between the different trust determinants. These should be addressed in future research. Risk-seeking and low loss aversion might explain individuals’ willingness to trust despite expecting a relatively low probability of trust appreciation. The lack of any evidence on the influence of loss aversion on trust behavior should be addressed empirically. Theoretical integration with the vast literature on (cognitive processes of) risky choice is necessary.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust is based on expectations about another’s trustworthiness.</td>
<td>(Bacharach &amp; Gambetta, 2001; Boon &amp; Holmes, 1991; Deutsch, 1958; Gambetta, 1988; Hardin, 2002; Lewicki, McAllister, &amp; Bies, 1998; McKnight et al., 1998; Pruitt &amp; Kimmel, 1977; Robinson, 1996; Sapienza et al., 2013; Six et al., 2010; Yamagishi &amp; Yamagishi, 1994)</td>
<td>Trustworthiness expectations, based on three sources of information: (a) trust cues (b) prior trust experiences (c) social projection</td>
<td>Trust is not an expectation per se, but expectations are a determinant of trust behavior. Depending on the amount and validity of available information and how it is integrated to form a judgment, trustworthiness expectations are more or less accurate. It should be addressed how individuals search for and integrate information about another’s trustworthiness to come up with a judgment. Theoretical integration with the vast literature on judgment processes is needed. The potential influence of prior trust experiences on trust behavior implies that it might be prudent to take into account whether individuals have participated in previous studies using similar paradigms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust requires accepting vulnerability due to the potential betrayal by another.</td>
<td>(Baier, 1986; Bohnet &amp; Zeckhauser, 2004; J. Dunn, 1988; Dunning &amp; Feitenbauer, 2010, 2011; Evans &amp; Krueger, 2011; Fehr, 2009; Hong &amp; Bohnet, 2007; Malhotra, 2004; Mayer et al., 1995; Ross &amp; LaCroix, 1996; Rousseau et al., 1998; Zand, 1972)</td>
<td>Betrayal sensitivity</td>
<td>Individuals might differ in their weighting of (objectively comparable) losses resulting from another’s betrayal versus bad luck. This tendency might in turn affect one’s general willingness to trust. Low betrayal sensitivity might explain individuals’ unwillingness to trust despite expecting a relatively low probability of trust appreciation. Research on betrayal sensitivity as a potential source of interindividual variation in trust behavior is needed.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
decision of an individual $X$ to (dis)trust an individual $Y$ in a situation $Z$: (I) attitudes toward risky prospects (i.e., risk aversion and loss aversion), (II) trustworthiness expectations, and (III) betrayal sensitivity (for a graphical illustration see Figure 1). Before we will discuss these three broad determinants in more detail (and establish links to basic personality traits where appropriate), we provide a brief summary of the gist of the framework in the following. Note that the initial focus of this summary (as well as the more elaborated review thereafter) will be on the component displayed in the center of Figure 1 (i.e., risk aversion/loss aversion) because all other determinants are integrated into a behavioral response at this point. However, although risk aversion and loss aversion hence form the “centerpiece” of this overarching framework, we do not mean to imply that they play a superior role compared to the other determinants. As will be outlined below, it might even be the case under certain circumstances that one particular determinant outweighs the others, thus primarily driving the decision to trust.

Attitudes toward risky prospects (I) capture the risk and uncertainty aspect of trust behavior (as defined above). That is, given that the decision to trust is inherently associated with uncertainty about another’s trustworthiness and the possibility of a loss (resulting from betrayal), an individual’s general attitudes toward uncertainty (i.e., risk aversion) and potential losses (i.e., loss aversion) should affect the willingness to trust another. From a personality perspective, this implies that traits driving risk and loss aversion, namely anxiety-related traits, might likewise account for individual variation in trust behavior.

Furthermore, as follows from the uncertainty aspect of trust, trustors can never be completely sure about the trustee’s trustworthiness, but have to estimate the probability of trust appreciation. These trustworthiness expectations (II; commonly called beliefs in
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Note, however, that recent evidence on the expressive nature of trust behavior (i.e., consideration of immediate rewards from the trusting act itself; Dunning et al., 2014, 2012; Dunning & Fetchenhauer, 2010, 2011) suggests that the amount to gain might also refer to the positive feelings associated with trusting and the communication of respect for another’s moral character. Referring to the babysitter example from above, the gain hence corresponds to the positive feelings related to trusting the babysitter and spending an evening out with one’s friends; the loss, in turn, corresponds to the potential “bad things” that might happen in the case the babysitter does not take good care of the child. In general, trustors are thus “confronted with an ambiguous path, a path that can lead to an event perceived to be beneficial [. . .] or to an event perceived to be harmful” (Deutsch, 1962, p. 303).

Supporting this idea that the decision to trust is conceptually similar to a decision under risk, evidence shows that individuals condition their trust behavior on both the probabilities of and the outcomes related to trust appreciation versus trust betrayal. That is, on the one hand, individuals indicated a higher willingness to trust a stranger when the chance of encountering a trustworthy interaction partner was 80% as compared to when the chance was only 46% (Fetchenhauer & Dunning, 2012)—that is, when it was “not too risky” to trust (Courtois & Tazdaït, 2012, p. 377). On the other hand, individuals were more likely to trust when trusting was associated with a high (as compared to a low) potential gain, but less likely to trust when trusting was associated with a high (as compared to a low) potential loss (Dufwenberg & Gneezy, 2000; Evans & Krueger, 2011, 2014; Goto, 1996; Lenton & Mosley, 2011; Malhotra, 2004; Snijders & Keren, 1999, 2001)—a behavioral tendency that is already apparent in children and adolescents (van den Bos, Westenberg, van Dijk, & Crone, 2010). From a dispositional point of view—and in line with the most widely accepted framework model of risky choice, prospect theory (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979, 1984)—the risk-taking aspect of trust behavior might hence depend on two determinants: (a) an individual’s risk aversion (i.e., the willingness to take a risk as a function of the probabilities of gain vs. loss) and (b) an individual’s loss aversion (i.e., the willingness to take a risk as a function of the relation between positive and negative outcomes). In the following, we will describe both components in detail.

Risk aversion. Risk aversion defines “an individual’s dispositional tendency to evaluate a prospect with (positive) probabilistic outcomes as having a value lower than (i.e., risk aversion), equal to (i.e., risk neutrality), or higher than (i.e., risk seeking) its expected value” (Glöckner & Hilbig, 2012, p. 547). In other words, risk aversion captures an individual’s preference for choosing a sure (positive) outcome over a potentially higher, but risky outcome. For example, given the choice between a safe gain of $10 and winning $20 with a probability of 50% (otherwise nothing), a risk-averse individual should prefer the safe gain whereas a risk-seeking individual should prefer the risky gamble. Transferred to the decision to trust, a risk-averse individual should hence require a larger subjective probability that the other is trustworthy (and therefore likely to honor trust) before actually trusting. In turn, a risk-seeking individual should be willing to trust even if she expects a smaller probability that the other is trustworthy (and therefore unlikely to honor trust). Following from this reasoning, dispositional risk aversion should be a determinant of trust behavior.
Supporting the influence of dispositional risk aversion on trust behavior, several studies identified risk aversion as a significant predictor of investments in the trust game (Altmann, Dohmen, & Wibral, 2008; Bigoni et al., 2013; Fetchenhauer & Dunning, 2012; Karlan, 2005; Lönnqvist, Verkasalo, Walkowitz, & Wichardt, 2010; Sapienza et al., 2013; Schechter, 2007). Specifically, individuals willing to entrust large amounts of their endowment (i.e., trusting individuals) were also more willing to take a risk in a lottery or in a financial decision than individuals willing to entrust only small amounts or nothing of their endowment (i.e., distrustful individuals).4 Correspondingly, the term “risk” has been found to be most frequently associated with trust behavior in the trust game (Dunning et al., 2012). However, in contrast to these findings, the effect of risk aversion on trust behavior could not be consistently shown in previous research (Ashraf, Bohnet, & Piankov, 2006; Ben-Ner & Halldorsson, 2010; Corcos et al., 2012; Dunning et al., 2014; Eckel & Wilson, 2004; Etang, Fielding, & Knowles, 2011; Houser, Schunk, & Winter, 2010; Macko, Malawski, & Tyszka, 2014).

Strikingly though, researchers still disagree on how dispositional risk aversion can be appropriately assessed (and conceptualized). That is, several different measures of risk aversion have been proposed, including diverse self-report questionnaires (e.g., Dohmen, Falk, Huffman, Sunde, et al., 2011; Meertens & Lion, 2008; E. U. Weber, Blais, & Betz, 2002; Zuckerman, Eysenck, & Eysenck, 1978) as well as various behavioral measures such as the multiple price list method (Holt & Laury, 2002), the Balloon Analogue Risk Task (BART; Lejuez et al., 2002), the card gamble task (Eckel & Wilson, 2004), and the Bomb Risk Elicitation Task (BRET; Crosetto & Filippin, 2013). Given that (at least some of) these measures are only weakly related to each other (e.g., Ben-Ner & Halldorsson, 2010; Eckel & Wilson, 2004; Lönnqvist et al., 2010), it is questionable whether they actually measure the same construct (i.e., risk aversion).

In any case, besides measurement-related issues, research points to a high domain-specificity of risk aversion (i.e., financial, health/safety, recreational, ethical, and social; Blais & Weber, 2006; E. U. Weber et al., 2002), thus shedding doubts on whether risk aversion is a stable tendency across different contexts. In turn, it is questionable whether nonsocial risk aversion (e.g., lottery-based, financial) should predict trust-related risk-taking at all. Overall, trust researchers should bear these issues related to the assessment of risk aversion (i.e., heterogeneity of measures and domain-specificity) in mind and carefully select measures that are informative and appropriate regarding the specific research question under scrutiny. In the end, even the inconsistent findings on the relation between risk aversion and trust behavior do not necessarily contradict the idea that trust behavior is (to some extent) an expression of a dispositional risk-taking tendency (cf. Table 1). Nonetheless, in light of current knowledge, it seems unlikely that trust decisions are invariably influenced by dispositional risk aversion. We will later elaborate on how the interplay of the different trust determinants might account for a weak influence of risk aversion on trust under certain circumstances.

**Loss aversion.** In addition to risk aversion, loss aversion denotes another important aspect of risky choice, referring to the utilities of the potential outcomes rather than to their probabilities. That is, whereas risk aversion describes the willingness to take a risk as a function of the probabilities of gain versus loss, loss aversion describes the willingness to take a risk as a function of the relation between a gain and a loss (i.e., the outcomes). According to prospect theory (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979, 1984), loss aversion captures the intuition that a loss of X is more aversive than a gain of X is attractive. In terms of an individual difference variable, loss aversion can thus be defined as “the propensity for losses to loom larger than gains [of comparable magnitude]” (Bibby & Ferguson, 2011, p. 263; see also Gächter, Johnson, & Herrmann, 2010). Correspondingly, an individual with high loss aversion is assumed to evaluate a loss of X to be more aversive than a gain of X attractive—thus placing much more weight on a potential loss compared to a potential gain of equal magnitude (cf. Shelley, 1994). In contrast, an individual with low loss aversion is assumed to evaluate a loss of X as rather equally aversive as a gain of X attractive—thus placing comparable weights on both potential loss and potential gain.

Regarding the decision to trust, loss aversion might influence how an individual evaluates the potential gain resulting from honored trust (and the trusting act itself) in relation to the potential loss resulting from betrayed trust. On the one hand, trusting is typically accompanied by a potential gain in the case the trustee behaves trustworthy, thus implying that the trustee benefits from trusting in case the trustee honors the trust. In addition, the positive feelings associated with trusting might constitute a gain for the individual, regardless of the trustee’s behavior. On the other hand, trusting as defined above is also necessarily accompanied by a potential loss resulting from the trustee’s opportunity to betray, thus implying that the trustee suffers from trusting in case the trustee betrays. Referring to the babysitter example from above, one might spend an enjoyable evening out with friends if the babysitter takes good care of the child (i.e., behaves trustworthy), thus gaining from the trust placed in the babysitter beyond the mere positive feelings associated with the trusting act. At the same time, one also faces the risk of experiencing a loss (i.e., something bad happening to the child) in case the babysitter does not take her job seriously (i.e., behaves untrustworthily), depending on the relation between the utilities of potential gain versus potential loss of trusting—in our example, the positive utility of trusting the babysitter and spending an evening out with friends versus the negative utility of whatever might occur to the child—individuals should hence be more or less willing to trust. In line with this idea, previous research already considered loss aversion as an underlying determinant of trust behavior (Altmann & Houser, 2012; Bohnet, Herrmann, & Zeckhauser, 2010; Bohnet & Meier, 2005). However, empirical evidence on the link between dispositional loss aversion and trust is still missing, thus remaining a quest for future research. Hence, it seems advisable for future research to consider both attitudes toward risky prospects (i.e., risk aversion and loss aversion) as distinct (risk-related) aspects underlying trust decisions (cf. Table 1).

---

4 Note that some authors interpreted this effect of risk aversion on trust behavior in terms of a limitation of the trust game to appropriately disentangle trust from risk (Karlan, 2005; Sapienza et al., 2013; Schechter, 2007). However, in line with previously voiced arguments, we maintain that this effect demonstrates the (theoretically reasonable) risk-taking aspect of trust behavior (cf. Altmann et al., 2008; Dohmen, Falk, Huffman, & Sunde, 2011; Fehr, 2009; Lönnqvist et al., 2010).
Personality traits linked to risk and loss aversion. Linking risk aversion and loss aversion to general personality traits, both have most prominently been associated with trait anxiety and fear (cf. Figure 1). With regard to risk aversion, evidence shows associations with both dispositional anxiety (Butler & Mathews, 1987; Lorian & Grisham, 2010; Maner & Schmidt, 2006; Maner et al., 2007; Wray & Stone, 2008) and dispositional fear (Lerner & Keltner, 2001; Maner & Gerend, 2007) as well as with anxiety-related basic traits (Glöckner & Hilbig, 2012; Lauriola & Levin, 2001; Lee, Ogunfowora, & Ashton, 2005; Weller & Thulin, 2012; Weller & Tikir, 2011) and pathological anxiety (Giorgetta et al., 2012; Lorian & Grisham, 2010, 2011; Lorian, Mahoney, & Grisham, 2012). Unlike in the case of risk aversion, evidence on the connection between trait anxiety/fear and loss aversion is rather scarce. Nonetheless, like risk aversion, loss aversion has also been linked to anxiety-related traits (Bibby & Ferguson, 2011) as well as to fear (Camerer, 2005; McCarter, Rockmann, & Northcraft, 2010). Overall, these links imply that dispositional anxiety might account for individual variation in trust behavior (through its link to risk and loss aversion). However, given the lack of evidence on the relation between dispositional anxiety and trust behavior, further research is needed to clarify whether findings on the relation between dispositional anxiety and risk/loss aversion can actually be generalized to the trust context.

Preliminary summary of (I) attitudes toward risky prospects. Based on the reasoning that the decision to trust reflects a decision under risk, the present framework includes two attitudes toward risky prospects as underlying determinants of an individual’s willingness to trust, distilled from the extant literature: risk aversion and loss aversion (cf. Figure 1). Whereas risk aversion denotes the willingness to take a risk as a function of the probabilities of gain versus loss, loss aversion denotes the willingness to take a risk as a function of the relation between the utilities of the potential gain versus the potential loss. Thus, each attitude refers to a specific aspect of the risky choice of trusting (i.e., probabilities and outcomes). Depending on the importance individuals assign to either aspect in the specific trust situation, each might drive the decision to trust more or less strongly. In terms of an underlying personality characteristic, both are linked to trait anxiety/fear.

Admittedly, so far we presumed that individuals are familiar with the probabilities of trust appreciation versus trust betrayal—since we merely referred to risk aversion as an individual’s tendency to take a risk as a function of (known) probabilities of gain versus loss. However, as reasoned above, this is typically not the case because of the inherent uncertainty about the trustee’s trustworthiness. Individuals thus have to estimate these probabilities based on the information available in the situation. Moreover—given that the potential loss of trusting results from another person’s betrayal (rather than from bad luck)—trusting might not only involve a material loss, but also a psychological loss because of the manner in which the loss comes about (i.e., an action of another individual vs. chance). In consequence, the evaluation of the potential outcomes (especially losses) might not be as straightforward as in a nonsocial decision under risk such as gambling. Based on these notions, we propose trustworthiness expectations and betrayal sensitivity as two additional determinants of trust behavior (component II and III, respectively, in Figure 1). Whereas trustworthiness expectations essentially reflect individuals’ probability estimates of gain versus loss, betrayal sensitivity should underlie individuals’ evaluation of the potential outcomes (particularly losses). Both determinants will be described in the following.

II. Trustworthiness Expectations

Following from the inevitable uncertainty about the probabilities of trust appreciation (gain) versus trust betrayal (loss), a trustor has to infer another’s trustworthiness before deciding whether it is reasonable to trust or not (e.g., Anh, Pereira, & Santos, 2011; Bacharach & Gambetta, 2001; Chang, Doll, van’t Wout, Frank, & Sanfey, 2010; Eckel & Wilson, 2004; Hill & O’Hara, 2006; Kramer, 2010; Macy & Skvoretz, 1998; Snijders & Keren, 1999; Yamagishi & Yamagishi, 1994). Depending on the specific trust situation, these inferences might, for example, refer to whether the trustee provides trustworthy information, behaves cooperatively in a negotiation or an exchange of resources, or refrains from (emotionally) harming the trustor.5 In any case, in interactions with strangers, a trustor must draw these inferences in the absence of reliable information about the interaction partner’s trustworthiness. To nevertheless form an expectation about the other’s likely behavior, the trustor can consider different (more or less implicit) sources of information, namely (a) trust cues, (b) prior trust experiences, and (c) social projection.

Trust cues. Trust cues are in some way observable or given pieces of evidence a trustor might use to draw inferences about a trustee’s trustworthiness in a specific situation. In terms of Brunswik’s (1952) lens model, trust cues are observable cues available in the trustor’s environment, yielding probabilistic information about an interaction partner’s likely trustworthiness. According to a person-situation-interaction perspective (e.g., Funder, 2008), one can differentiate between two types of trust cues: personal and situational. Whereas personal trust cues refer to individual characteristics of the trustee (i.e., outward appearance, reputation, or social category), situational trust cues refer to features of the specific trust situation (i.e., temptation to betray or availability of potential sanctions).

First off, personal trust cues denote characteristics of the trustee predicting her trustworthiness or cooperativeness, respectively. In interactions with strangers, personal trust cues mainly refer to the trustee’s outward appearance, including facial features (Stewart et al., 2012; Todorov, Baron, & Oosterhof, 2008; Todorov, Pakrashi, & Oosterhof, 2009), facial expressions (Campellone & Kring, 2013; Eckel & Wilson, 2003; Krumhuber et al., 2007; Little, Jones, DeBruine, & Dunbar, 2013; Scharlemann, Eckel, Kacelnik, & Wilson, 2001; Shinada et al., 2010; Sofer, Dotsch, Wigboldus, & Todorov, 2015; Yu, Saleem, & Gonzalez, 2014), facial expressiv-

5 Specifically, anxiety refers to the reaction of approaching to danger whereas fear refers to the reaction of escaping from danger (McNaughton, 2011).

6 The diverse nature of trustworthiness expectations (determined by the specific trust situation) implies that these inferences might refer to both epistemic trust concerns (expectations that an informant provides reliable correct information; e.g., P. L. Harris, 2007; Koenig & Harris, 2005; Landrum et al., 2015; Shaffo et al., 2012) and emotional trust concerns (expectations that another refrains from causing emotional harm to the trustor; e.g., Betts, Rotenberg, & Trueman, 2009; Cortriveau & Harris, 2010; Johnson-George & Swap, 1982; Rotenberg, 2010) as typically distinguished in developmental psychology.
ity (Boone & Buck, 2003), and body language (DeSteno et al., 2012; Naumann, Vazire, Rentfrow, & Gosling, 2009). For example, individuals from different cultures seem to agree that faces with high inner eyebrows, pronounced cheekbones, wide chins, and shallow nose sillion appear more trustworthy than faces with low inner eyebrows, shallow cheekbones, thin chins, and deep nose sillion (Bikars, Dzhelyova, Labadi, Bereczkei, & Perrett, 2014; Todorov et al., 2008). Moreover, individuals evaluated facial expressions (e.g., smiling) and body language cues (e.g., energetic and tense stance) as indicating (high) Agreeableness (Naumann et al., 2009)—a potential predictor of high cooperative- ness (Denissen & Penke, 2008). Overall, individuals seem to automatically use appearance-based personal trust cues to predict the trustworthiness of unknown interaction partners (Bonnefon, Hopfensitz, & De Neys, 2013; De Neys, Hopfensitz, & Bonnefon, 2015) and, in turn, to condition their trusting behavior on these judgments (Chang et al., 2010; DeSteno et al., 2012; Oda, Naganawa, Yamauchi, Yamagata, & Matsumoto-Oda, 2009; Posten, Ockenfels, & Mussweiler, 2014; van ’t Wout & Sanfey, 2008). Note, however, that reliance on trust cues has no immediate implication for whether or not the trustworthiness judgment ultimately formed is, in fact, correct or accurate (cf. Table 1). Indeed, whereas some studies suggest that people are somewhat accurate in predicting the trustworthiness of others on the basis of facial cues (D. S. Berry, 1990; Bond, Berry, & Omar, 1994; Little et al., 2013; Stirrat & Perrett, 2010), other studies indicate the opposite (e.g., Bonnefon et al., 2013; Efferson & Vogt, 2013; Manson, Gervais, & Kline, 2013; Rule, Kendral, Ivicevic, & Ambady, 2013). In turn, the accuracy of predictions does not seem to be moderated by individuals’ Theory of Mind, that is, the ability to infer others’ mental states (Sylwester, Lyons, Buchanan, Nettle, & Roberts, 2012). Nevertheless, “trustworthiness judgments from faces reflect inferences of behavioral intentions that signal approach/avoidance behaviors” (Todorov, 2008, p. 220).

Besides outward appearance cues, “reputation provides a good opportunity for trust to prosper” (Yamagishi & Yamagishi, 1994, p. 138; see also Klapwijk & Van Lange, 2009; Manapat, Nowak, & Rand, 2013). Whenever reputational information is available, a trustor might hence consider the trustee’s reputation to form a trustworthiness judgment. Correspondingly, evidence suggests that individuals actually condition their trust behavior on reputational information. Specifically, individuals are more willing to trust people with a positive reputation than those with a negative reputation (Albert, Gith, Kirchler, & Maciejovsky, 2007; Barclay, 2004; Boero, Bravo, Castellani, & Squazzoni, 2009; Bohnet & Huck, 2004; Bracht & Feltovich, 2009; Charness, Du, & Yang, 2011; Delgado, Frank, & Phelps, 2005; Fehrler & Przepiorka, 2013; Gambetta & Przepiorka, 2014; Keser, 2003; King-Casas et al., 2005; Manapat & Rand, 2012; Masuda & Nakamura, 2012; Rezlescu, Duchaine, Olivola, & Chater, 2012). Hence, individuals seem to use reputational information as a vital cue in their decision to trust.

Regarding trust among strangers, the role of reputational information seems to be particularly relevant in the context of online purchase (e.g., Kollock, 1999; Resnick & Zeckhauser, 2002). For example, online purchase systems (such as eBay or Amazon) specifically implement reputation systems by collecting buyers’ and sellers’ ratings of each other after each transaction and, in turn, making them available to all users. Indicating the effectiveness of such reputation systems, trustors seem to place higher trust in favorably rated sellers than in unfavorably rated sellers, indicated by a larger probability of sale and higher average selling prices for sellers with a positive reputation (Przepiorka, 2013). However, information about a seller’s reputation does not seem to suppress the importance of outward appearance on trust behavior when both trust cues are presented in combination (Bente, Baptist, & Leuschner, 2012).

Finally, social category represents another personal trust cue relevant for the occurrence of trust among strangers. For example, trustors place higher trust in strangers who are in-group members (due to expecting altruistic and fair treatment)—a phenomenon termed group-based trust (Foddy, Platow, & Yamagishi, 2009; Platow, Foddy, Yamagishi, Lim, & Chow, 2012). In particular, meta-analytic evidence indicates that individuals have more optimistic expectations regarding in-group members’ trustworthiness (Baillet, Wu, & De Dreu, 2014)—thus rendering high trust reasonable. Similarly, knowledge about another’s social category can trigger social stereotypes which, in turn, may be associated with specific trustworthiness expectations (Brewer, 2008). In general, the tendency to predict another’s trustworthiness based on social category information is already apparent in children (Landrum, Eaves, & Shafto, 2015). Altogether, a trustee’s social category is hence another potential source of information people might use to infer the trustworthiness of an unknown interaction partner.

In addition to personal trust cues, trustors might also consider situational trust cues in their probability estimates of trust appreciation versus trust betrayal. Unlike personal trust cues, situational trust cues refer to characteristics of the situation that might affect an interaction partner’s trustworthiness independent of (or in some interaction with) her general trustworthiness. In interdependence situations—as the one of trust—several characteristics of the situation can be distinguished (e.g., dependence and power imbalances, conflicts of interest, and behavioral control; Kelley et al., 2003). Most prominently, research on trust considered a trustee’s temptation to betray, that is, the difference in the trustee’s payoff between honoring and betraying trust (cf. Evans & Krueger, 2011), as a vital situational trust cue. Specifically, the temptation to betray refers to the trustee’s conflict of interest (Kelley et al., 2003). Thus, it should be relevant to a trustor’s expectation about the trustee’s trustworthiness because it reasonably affects the trustee’s motivation to betray rather than to honor trust (Baillet & Van Lange, 2012; Evans, Athenstaedt, & Krueger, 2013; Evans & Krueger, 2011, 2014; James, 2002; Murray & Holmes, 2009; Snijders & Keren, 1999, 2001; Yamagishi, Kanazawa, Mashima, & Terai, 2005). In situations in which trust betrayal leads to a considerably higher outcome for the trustee than trust appreciation (i.e., high temptation to betray), a trustee might expect a relatively high probability of trust betrayal and should, in turn, be less willing to trust the other. By contrast, in situations in which trust betrayal only leads to a slightly higher outcome for the trustee than trust appreciation (i.e., low temptation to betray), a trustee might expect a relatively low probability of trust betrayal and should, in turn, be more willing to trust the other. In line with this reasoning, empirical findings demonstrate a decline in trust behavior when the trustee’s temptation to betray increases (Evans & Krueger, 2011, 2014; Snijders & Keren, 1999, 2001). However, trustors appear to underestimate the impact of the temptation to betray on the trustee’s trustworthiness. Specifically, focusing primarily on their own potential outcomes, trustors consider a trustee’s temptation only when the
potential losses and gains associated with the trusting choice are favorable for themselves (Evans & Krueger, 2011, 2014).

Similar to the temptation to betray, the presence versus absence of potential sanctions for betrayal constitutes another situational trust cue. Clearly, potential sanctions in case of betrayal decrease the attractiveness of betrayal for the trustee, thus allowing the trustor to expect a higher probability of trust appreciation (Bachrach & Gambetta, 2001; Yamagishi, 1986, 1988; see also Baillet, Mulder, & Van Lange, 2011, for a meta-analytic review on the cooperation-promoting effect of potential punishment). Consistent with this idea, the presence of potential sanctions for trustees’ betrayal (e.g., payoff reduction or negative reputation) increased trustors’ optimism about the trustees’ trustworthiness and, in consequence, their willingness to trust (Bigoni et al., 2013; Bohnet & Baytelman, 2007; Charmess, Cobo-Reyes, & Jimenez, 2008; Matthews, Kordonski, & Shimoff, 1983; Stiff, 2008; Vollan, 2011). Hence, it is reasonable to consider potential sanctions (or their absence) as another situational trust cue, beyond the temptation to betray.7

Prior trust experiences. Following from the notion that trust refers to a basic social behavior, it is reasonable to expect that people can fall back on a substantial number of experiences related to trust behavior. Such prior trust experiences should, in consequence, influence people’s trust behavior in comparable situations (Bicchieri, Duffy, & Tolle, 2004; Blair & Stout, 2001; Bohnet & Huck, 2004; Deutsch, 1962; Glanville & Paxton, 2007; Rotter, 1967, 1980; Snijders & Keren, 1999; Tullberg, 2008; Van Lange, Vinkhuyzen, & Posthumus, 2014; Yu et al., 2014), most arguably through affecting their expectations about others’ trustworthiness. Especially in situations in which trust cues are absent or ambiguous, prior trust experiences (collected in similar situations) might guide one’s trust behavior in terms of an a priori trustworthiness expectation. For example, an individual who had positive experiences with buying a car second-hand from an unknown seller (i.e., encountering a cooperative interaction and ending up with a car of high quality) might be willing to do so again in the future—even from another seller, thus expecting this other (unknown) seller to be similarly trustworthy.

Supporting this reasoning, buyers whose trust had been betrayed in an online transaction generalized their reduced trust to all sellers whereas buyers whose trust had been rewarded maintained their general trust in the sellers (Bolton, Katok, & Ockenfels, 2004). Hence, trusting is arguably a “learned behavior” (Blair & Stout, 2001, p. 1742; see also Van Lange, 2015) to some extent as it will be based on previous experiences with others’ trustworthiness (Courtois & Tazdait, 2012; Fang, Kimbrough, Valluri, Zheng, & Pace, 2002; Landrum et al., 2015; Rothmund, Gollwitzer, Bender, & Klimestone, 2015; van den Bos, van Dijk, & Crone, 2012). Note that the accuracy of trustworthiness judgments based on prior trust experiences will essentially depend on whether or not the generalization (from prior experiences to the current situation) is justified. Typically, this will be more often the case if the current trustee is somehow similar to the one(s) encountered previously. In general, future research might profit from taking into account the potential influence of prior trust experiences on trust behavior (cf. Bellemare & Kroger, 2007) and, in turn, consider whether individuals have participated in previous studies using similar paradigms (e.g., the trust game) in which they have received feedback on another’s trustworthiness (cf. Table 1).

Social projection. Besides trust cues and prior trust experiences, a third (trait-based) source of information people might consider in their probability estimates of others’ trustworthiness is social projection. Social projection is a “judgmental heuristic that leads people to expect that others will behave as they themselves do” (Krueger & Acevedo, 2005, p. 18). As recently discussed by Krueger and colleagues (Krueger & Acevedo, 2005; Krueger, DiDonato, & Freestone, 2012; Krueger, Massey, & DiDonato, 2008; Krueger, 2007), social projection represents a reasonable antecedent of trust.8 According to this view, people predict another’s trustworthiness (or cooperativeness, respectively) by projecting their own cooperative preferences onto the other. Based on this prediction of another’s trustworthiness, people might then decide whether it is reasonable to trust. Correspondingly, a cooperative individual should expect others to be cooperative (i.e., trustworthy) as well, thus considering trust reasonable due to a high expected probability of trust appreciation. In contrast, an uncooperative individual should expect others to be uncooperative as well, thus considering trust unreasonable due to a high expected probability of betrayal.

In line with the idea that one’s own cooperativeness influences trust behavior (i.e., through social projection), different variants of other-regarding preferences such as altruism, unconditional fairness, fairness, and inequality aversion have repeatedly been considered relevant predictors of trust (Ashraf et al., 2006; Cox, 2004; Derks, Lee, & Krabbandem, 2014; Dunning et al., 2012; Fehr, 2009; Hong & Bohnet, 2007; Johansson-Stenman, Mahmud, & Martinsson, 2013; Krueger et al., 2008; Lehmann-Waffenschmidt & Leipold, 2011; Mansbridge, 1999; Sapienza et al., 2013). Indeed, evidence shows that individuals with a prosocial social value orientation (SVO) or a high willingness to cooperate in the dictator or the prisoner’s dilemma game were more likely to trust than individuals with a prosell or a low willingness to cooperate in either game (Ashraf et al., 2006; Ben-Ner & Halldorsson, 2010; Bohnet & Baytelman, 2007; Chaudhuri & Gangadharan, 2007; Cox, 2004; Etang et al., 2011; Kanagretnam, Mestelman, Nairn, & Shehata, 2009; Macko et al., 2014; Sapienza et al., 2013; Yamagishi et al., 2013, 2012). In the same vein, findings from the trust game demonstrate that high trustworthiness is typically accompanied by a high willingness to trust. That is, individuals who honored (rather than betrayed) trust as a trustee also en-

Note that, however, that potential sanctions should only increase trust concerning others’ external motivation to honor trust, but might even decrease trust concerning others’ intrinsic motivation to do so (Chen, Piliutla, & Yao, 2009; Mulder, van Dijk, De Cremer, & Wilke, 2006). Besides, the effectiveness of potential sanctions to increase trust might differ across societies as a function of generalized trust in others, that is, trust propensity (Baillet & Van Lange, 2013).

Note that social projection has also been (implicitly) considered in previous trust theories. For example, Sapienza et al. (2013) propose that belief-based trust (in the sense of trustworthiness expectations) is strongly affected by a trustor’s own behavior. Similarly, Hill and O’Hara (2006) assume that people facing a trust decision imagine others to behave as they themselves would behave. Finally, Brewer (2008) refers to social projection as a mediator of intragroup trust. Likewise, social projection has been discussed early on as a determinant of expectations about a partner’s willingness to cooperate in the prisoner’s dilemma game (Dawes, McTavish, & Shaklee, 1977; Kelley & Stahelski, 1970; Orbell & Dawes, 1991). Yet, in this context, trustworthiness expectations have only been assessed posteriori to actual trusting choices, thus considering social projection as a postchoice process rather than as a (prechoice) determinant of expectations and corresponding behavior.

---

7 Note that, however, that potential sanctions should only increase trust concerning others’ external motivation to honor trust, but might even decrease trust concerning others’ intrinsic motivation to do so (Chen, Piliutla, & Yao, 2009; Mulder, van Dijk, De Cremer, & Wilke, 2006). Besides, the effectiveness of potential sanctions to increase trust might differ across societies as a function of generalized trust in others, that is, trust propensity (Baillet & Van Lange, 2013).

8 Note that social projection has also been (implicitly) considered in previous trust theories. For example, Sapienza et al. (2013) propose that belief-based trust (in the sense of trustworthiness expectations) is strongly affected by a trustor’s own behavior. Similarly, Hill and O’Hara (2006) assume that people facing a trust decision imagine others to behave as they themselves would behave. Finally, Brewer (2008) refers to social projection as a mediator of intragroup trust. Likewise, social projection has been discussed early on as a determinant of expectations about a partner’s willingness to cooperate in the prisoner’s dilemma game (Dawes, McTavish, & Shaklee, 1977; Kelley & Stahelski, 1970; Orbell & Dawes, 1991). Yet, in this context, trustworthiness expectations have only been assessed posteriori to actual trusting choices, thus considering social projection as a postchoice process rather than as a (prechoice) determinant of expectations and corresponding behavior.
trusted large amounts of money as a trustee (Altman et al., 2008; Chaudhuri & Gangadharan, 2007; De Neys et al., 2013; Evans & Revelle, 2008; Schechter, 2007), while others have focused on the role of trustworthiness in situations in which the trustor depends on the trustee’s word or promise (e.g., the willingness to truthfully report some relevant information). In any case, both components refer to an individual’s trustworthiness and should therefore refer to a single underlying trait as determinant. Nevertheless, it seems advisable to consider which aspect of trustworthiness is more relevant for the trust situation at hand (fairness vs. honesty) and to choose corresponding methods in future studies concerned with the influence of social projection on trust decisions.

**Preliminary summary of (II) trustworthiness expectations.**

As detailed above, we summarize three different sources of information individuals might use to predict an unknown other’s trustworthiness (cf. Figure 1): (a) situational and personal trust cues available in a specific trust situation, (b) prior trust experiences collected in situations similar to the one at hand, thus reflecting an a priori trustworthiness expectation about unknown others in a specific situation, and (c) social projection of one’s own trustworthiness, capturing the personality aspect underlying trustworthiness expectations in terms of trait fairness and trait honesty. Integrating these pieces of evidence, a trustor may arrive at some estimate of the probability of trait appreciation versus trust betrayal, thereby reducing uncertainty about the other’s likely behavior. However, by definition, a trustor can never be completely certain about another’s trustworthiness as long as the situation is one of trust rather than confidence (i.e., assurance without an involvement of uncertainty or risk, respectively; Luhmann, 1988), regardless of the number and the validity of the available trustworthiness-related pieces of evidence.

Concerning the accuracy of trustworthiness judgments, it appears that even children are somehow able to distinguish trustworthy from untrustworthy trustees based on different trust cues (see Mills, 2013, for a recent review). However, it should also be noted that (even in adults) the trustor’s judgment does not necessarily rely on social projection as a means of predicting others’ trustworthiness.

Following from the idea that individuals’ own trustworthiness affects their trustworthiness expectations (through social projection) and, in turn, their trust behavior, personality traits determining an individual’s trustworthiness should predict trust behavior. In general, trustworthiness comprises two components, namely cooperation and honesty (cf. Van Lange, Van Vugt, Meertens, & Ruiter, 1998; Yamagishi & Yamagishi, 1994; Yamagishi, 1988). Most basically, cooperation is reducible to trait fairness (e.g., Arneson, 1982; Eck & Biel, 2003; Fehr & Schmidt, 1999; Gneezy & Newell, 2013; Kahneman, Knetsch, & Thaler, 1986; Rabin, 1993; Wilke, 1991), which represents an individual’s willingness to share or give rather than to exploit others, even if there is no particular incentive to do so. Honesty, in contrast, describes the degree to which one can rely on the word or promise of an individual (cf. López-Pérez, 2012). Correspondingly, people typically ascribe benign intentions to honest others (Kiyonari, 2003; Yamagishi et al., 2013). Correspondingly, people might also differ in their tendency to use social projection as a means of predicting others’ trustworthiness.

In the faith game, individuals decide whether to receive an unknown amount of money a randomly matched dictator allocated to a recipient or to receive a fixed amount from the experimenter that is known to be less than half of the amount the dictator could divide. If an individual trusts in the fairness of the dictator, she should prefer the (potentially higher) amount allocated by the dictator over the fixed amount from the experimenter. But, if an individual distrusts in the fairness of the dictator, she should go for the fixed amount from the experimenter. Note that, in general, the trusting choice in the faith game has no effect on the joint or the partner’s outcome.

Besides fairness, previous research has considered altruism (i.e., personal sacrifice on behalf of others) and greed (i.e., high importance of own gains) as general traits underlying cooperation. However, because both altruism and greed have usually been defined in terms of dictator game giving—which basically reflects a measure of fairness—they are well captured in the concept of trust fairness (cf. Eck & Biel, 2003; Wilke, 1991). Similarly, scholars have proposed several specific traits as underlying factors of individual differences in cooperative behavior. Most prominently, cooperation has been linked to social value orientation, reflecting the weights people assign to their own and to others’ outcomes in situations of interdependence (Messick & McClintock, 1968; for a meta-analytic overview see Balliet, 2003). Furthermore, inequality aversion (i.e., disliking differences between own and others’ or own and average payoffs, respectively; Bolton & Ockenfels, 2000; Fehr & Schmidt, 1999) and strong reciprocity (i.e., high willingness to cooperate with cooperative others and to punish those who violate the norms of cooperation, at a personal cost; Gintis, Bowles, Boyd, & Fehr, 2003) have been discussed as specific traits underlying cooperation. However, all these concepts ultimately share a common core captured by what we mean by “fairness”.

---

*In the faith game, individuals decide whether to receive an unknown amount of money a randomly matched dictator allocated to a recipient or to receive a fixed amount from the experimenter that is known to be less than half of the amount the dictator could divide. If an individual trusts in the fairness of the dictator, she should prefer the (potentially higher) amount allocated by the dictator over the fixed amount from the experimenter. But, if an individual distrusts in the fairness of the dictator, she should go for the fixed amount from the experimenter. Note that, in general, the trusting choice in the faith game has no effect on the joint or the partner’s outcome.*

*Besides fairness, previous research has considered altruism (i.e., personal sacrifice on behalf of others) and greed (i.e., high importance of own gains) as general traits underlying cooperation. However, because both altruism and greed have usually been defined in terms of dictator game giving—which basically reflects a measure of fairness—they are well captured in the concept of trust fairness (cf. Eck & Biel, 2003; Wilke, 1991). Similarly, scholars have proposed several specific traits as underlying factors of individual differences in cooperative behavior. Most prominently, cooperation has been linked to social value orientation, reflecting the weights people assign to their own and to others’ outcomes in situations of interdependence (Messick & McClintock, 1968; for a meta-analytic overview see Balliet, 2003). Furthermore, inequality aversion (i.e., disliking differences between own and others’ or own and average payoffs, respectively; Bolton & Ockenfels, 2000; Fehr & Schmidt, 1999) and strong reciprocity (i.e., high willingness to cooperate with cooperative others and to punish those who violate the norms of cooperation, at a personal cost; Gintis, Bowles, Boyd, & Fehr, 2003) have been discussed as specific traits underlying cooperation. However, all these concepts ultimately share a common core captured by what we mean by “fairness”.*
reflect the available evidence in terms of an optimal probability estimate. For example, individuals might consider only a subset of the available information due to time pressure, low motivation, or little need to reduce uncertainty about the other’s trustworthiness. They might use simplifying heuristics for probability estimation (Kahneman, Slovic, & Tversky, 1982) and/or different strategies for cue integration (Gigerenzer & Goldstein, 1996; Newell & Bröder, 2008), the accuracy of which will depend on the cue environment (Hogarth & Karelaia, 2007). Also, the probability estimate may be distorted by an individual’s sensitivity to victimization (Gollwitzer, Rothmund, Alt, & Jekel, 2012; Gollwitzer, Rothmund, Pfeiffer, & Ensenbach, 2009; Gollwitzer, Rothmund, & Süssenhoff, 2013), emotional state (J. R. Dunn & Schweitzer, 2010), and a negativity bias (Baumeister, Bratslavsky, Finkelauer, & Vohs, 2001; Rozin & Royzman, 2001), mirroring people’s general tendency to overestimate the probability of negative events compared to positive or neutral ones (A. J. L. Harris, Corner, & Hahn, 2009). As the latter suggests, people may generally overestimate the probability of trust betrayal—which is in line with evidence indicating that people tend to generally underestimate others’ trustworthiness (Fetchnauer & Dunning, 2009, 2010; D. T. Miller, 1999). Unfortunately, though, there have been no attempts so far to integrate the literature on trustworthiness expectations and (cognitive processes of) judgments under uncertainty as typically addressed in the cognitive psychological literature. Thus, the question of how different sources of information are integrated and to what extent intuitive versus deliberate cognitive processes are at work (cf. Betsch & Glöckner, 2010; Glöckner & Wittman, 2010) is largely unresolved. Undoubtedly, the expected probability of another’s (un)trustworthiness should strongly influence an individual’s willingness to trust. To specify how exactly individuals form this probability estimate—and thus bridge the noteworthy gap between trust research and judgment research—remains a vital quest for future research (cf. Table 1). However, recent developments in (probabilistic) modeling of epistemic trust in children based on Bayesian inference (Shafto, Eaves, Navarro, & Perfors, 2012) seems to provide a valuable starting point and a fruitful (statistical) approach to close this gap.

III. Betrayal Sensitivity as a Determinant of Outcome Evaluation

In addition to the determinants introduced so far (i.e., (I) attitudes toward risky prospects and (II) trustworthiness expectations), we finally propose (III) betrayal sensitivity as a third component underlying trust behavior, particularly influencing individuals’ evaluations of potential losses resulting from trust behavior. As discussed above, trusting is accompanied by risk (in the sense of a potential loss) due to the trustee’s opportunity to betray and the trustee’s inevitable uncertainty about the trustee’s inclination to do so. This suggests that if trusting results in a loss, the loss can specifically be traced back to another person’s betrayal (rather than to bad luck, for instance). A loss resulting from misplaced trust might hence go beyond a mere material loss, but also involve a psychological loss due to the way the loss came about (cf. Rabin, 1993). As Bohnet et al. (2010) reasoned based on prospect theory, “betrayal imposes an additional utility cost beyond monetary loss. That cost increases the more the likelihood of betrayal deviates from one’s reference points of accustomed experience” (p. 812). In line with this reasoning, recent research suggests that people are, in general, less willing to take a risk when the risk results from human selfish and untrustworthy behavior (i.e., trust situation) as opposed to the risk resulting from bad luck (i.e., gamble situation)—a phenomenon called betrayal aversion (Aimeone & Housser, 2011, 2012, 2013; Baumgartner, Heinrichs, Vonlanthen, Fischer, & Fehr, 2008; Bohnet, Greig, Herrmann, & Zeckhauser, 2008; Bohnet & Zeckhauser, 2004; Corcos et al., 2012; Fehr, 2009; Hong & Bohnet, 2007; Kosfeld, Heinrichs, Zak, Fischer, & Fehr, 2005).

Supporting the idea of betrayal aversion, several studies have demonstrated that individuals distinguish between risks resulting from betrayal and risks resulting from bad luck. More specifically, one line of research showed that participants are less willing to take a risk in trust situations compared with nonsocial risk situations (Baumgartner et al., 2008; Bohnet et al., 2008; Bohnet & Zeckhauser, 2004; Kosfeld et al., 2005). In these studies, participants had to estimate the minimum acceptable probability of gaining the higher of two outcomes in a (trust or risk) game for which they would prefer the game over a sure (but relatively low) outcome. In the trust game, the final outcome was determined by another person; in the risk game, it was determined by nature. As expected, individuals indicated higher minimum acceptable probabilities in the trust game than in the risk game, thus indicating a lower willingness to take a risk in situations in which a poor outcome is produced by another’s betrayal rather than the same outcome being due to bad luck. Of note, recent evidence on the biological basis of trust suggests that the positive effect of oxytocin on trust is due to a reduction in betrayal aversion (Baumgartner et al., 2008; Kosfeld et al., 2005) which, in turn, most likely results from a decrease in amygdala activation (e.g., Kirsch et al., 2005; see also Rilling & Sanfey, 2011, for an overview).

In addition to differences between trust and risk games, further evidence suggests that individuals are particularly motivated to prevent suffering from knowing that another person betrayed their trust (Aimeone & Housser, 2012, 2013). That is, when participants were able to choose whether they want to know the decision of their assigned trustee or instead receive a payment according to a random draw from a separate pool of decisions identical to the pool of the trustee’s decisions, they preferred to avoid knowing whether their trustee honored or betrayed their trust and rather chose to be paid according to the behavior of a randomly drawn trustee. Strikingly, if participants could not avoid knowing their partner’s trustworthiness, they were less willing to trust in the first place. Irrational though this appears, people may thus be more willing to trust if they need not learn whether the trustee betrayed them. In real-life, however, one may argue that individuals cannot avoid receiving feedback about a trustee’s trustworthiness (or betrayal, respectively), unless they mistrust in the first place (cf. 11) Individuals usually differ in their motivation to reduce uncertainty as a function of their individual level of ambiguity aversion (i.e., the preference for known risks over unknown risks; Ellsberg, 1961). In a trust situation, individuals with high ambiguity aversion might hence gather as much information as possible to come up with a fairly reliable (and rather certain) prediction about an interaction partner’s trustworthiness. Individuals with low ambiguity aversion, in contrast, might be satisfied with only gathering little information given that they should consider the state of uncertainty less aversive.
Betrayal sensitivity. Based on these findings on betrayal aversion, betrayal sensitivity—an individual’s tendency to attribute a greater severity to a loss resulting from human selfishness than to a formally equivalent loss resulting from nature—should be a vital determinant underlying trust behavior. In particular, individuals might differ regarding their weighting of (objectively comparable) losses resulting from taking a social versus taking an associational risk (cf. Table 1). That is, whereas some individuals might perceive the potential loss of trusting similarly rather similar to the total loss of gambling (i.e., low betrayal sensitivity), others might perceive the potential loss of trusting clearly more severe than a formally equivalent loss of gambling (i.e., high betrayal sensitivity). This implies another source of interindividual variation in trust decisions. In effect, betrayal sensitivity should be negatively related to trust because of its influence on the evaluation of outcomes, particularly losses.

Given that individuals high in betrayal sensitivity are assumed to ascribe a greater severity to losses resulting from nonappreciated trust than to comparable losses resulting from bad luck, betrayal sensitivity should arguably be driven by low interpersonal forgiveness (cf. Fehr, 2009). Forgiveness refers to the willingness to refrain from retaliatory actions when others are behaving unfairly. If one is quick to forgive, there is little need for betrayal aversion. Supporting this notion, betrayal has been found to induce reactions that are antithetical to forgiveness (i.e., grudge, vengeance, and retribution; Finkel, Rusbult, Kamenishiro, & Hannon, 2002; Stouten, De Cremer, & van Dijk, 2006). Similarly, trust behavior following a transgression was predicted by trait forgiveness (Desmet, De Cremer, & van Dijk, 2011) as well as dispositional (dis)trust (Malby et al., 2008; Walker & Goursuch, 2002). We thus propose individual differences in betrayal sensitivity to be explainable by trait forgiveness. However, because betrayal sensitivity has not yet been operationalized as an individual difference construct, the relationship between betrayal sensitivity and general personality traits (such as forgiveness) remains an open quest for future research.

In summary, we propose betrayal sensitivity as a third determinant underlying trust behavior (besides risk aversion/loss aversion and trustworthiness expectations; cf. Figure 1), especially affecting the evaluation of potential losses resulting from trust behavior. Individuals high in betrayal sensitivity are expected to be less willing to take a risk in a trust situation than in a comparable risky gamble situation (due to ascribing a higher negative utility to a loss resulting from betrayal than to a formally equivalent loss resulting from bad luck). Given that individuals high in betrayal sensitivity thus seem to particularly dislike nonappreciated trust, trait forgiveness should arguably drive individual differences in betrayal sensitivity—and thus trust.

Reward sensitivity. Note, however, that in addition to focusing on the potential losses associated with betrayed trust (as implied by the notion of betrayal sensitivity), some individuals may also place considerable attention on the potential reward inherent in a positive (i.e., trusting) social interaction. This corresponds with neurobiological evidence pointing to an involvement of reward-related brain areas in trust behavior (Delgado et al., 2005; Fehr & Camerer, 2007; King-Casas et al., 2005) as well as with recent research proposing an expressive in addition to an instrumental component of trust, assuming that individuals also consider the immediate “gains” (i.e., positive feelings) associated with the trusting act itself in their decision to trust (Dunning et al., 2014, 2012; Dunning & Fetchenhauer, 2010, 2011).

Specifically, individuals high in Extraversion should perceive social interactions as particularly rewarding per se (e.g., Ashton, Lee, & Paunonen, 2002; Denissen & Penke, 2008; Fishman, Ng, & Bellugi, 2011; Lucas, Diener, Grob, Suh, & Shao, 2000; Lucas & Diener, 2001; Pavot, Diener, & Fujita, 1990) and therefore be highly motivated to approach such interactions (Depue & Collins, 1999; Gray, 1970). In turn, extraverts might be more willing to trust others than introverts as a result of anticipating a large gain from trusting. Correspondingly, findings point to a positive relation between Extraversion and the willingness to trust (Evans & Revelle, 2008; Hiraishi, Yamagata, Shikishima, & Ando, 2008; Swope, Cadigan, Schmitt, & Shupp, 2008; Thielmann & Hilbig, 2014). Note, however, that the above reasoning presupposes a truly social situation involving interpersonal interaction. Particularly in the context of trust among strangers this may rarely be the case because many situations involve a limited amount of social interaction (e.g., online purchase). In turn, the effect of reward sensitivity is restricted to situations involving a high social component. Besides, given that most people should be motivated to avoid betrayal (as implied by a general tendency toward betrayal aversion; e.g., Bohnet & Zeckhauser, 2004), betrayal sensitivity should be the stronger predictor of trust behavior as compared to reward sensitivity. For these reasons, we primarily focus on betrayal sensitivity as a determinant of outcome evaluation in situations of trust among strangers.

The Big Picture: The Interplay of Trust Determinants

So far, we have outlined how the trusting choice of making oneself dependent on another can be understood as a function of three determinants: (I) attitudes toward risky prospects (i.e., risk aversion and loss aversion), (II) trustworthiness expectations (based on trust cues, prior trust experiences, and/or social projection), and (III) betrayal sensitivity. Assuming that the decision to trust is conceptually comparable to a decision under risk, risk aversion and loss aversion should essentially mediate the effects of trustworthiness expectations and betrayal sensitivity, respectively. Specifically, trustworthiness expectations influence the probability

12 Unlike the (multiple) findings indicating betrayal aversion, there is also some evidence pointing to the opposite, namely a higher willingness to take a risk in the trust game compared to a risk game (Fetchenhauer & Dunning, 2009, 2012). However, in these studies, a participant’s decision to trust in the trust game, but not her decision to take a risk in the risk game, determined the outcome of another person—which might in turn explain the deviating results.

13 Note that, although similar in name, betrayal sensitivity has to be differentiated from rejection sensitivity, which denotes an individual’s disposition to anxiously expect, readily perceive, and intensely respond to rejection (Downey & Feldman, 1996). By contrast, betrayal sensitivity does not involve specific expectations toward betrayal or a particular readiness to perceive betrayal, but rather specifically captures individuals’ evaluation of losses due to betrayal (compared to losses attributable to nature).
input which is processed based on an individual’s risk aversion. In turn, betrayal sensitivity influences the outcome input which is processed based on an individual’s loss aversion (cf. Figure 1). In other words, (I) risk aversion and loss aversion essentially operate on (II) the subjective probability of betrayal (the result of the formation of trustworthiness expectations) and (III) the subjective outcome utility (the result of outcome evaluation as potentially distorted through betrayal sensitivity), respectively.

Although this combined view suggests that all three determinants make a unique contribution to the decision to trust, trustworthiness expectations seem especially important given that trust behavior is based upon some expectation of whether the trustee will act in a benevolent fashion. That is, it is arguably a necessary condition of trust that the trustor expects (i.e., subjectively estimates) at least a larger-than-zero probability of trust appreciation (cf. Giffin, 1967). In case a trustor expects a 0% probability that the trustee acts trustworthy (e.g., due to the presence of suspicious trust cues), the trustor should never trust, regardless of how small the potential loss (and how large the potential gain) of trusting might be. In effect, risk aversion, loss aversion, and betrayal sensitivity will thus be irrelevant.

In turn, whenever the estimated probability of trust appreciation exceeds zero, individuals’ levels of risk aversion, loss aversion, and betrayal sensitivity might come into play. More specifically, these components may be particularly influential whenever a trustor has neither a very positive, nor a very negative expectation about the interaction partner’s trustworthiness; that is, in situations in which the subjective chance of trust appreciation equals the subjective chance of trust betrayal (i.e., both approximate 50%). Indeed, evidence suggests that risk aversion is especially relevant for trust behavior when individuals have a rather vague trustworthiness expectation. For example, risk aversion has been found to be most predictive of trust behavior in individuals with neither a strong prosocial nor a strong prosel SVO (Kanagaretnam et al., 2009) and thus in individuals who will not arrive at a strong expectation through social projection. Moreover, increasing the subjective confidence in trustworthiness expectations by providing specific information about an interaction partner (i.e., sex, preference, appearance, ethnicity) eliminated the otherwise observed relation between risk aversion and trust behavior (Eckel & Wilson, 2004). Similarly, information about an interaction partner’s likely back turn reduced the (albeit small) impact of risk aversion on trust behavior (Houser et al., 2010). In sum, these findings suggest that the impact of risk aversion on trust behavior depends on the degree of uncertainty and risk expressed in the trustworthiness expectations. Arguably, the same should apply to loss aversion and betrayal sensitivity, though no empirical evidence for or against this conjecture is currently available.

Furthermore, it seems likely that actual decisions to trust are not universally and equally contingent on all trust determinants. If, for example, the trustor anticipates a highly positive outcome from trusting, this anticipated gain might outweigh the potential losses, especially in individuals low in loss aversion. As a consequence, the individual might place great emphasis on the resulting positive utility and essentially neglect the probabilities of trust appreciation versus trust betrayal in her decision to trust. In turn, dispositional risk aversion (which processes these probabilities) might only play a minor role for the particular decision to trust. The same might hold if the utility associated with trusting is highly negative, thus leading to distrust in the first place (again almost irrespective of dispositional risk aversion). Such interactions between determinants might hence also account for the inconsistent evidence relating dispositional risk aversion to trust behavior (in addition to measurement-related issues, as summarized above). In any case, the speculative nature of these arguments shows that further research will be necessary to clarify the potential interplay of different trust determinants (cf. Table 1). Even so, it seems at least reasonable that actual trust decisions will sometimes deviate from how trust decisions should be made based on consequentialist logic.

Models of Personality

As reasoned above, one of the key aims of the current review is to link the main components of trust to individual differences and personality traits. In particular, we focus on the links between models of basic personality structure and the three central components of trust summarized above so as to provide a theory-driven, comprehensive, and parsimonious account. Recall that we previously outlined three broad (combinations of) personality traits relevant for trust behavior: (I) anxiety and fear, explaining individual differences in risk and loss aversion, (II) fairness and honesty (i.e., trustworthiness), explaining individual differences in trustworthiness expectations through social projection, and (III) forgiveness, explaining individual differences in betrayal sensitivity. In the following, we will discuss whether and how these personality traits are covered in models of basic personality structure. To this end, we refer to two models that have been primarily considered in recent personality research on social behavior: the Five-Factor Model (Costa & McCrae, 1992; McCrae & Costa, 1985) and the HEXACO model of personality structure (Ashton & Lee, 2007; Lee & Ashton, 2004). Note that more specific traits that have been considered relevant predictors of social behavior—most prominently SVO (Van Lange, 1999)—can be subsumed under the broader traits conceptualized in the basic trait models.

The Five-Factor Model

As the name suggests, the Five-Factor Model of personality (FFM) entails five factors as the basic dimensions of individual differences: Neuroticism, Extraversion, Conscientiousness, Agreeableness, and Openness to Experience (Costa & McCrae, 1992; McCrae & Costa, 1985). With regard to the presented three-component framework—and the traits assumed to drive trust behavior (viz., anxiety/fear, trustworthiness, and forgiveness)—Neuroticism and Agreeableness are the two factors that should be primarily responsible for individual differences in trust behavior. In the following, we will briefly review evidence supporting this assumption.

As outlined above, trait anxiety and fear, respectively, should explain individual differences in risk aversion and loss aversion (cf. Figure 1) and thereby account for how expectations (i.e., subjective probabilities) and potential outcomes are processed and integrated. In the FFM, trait anxiety and fear are both included in the anxiety facet of Neuroticism (e.g., as assessed by the NEO Personality Inventory Revised, NEO-PI-R; Costa & McCrae, 1992) which, in turn, is referred to as “the sensitivity of a domain-general system to respond to environmental threats” (Denissen &
Neuroticism have been identified as a risk factor for the development of anxiety disorders (Clark, Watson, & Mineka, 1994). Neuroticism should hence explain individual differences in trust behavior through its influence on trait anxiety and fear.

With regard to the second component of trust reviewed above, trustworthiness, our summary of the literature suggests that social projection of an individual’s own trustworthiness (i.e., fairness and honesty) will influence her expectations. In terms of the FFM, one’s trustworthiness should in turn be covered by Agreeableness. From among the FFM dimensions, the latter has most consistently been related to fairness, with high Agreeableness predicting sharing in the dictator game (Baumeert, Schlosser, & Schmitt, 2013; Becker, Deckers, Dohmen, Falk, & Kosse, 2012; Ben-Ner, Kong, & Putterman, 2004), nonexploitation in resource dilemmas (Kooi, Jager, van den Berg, Vlek, & Hofstee, 2001) and public goods games (Volk, Thöni, & Ruigrok, 2011), and trustworthiness in the trust game (Becker et al., 2012; Ben-Ner & Halldorsson, 2010)—although these effects are not entirely robust and null-findings have also been reported (Brocklebank, Lewis, & Bates, 2011; Evans & Revelle, 2008; Hirsh & Peterson, 2009; Kurzban & Houser, 2001; Lönqvist, Verkasalo, & Walkowitz, 2011; Müller & Schwieren, 2012; for a recent review on the relation between behavior in economic games and basic personality traits see Zhao & Smillie, 2015). According to the presented framework, individuals high in Agreeableness might hence have rather optimistic expectations about another’s trustworthiness (due to projecting their own tendency to be cooperative onto others), thus being more willing to trust than individuals low in Agreeableness. Indeed, Agreeableness specifically includes a trust facet, describing “the tendency to attribute benevolent intent to others” (Costa, McCrae, & Dye, 1991, p. 888)—thus essentially capturing the essence of trustworthiness expectations. Similarly, trait honesty—the second dimension of trustworthiness—is covered by the straightforwardness facet of Agreeableness as measured by the NEO-PI-R (Ashton et al., 2000; Costa et al., 1991), thus further supporting the notion that Agreeableness should account for individual differences in trustworthiness.

Third and finally, evidence suggests that forgiveness—the trait assumed to drive betrayal sensitivity—should be best explained by low Neuroticism and high Agreeableness. Specifically, low Neuroticism and high Agreeableness have consistently been associated with trait forgiveness and forgiveness-related behavior (Ashton, Paunonen, Helmes, & Jackson, 1998; J. W. Berry, Worthington, O’Connor, Parrott, & Wade, 2005; Brose, Rye, Lutz-Zois, & Ross, 2005; Jensen-Campbell & Graziano, 2001; Walker & Gorsuch, 2002; T.-W. Wang, 2008). In turn, high Neuroticism and low Agreeableness have been associated with vengefulness (Maltby et al., 2008; McCullough, Bellah, Kilpatrick, & Johnson, 2001; McCullough & Hoyt, 2002)—an expression of low forgiveness (e.g., McCullough et al., 2001). Thus, Neuroticism and Agreeableness should explain individual differences in trust behavior, in this case through their influence on trait forgiveness which arguably drives individuals’ betrayal sensitivity.

Concluding from the evidence sketched so far, the FFM would account for individual differences in trust behavior primarily through two dimensions, namely Neuroticism and Agreeableness. With regard to Agreeableness, prior evidence directly supports this idea, showing that high Agreeableness has a positive effect on investments in the trust game (Becker et al., 2012; Ben-Ner & Halldorsson, 2010; Evans & Revelle, 2008; Mikolajczak et al., 2010; Zhao & Smillie, 2015) which could—in line with the presented framework—be particularly traced back to the trust and straightforwardness facets of Agreeableness (Müller & Schwieren, 2012). With regard to Neuroticism, however, evidence is rather scarce with only one study supporting the proposed negative relation between Neuroticism (specifically the anxiety facet) and trust (Müller & Schwieren, 2012) and another study hinting at a trend for said relation (Ben-Ner & Halldorsson, 2010). However, only a few studies have predicted trust behavior from the perspective of the FFM, and thus further research is needed to critically test the proposed associations between trust behavior and Neuroticism as well as Agreeableness.

The HEXACO Model

As an extension and slight variation of the FFM, the HEXACO model of personality structure (Honesty-Humility, Emotionality, eXtraversion, Agreeableness, Conscientiousness, and Openness to Experience) has recently been proposed based on lexical studies across various languages, supporting a six-factor structure of basic personality traits (Ashton & Lee, 2007; Lee & Ashton, 2004). From a theoretical point of view, the HEXACO model specifically proposes three dimensions as underlying factors of prosocial behavior (Ashton, Lee, & De Vries, 2014; Ashton & Lee, 2007) and thus of trust: Emotionality, Honesty-Humility, and Agreeableness. We will outline how each of these three HEXACO dimensions particularly covers one of the proposed personality aspects underlying trust behavior (i.e., anxiety/fear, trustworthiness, and forgiveness) in what follows.

To begin with, anxiety and fear are both included in the Emotionality factor of the HEXACO model, a variant of FFM Neuroticism. In particular, Emotionality contains one specific facet for each of these traits, with the anxiety facet capturing the tendency to worry and the fearfulness facet capturing the tendency to experience fear (Lee & Ashton, 2004). By definition, high levels of Emotionality are linked to “decreased opportunities for gains that are [. . .] associated with risks” (Ashton & Lee, 2007, p. 156). Emotionality can hence be assumed to account for individual differences in trust behavior based on its effect on trait anxiety and fear.

With regard to trustworthiness, the second trait component of trust proposed in the present framework, the HEXACO model clearly points to the newly introduced Honesty-Humility factor as the primary predictor of fairness and honesty. More specifically, Honesty-Humility represents “the tendency to be fair and genuine in dealing with others, in the sense of cooperating with others even when one might exploit them without suffering retaliation” (Ashton & Lee, 2007, p. 156). Correspondingly, high levels of Honesty-Humility have consistently been related to fairness and nonexploitation in economic games (Baumeert et al., 2013; Hilbig, Glückner, & Zettler, 2014; Hilbig et al., 2012; Hilbig, Thielmann, Hepp, Klein, & Zettler, 2015; Hilbig, Thielmann, Wühr, &
Zettler, 2015; Hilbig, Zettler, Leist, & Heydasch, 2013; Thielmann, Hilbig, & Niedtfeld, 2014; Thielmann & Hilbig, 2014; Zettler, Hilbig, & Heydasch, 2013) as well as to prosocial SVO (Ackermann, Fleiß, & Murphy, in press; Hilbig et al., 2014; Hilbig, Zettler, Moshagen, & Heydasch, 2013; Hilbig & Zettler, 2009). Low levels of Honesty-Humility, in contrast, have been associated with drive for money, material goods, and power (Ashton & Lee, 2008b; Lee et al., 2013) as well as with crime and delinquency (Ashton & Lee, 2008b; Cohen, Panter, Turan, Morse, & Kim, 2014; De Vries & van Gelder, 2013; Dunlop, Morrison, Koenig, & Silcox, 2012; Lee, Ashton, & De Vries, 2005; Van Gelder & De Vries, 2012; for an overview see Ashton & Lee, 2008a). Besides fairness, Honesty-Humility has—as its name suggests—also been linked to honesty-related behavior. Specifically, research found that low levels of Honesty-Humility predicted cheating (Hershfield, Cohen, & Thompson, 2012; Hilbig & Zettler, 2015), immoral behavior (Hilbig, Moshagen, & Zettler, 2015), and unethical business practices (Ashton & Lee, 2008b; Cohen et al., 2014; Lee, Ashton, Morrison, Cordery, & Dunlop, 2008; Marcus, Lee, & Ashton, 2007). Accounting for both fairness and honesty, the Honesty-Humility factor should hence cover the trustworthiness aspect of trust behavior. Supporting this reasoning, Honesty-Humility was significantly related to trustworthiness expectations, mediated by fairness as assessed in the dictator game (Thielmann & Hilbig, 2014).

Finally, trait forgiveness—the proposed source of individual differences in betrayal sensitivity—is covered by HEXACO-Agreeableness. More specifically, HEXACO-Agreeableness represents “the tendency to be forgiving and tolerant of others, in the sense of cooperating with others even when one might be suffering exploitation by them” (Ashton & Lee, 2007, p. 156). Correspondingly, high levels of HEXACO-Agreeableness have been associated with trait forgiveness (Shepherd & Belicki, 2008) as well as with the willingness to refrain from retaliatory actions when others act in an uncooperative or unfair manner (Hilbig, Zettler, Leist, et al., 2013; Thielmann et al., 2014). In turn, low levels of HEXACO-Agreeableness have been linked to revenge intentions (Lee & Ashton, 2012; K. E. Sheppard & Boon, 2012) and readiness to retaliate (Perugini, Gallucci, Presaghi, & Ercolani, 2003). Overall, HEXACO-Agreeableness should explain individual differences in trust behavior through its influence on trait forgiveness.

To conclude, the HEXACO model would account for individual differences in trust behavior based on three basic traits, namely Emotionality, Honesty-Humility, and Agreeableness. Indeed, each of the three proposed characteristics underlying trust behavior (i.e., anxiety/fear, trustworthiness, and forgiveness) is—at least in theory—uniquely covered by one single personality trait of the HEXACO model. That is, unlike the FFM, the HEXACO model provides a more clear-cut distinction between the underlying traits of trust behavior. This will allow for stricter empirical tests at a higher resolution. For example, rather than predicting that some combination of Agreeableness and Neuroticism will influence trust behavior through trait forgiveness and betrayal sensitivity, respectively, the HEXACO model makes the bold assumption that HEXACO-Agreeableness alone would be responsible for this mechanism. However, actual evidence on the relation between trust behavior and the HEXACO dimensions is still missing (cf. Zhao & Smillie, 2015). We suggest that this is also a fruitful direction for future research.

However, as briefly sketched above, Extraversion might be another determinant of trust behavior (mediated through reward sensitivity) in situations involving a pronounced social component. In line with this notion, Extraversion has—in both the FFM and the HEXACO framework—been considered a pillar of the “interpersonal circle.” That is, both models assume that Extraversion covers the intensity of social interaction, whereas Agreeableness (in the FFM) and Emotionality, Agreeableness, and Honesty-Humility (in the HEXACO) cover the quality of social interaction (Ashton et al., 2014; Ashton & Lee, 2007). Hence, the FFM as well as the HEXACO might account for the (social) reward-related aspect of trust through individual differences in Extraversion. A positive relation between Extraversion and trust is also implied by the positive secondary loading of the trust facet of FFM-Agreeableness (as measured via the NEO-PI-R; Costa et al., 1991) on Extraversion as well as by negative secondary loadings of the anxiety and fearfulness facets of HEXACO-Emotionality (Lee & Ashton, 2004) on Extraversion.

Summary and Conclusion

In the present work, we provide a broad and integrative review of interpersonal trust behavior and present a person-situation framework which organizes the extant findings on trust among strangers into a coherent structure. We conclude that trust among strangers can be explained through an interaction between features of the trust situation and a trustor’s personality characteristics. In general, this view rests on the notion that trust behavior represents a risky choice to depend on another in a situation of uncertainty (cf. Boon & Holmes, 1991). That is, conceptually, the decision to trust is similar to a decision under risk with more or less obvious outcomes (i.e., potential gain and loss), and mostly unknown probabilities of these outcomes—because of the inherent uncertainty about an interaction partner’s trustworthiness.

Based on this general approach, we distill three core components of interpersonal trust behavior from the extant literature: (I) attitudes toward risky prospects, (II) trustworthiness expectations, and (III) betrayal sensitivity (cf. Figure 1). First, in line with the decision making literature, we propose that trust behavior involves two attitudes toward risky prospects, one referring to risk-taking as a function of probabilities (i.e., risk aversion) and the other referring to risk-taking as a function of outcomes (i.e., loss aversion)—both, in turn, influenced by an individual’s trait anxiety and fear. Second, given that the probabilities of gain versus loss (i.e., trust appreciation vs. trust betrayal) are, by definition, unknown in a trust situation (e.g., Yamagishi & Yamagishi, 1994), trustors might use three sources of information to come up with a trustworthiness expectation which provides the probability-related input for the decision to trust: (a) trust cues, (b) prior trust experiences, and (c) social projection. Whereas trust cues and prior trust experiences

14 HEXACO-Agreeableness represents a slightly rotated version of FFM-Agreeableness, including, for example, anger-related traits that are, in the FFM, summarized in the Neuroticism factor. In the HEXACO model, trait forgiveness is hence uniquely ascribed to Agreeableness whereas in the FFM, it is covered by a combination of Agreeableness and Neuroticism (Ashton et al., 2014).
mainly refer to the specific trust situation, social projection refers to the personality aspect underlying trustworthiness expectations. That is, it reflects an individual’s own trustworthiness (i.e., fairness and honesty) which is, in turn, projected onto another (e.g., Krueger et al., 2012). Third and finally, the risk associated with trusting results from another person’s betrayal rather than from bad luck (cf. Bolhnet & Zeckhauser, 2004). Thus, betrayal sensitivity is introduced as a determinant of trust-related loss evaluation that is driven by trait forgiveness and assumed to affect the outcome-related input of the decision to trust.

In general, the present work approaches interpersonal trust behavior from both a situational and an individual difference perspective. With regard to the latter (i.e., the personality aspect of trust behavior), we extend earlier notions of interpersonal trust by specifying three distinct personality traits (i.e., anxiety/fear, trustworthiness, and forgiveness) as primary sources of interindividual variation. These three traits, in turn, are well captured in models of basic personality structure, specifically in the Five-Factor Model (Costa & McCrae, 1992; McCrae & Costa, 1985) and the HEXACO model (Ashton & Lee, 2007; Lee & Ashton, 2004). Thus, precise predictions can be derived and tested beyond existing accounts that merely considered a single trait of trust propensity (e.g., Mayer et al., 1995). At the same time, the framework details different aspects of the trust situation (e.g., another’s trustworthiness, temptation to betray, availability of potential sanctions) which are likely to influence trust behavior independent of (or in some interaction with) the proposed personality aspects.

In addition, the present work addresses several contradicting findings and unsolved issues reported in the trust literature. First, the review points to a reasonable explanation for people’s seemingly irrational tendency to trust despite rather pessimistic expectations about others’ trustworthiness (Dufwenberg & Gneezy, 2000; Evans & Krueger, 2014; Fetchenhauer & Dunning, 2009): Trust behavior is not solely driven by expectations; rather—as soon as an individual expects a minimum chance of trust appreciation—other factors affect the decision to trust as well (i.e., risk aversion, loss aversion, and betrayal sensitivity). Hence, individuals might have good reasons to trust despite expecting a relatively low probability of trust appreciation. Also, the review explicitly traces the frequently observed (yet insufficiently explained) relation between trust and trustworthiness (e.g., Colquitt, Scott, & LePine, 2007; see also early work by Wrightson, 1964) to social projection of a trustee’s own trustworthiness onto interaction partners. Finally, it provides reasonable explanations for the inconsistent evidence regarding the relation between trust behavior and risk aversion. On the one hand, the appropriate assessment and conceptualization of dispositional risk aversion is still unclear. Thus, inconsistent findings seem to be likely attributable to the reliance on different and partly suboptimal measures of risk aversion which, at the same time, apply to different domains of risk aversion. On the other hand, the influence of dispositional risk aversion on trust behavior might be diminished under certain circumstances as a result of the interplay between the different trust determinants. As sketched above, it seems likely that—depending on the weights individuals assign to the different aspects of the situation (i.e., gains and losses with corresponding probabilities of occurrence)—the aspects may outweigh each other, thus causing one determinant to be the primary driver of the specific trust decision. This implies that dispositional risk aversion, for example, will drive the decision to trust only weakly if individuals place great emphasis on the potential outcomes of trusting. Altogether, our review and corresponding framework hence indicates that—even in light of the inconsistent extent evidence—risk aversion should be maintained as a reasonable predictor of trust behavior.

In going beyond a summary of and common structure for extant literature, the present work also provides clear-cut hypotheses, implications, and specific open questions for future research (cf. Table 1). In particular, it is our hope that this review might trigger more systematic attempts to study the relation between trust behavior and (basic) personality traits—an issue that has, in our view, gained too little attention in previous work. Similarly, the framework might inspire research on the interaction between (and integration of) the different determinants underlying trust decisions rather than focusing on each component in isolation. This might help clarify inconsistent evidence reported in the extant literature. Overall, the review and distilled framework might encourage bringing together different areas of research (e.g., behavioral economics, judgment and decision making, social psychology, and personality psychology), thereby fostering a symbiosis between these (typically—and unfortunately)—rather secluded—behavioral sciences as has been called for (cf. Rhodewalt, 2008).

Moreover, the specification of three trait components underlying trust behavior might help clarify sex- and age-related differences in trust behavior. Regarding the former, the typically observed higher levels of trait anxiety among women (Costa, Terracciano, & McCrae, 2001; Feingold, 1994)—and the correspondingly elevated levels of risk aversion (Eckel & Grossman, 2008), loss aversion (e.g., Brooks & Zank, 2005; Rau, 2014; Schmidt & Traub, 2002), and Emotionality (Moshagen, Hilbig, & Zettler, 2014)—imply that women would show a reduced tendency to trust as compared to men. By contrast, however, women’s tendency to be more forgiving than men (A. J. Miller, Worthington, & McDaniel, 2008) suggests the opposite, namely an increased tendency to trust. Finally, equal levels of cooperativeness across the sexes (Balliet, Li, MacFarlan, & Van Vugt, 2011) hint at similar trustworthiness expectations (based on social projection) and thus a lack of sex differences in trust. Altogether, sex differences in trait anxiety, forgiveness, and cooperativeness hence lead to conflicting predictions on sex differences in trust behavior. However, these inconsistencies actually correspond to the mixed extant evidence on sex differences in trust—as reported in a recent literature review (Crosen & Gneezy, 2009)—and indeed make sense within the current framework. Specifically, because of the proposed interplay of trust determinants, the most decisive determinant in a given situation might drive the presence (vs. absence) and direction (higher levels in men vs. women) of sex differences in trust behavior. Besides, regarding age-related differences in trust behavior, lower levels of risk aversion in the social domain in older compared to younger adults (Bonem, Ellsworth, & Gonzalez, 2015) suggest a higher willingness to trust in elderly people. A similar prediction can be derived from more optimistic trustworthiness expectations (i.e., higher trust propensity) in older adults (Li & Fung, 2013; Poulin & Haase, in press). However, contrary to these predictions, the (albeit scarce) extant evidence on trust behavior across ages hints at constant trust levels in different adult age groups (Rieger & Mata, 2015; Sutter & Kocher, 2007). In any
case, more conclusive data on age- (and sex-) related differences in trust behavior (and their underlying trait sources) is needed.

It should also be noted that the approach taken herein is well-suited for future expansions to other types of trust, for example trust among familiar agents (e.g., colleagues, friends, family and the like). In interactions with familiar others, one could, for instance, assume that trustworthiness expectations are primarily based on prior trust experiences with the specific interaction partner in similar situations—in line with interdependence theory (Holmes, 2002). In consequence, these expectations should be clearer, thus reducing uncertainty and fostering predictability (cf. Holmes & Rempel, 1989) and, in turn, diminishing the impact of risk aversion on trust behavior. In contrast, the effect of betrayal sensitivity could arguably be enhanced because a loss resulting from betrayal by a (well-)known person may well be even more severe than a loss resulting from betrayal by an unknown person (cf. Rotenberg, 2010). Thus, comparing trust in strangers to trust in familiar agents, one could make the strong prediction that the relative impact of risk aversion will be greater in the former than in the latter—and vice versa for betrayal sensitivity (and, by implication, loss aversion). Of course, additional factors might play a role for the decision to trust a familiar interaction partner, for example reciprocity considerations (Ferrin, Bligh, & Kohles, 2007) or a motivation to communicate positive relational signals (Six, Nooteeboom, & Hoogendoorn, 2010; see also Simpson, 2007). In any case, although trust among familiar agents is beyond the scope of this review we are confident that it can be integrated into the framework proposed—or a variant of the latter.

In conclusion, the present review provides an integrative summary on trust behavior among unfamiliar agents, spanning several hundred articles. Scholars from various fields of research agree on the vital significance of trust for us as social beings, but also point to the apparent irrationality of trusting unknown others. Correspondingly, the study of trust in general—and of trust among strangers in particular—has gained broad attention in research across all social and economic sciences and beyond. So far, however, there has been little integration of the diverse literature on trust within a coherent structure. To this end, we present a person–situation integration framework of interpersonal trust behavior, embedding the (specific) literature on transactional trust among familiar agents, and the (generic) literature on transactional trust among unfamiliar agents. In doing so, we aim to provide a comprehensive and coherent representation of the (more general) literature on behavioral trust and thus offer a theoretical foundation for future research.
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Trust in me, trust in you: A social projection account of the link between personality, cooperativeness, and trustworthiness expectations

Isabel Thielmann *, Benjamin E. Hilbig

University of Mannheim, Mannheim, Germany

1. Introduction

Trust is one of the most central aspects of social behavior and has therefore been heavily studied across the social sciences and beyond. Indeed, the idea that personality plays a central role for trust was already expressed decades ago. For example, Rotter (1967) defined trust in terms of a personality trait, namely as a “general expectancy [...] that others can be relied upon” (p. 651). More commonly, though, trust has been conceptualized as a social behavior that is determined by an individual’s general willingness to trust others – her so-called trust propensity (e.g., Mayer, Davis, & Schoorman, 1995). Despite the long history of trust-related personality research, however, the (basic) trait determinants underlying these individual differences in trust are not yet sufficiently clarified. Addressing this issue, the current work investigates the link between trait Honesty–Humility, behavioral tendencies in economic games, and trustworthiness expectations. Based on a social projection hypothesis, this relation was fully mediated through cooperativeness in the Dictator Game, but not through entitlement in the Ultimatum Game. Cooperativeness (as driven by trait Honesty–Humility) is thus an important determinant of individual differences in trust.
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* In a situation of trust, a trustee’s cooperativeness ultimately corresponds to her trustworthiness. Thus, we use both terms synonymously in what follows.
trustworthiness prior to the decision whether to trust or not. For example, a large investment in the Trust Game may either indicate an optimistic expectation about the trustee’s likely return or, instead, a high willingness to take the risk associated with unreciprocated trust. Likewise, large investments may be driven by a high willingness to share – simply as an expression of individuals’ cooperativeness. Therefore, it remains unclear whether the observed relation between cooperativeness and trust is actually due to social projection or whether game-based cooperation and trust behavior merely share a common core in terms of trait cooperativeness.

In any case, a social projection mechanism implies that basic personality traits driving cooperation should also relate to individual differences in trust. Supporting this notion, Big Five-Agreeableness – capturing individual differences in the motivation to cooperate (Demissen & Penke, 2008) – has been identified as the main predictor of trust in the Trust Game (e.g., Evans & Revelle, 2008). However, as Big Five-Agreeableness specifically includes a trust facet, the mechanism underlying this relation remains inconclusive. On the one hand, it is possible that Agreeableness simply includes the tendency to trust, thus leading to more trust behavior (without any social projection involved). On the other hand, agreeable individuals should be more likely to cooperate (Demissen & Penke, 2008) and may project this tendency onto strangers, thus reflecting a social projection mechanism. In essence, the link between Big Five-Agreeableness and trust behavior cannot provide strong evidence for the hypothesis of social projection (of trait cooperativeness) as an underlying determinant of trustworthiness expectations.

A more conclusive test of social projection thus requires consideration of a trait that specifically signifies cooperativeness, independent of trust propensity. One corresponding basic trait is Honesty–Humility, the sixth dimension of the HEXACO model of personality structure (Honesty–Humility, Emotionality, eXtraversion, Agreeableness, Conscientiousness, and Openness to Experience; Ashton & Lee, 2007). Honesty–Humility particularly refers to an individual’s cooperativeness in terms of sincerity, fairness, greed-avoidance, and modesty. As such, Honesty–Humility shares some content with Big Five-Agreeableness (i.e., sincerity and modesty), but also comprises more unique aspects (i.e., fairness and greed-avoidance) which are not captured by the Big Five factors (Ashton, Lee, & de Vries, in press). In line with this conceptualization, Honesty–Humility has repeatedly and consistently been identified as a predictor of cooperative behavior in terms of fairness and non-exploitation in economic games (e.g., Hilbig, Glückner, & Zettler, in press). Investigating the influence of Honesty–Humility on trustworthiness expectations can hence offer insights into the role of pure trait cooperativeness (and thus social projection) for individual differences in trust.

Based on this reasoning, the present study investigated the link between Honesty–Humility, behavioral tendencies in economic games, and trustworthiness expectations. As implied by the idea of social projection, we hypothesized Honesty–Humility to positively relate to trustworthiness expectations (Hypothesis 1). To test still more conclusively whether indeed cooperativeness links Honesty–Humility and trustworthiness expectations, we additionally considered the allocation in the Dictator Game as a measure of cooperativeness. In the Dictator Game, individuals simply divide an endowment between themselves and another person. The mechanism of social projection clearly predicts that the positive relation between Honesty–Humility and trustworthiness expectations must be mediated through cooperativeness in this game (Hypothesis 2).

Furthermore, it is necessary to rule out that entitlement (rather than cooperativeness) drives said relation between Honesty–Humility and trustworthiness expectations. That is, individuals high in Honesty–Humility should expect others to be trustworthy because they themselves are and not because they feel entitled to a good treatment by others. To rule out this mechanism, a measure of entitlement was obtained via the Ultimatum Game in which individuals indicate how much an unknown other must offer (from an initial endowment) for them to accept the offer. Prior research has already indicated that Honesty–Humility and Ultimatum Game acceptance levels are indeed unrelated (e.g., Hilbig, Zettler, Leist, & Heydasch, 2013). In any case, the hypothesis that social projection of cooperativeness and not entitlement links Honesty–Humility to trustworthiness expectations predicts that Ultimatum Game acceptance levels should not mediate the relationship between these two variables (Hypothesis 3).

2 As the similar names suggest, there is also substantial overlap between Big Five- and HEXACO-Agreeableness. However, the two are not equivalent: Whereas they share content such as forgiveness and gentleness, HEXACO-Agreeableness also covers even-temper versus irritability, anger, and harshness – which is considered to belong to Neuroticism in the Big Five. In turn, sentimentality-related content, which is associated with Big Five-Agreeableness, is not captured by HEXACO-Agreeableness but instead included in the Emotionality factor of the HEXACO model (i.e., the counterpart of Big Five-Neuroticism; Ashton et al., in press).

3 Note that although this sample size is slightly below the optimum determined through the power analysis, it nonetheless yields a highly satisfactory power of 1 – β = .93.

2. Method

2.1. Participants

Participants were recruited online via internet communities and mailing lists of the University of Mannheim, Germany. An a-priori power analysis revealed that to uncover a small to medium-sized effect (r = .20) with optimal statistical power (1 – β = .95), a sample of about N = 260 was required. Expecting a typical drop-out-rate of about 15%, we recruited 301 participants. Out of these, 81% (N = 244) fulfilled the criteria for inclusion (i.e., completion of all tasks, no repeated participation, and at least a “good” grasp of the German language). The final sample comprised 79% females, aged 18–75 years (M = 28.79, SD = 10.64). Most participants were students (50%) or employees (41%).

2.2. Materials

Basic personality traits (including Honesty–Humility) were measured via the German 60-item version (Moshagen, Hilbig, & Zettler, in press) of the HEXACO Personality Inventory-Revised (HEXACO-60; Ashton & Lee, 2009). The inventory contains 10 items for each of the six HEXACO dimensions. To assess trustworthiness expectations, cooperativeness, and entitlement, we used three different games: the Distrust Game, the Dictator Game, and the Ultimatum Game. All games were completely hypothetical. To assess trustworthiness expectations, cooperativeness, and entitlement, we used three different games: the Distrust Game, the Dictator Game, and the Ultimatum Game. All games were completely hypothetical. That is, participants were asked to imagine playing each game with another unknown person for money.

In the Dictator Game (McEvily, Radziewicz, & Weber, 2012), two players (trustor and trustee) each receive an initial endowment of, say, 50€. However, the trustor is empowered to take any amount of the 50€ initially assigned to the trustee, in turn increasing her own payoff by decreasing the trustee’s payoff. For example, if the trustee decides to take 30€ from the trustee, she receives 80€ in total whereas the trustor ends up with 20€. Hence, the trustor’s payoff depends on the trustee’s trustworthiness in terms of her willingness to maintain the fair split as opposed to taking some of the trustor’s endowment. This was thoroughly explained to participants. As a measure of trustworthiness expectations, participants
(trustors) were asked to estimate how much money they expected a hypothetical random trustee to leave for them – or, in other words, how much the trustee would not take from them for her personal profit. Participants indicating that the trustee will take away nothing (thus leaving the equal split untouched) are considered to have high trustworthiness expectations. In turn, if expecting an untrustworthy interaction partner, participants should indicate that the trustee will take some of their endowment, thus leaving less than 50€. So, the higher the amount a trustee expected the trustee to leave, the higher the trust in the trustee’s trustworthiness. As a plausibility check (and in line with the original version of the game), we further asked those participants who expected the trustee to behave untrustworthily how much of their own endowment they would be willing to give up for their protection (thus eliminating the trustee’s power over the final distribution). In general, the Dictator Game offers straightforward assessment of trustworthiness expectations because the trustee’s behavior is not contingent on the trustor’s behavior.

In addition to the Dictator Game, we used a hypothetical Dictator Game (Forsythe, Horowitz, Savin, & Sefton, 1994) as a measure of cooperativeness. Participants played the allocator who is asked to divide an amount of 100€ between herself and a hypothetical recipient. As an advantage over other games (e.g., Prisoner’s Dilemma Game), the allocation in the Dictator Game is a pure measure of cooperativeness that is not confounded with trust.

Finally, to rule out entitlement as an alternative explanation (cf. Hypothesis 3), we collected participants’ responses in a hypothetical Ultimatum Game (Güth, Schmittberger, & Schwarze, 1982). The recipient in the Ultimatum Game is empowered to either accept or reject a proposer’s offer on how to split an initial endowment between the two. Whereas accepting means that the offer is realized as proposed, rejecting means that both players receive nothing. The recipient can hence punish the proposer for an offer that does not satisfy her demands. Again, this was thoroughly explained to participants and they were asked to indicate the minimum offer they would be willing to accept, implying that they would reject any offer below this minimum. The higher the offer one is minimally willing to accept, the higher one’s subjective entitlement.

2.3. Procedure

The study was run as a web-based study in close adherence to the proposed standards for web-based experimenting (Reips, 2002). After providing informed consent and demographic information, participants completed the HEXACO-60 as well as other personality measures not pertinent to this investigation. Following the questionnaires, participants worked on the Dictator Game, the Dictator Game, and the Ultimatum Game, respectively. After the games, participants answered eight control questions as a measure of their seriousness of participation. Finally, as an incentive for participation, they received feedback on their HEXACO personality profile. On average, completion of the entire study took 21 min.

3. Results

Taking into account potential measurement error in the observed variables, we resorted to an exploratory structural equation modeling (ESEM) approach with latent factors for the six HEXACO dimensions. Considering that personality dimensions are not perfectly orthogonal and therefore usually correlated (e.g., Ashton, Lee, Goldberg, & de Vries, 2009), ESEM allows cross-loadings of items on other than their primary factor. As a consequence, ESEM solves part of the typical problems of confirmatory factor analyses, such as poor model fit, inflated factor correlations, and biased parameter estimates (Asparouhov & Muthén, 2009; see also for more information on ESEM). ESEM was run with an oblique target rotation method, setting target values for all items except the ones intended to load on the respective HEXACO factor to zero. Overall, the model yielded a satisfactory fit as all fit indices recommended for personality research (Beauducel & Wittmann, 2005) were in an acceptable range, $\chi^2/df = 1.80$, RMSEA = .06, and SRMR = .05. Supporting the factor structure of the HEXACO-60 and the interpretation of the latent factors, each item had its primary loading on the corresponding latent trait dimension.

Table 1 provides the means, standard deviations, and correlations for all measures of interest (for correlations between all variables see Table S1 in the online supplemental material). In general, participants were rather optimistic about the hypothetical other’s trustworthiness in the Dictator Game. That is, about two thirds of participants ($n = 167$) expected the trustee to leave the fair split untouched whereas only one third of participants ($n = 77$) expected the trustee to take away some of their endowment, namely on average 50.6% ($SD = 27.6\%$) of it. Confirming that participants understood the mechanism of the game, the amount individuals expected the trustee to take away strongly predicted the amount they were willing to pay for their protection, $r = .49$, $p < .001$.

As can be seen in Table 1, the pattern of results was in line with the hypotheses: With regard to Hypothesis 1, we found a small to medium-sized positive relation ($r = .20$, 95% CI [.07,.34]) between Honesty–Humility and trustworthiness expectations, showing that individuals high in Honesty–Humility expected the trustee to leave a higher amount for them than individuals low in Honesty–Humility. The effect of Honesty–Humility on trustworthiness expectations remained significant when controlling for the remaining HEXACO dimensions as covariates, $\beta = .16$, $p = .033$. Otherwise, only Extraversion explained unique variance in trustworthiness expectations, $\beta = .14$, $p = .039$.

In line with Hypothesis 2, we found positive associations between Honesty–Humility and cooperativeness (i.e., Dictator Game allocation) and between cooperativeness and trustworthiness expectations (Table 1). As predicted by the proposed social projection mechanism, a mediation analysis revealed a significant indirect effect from Honesty–Humility to trustworthiness expectations via Dictator Game cooperativeness, $a’ b = 0.16$, 95% CI [.08,.23], $p < .001$. In terms of the widely-accepted causal steps approach for testing mediation (Baron & Kenny, 1986), all criteria for a full mediation were fulfilled (cf. Fig. 1).

Finally, Hypothesis 3 was also corroborated as neither a relation between Honesty–Humility and entitlement (i.e., Ultimatum Game acceptance level) nor between entitlement and trustworthiness expectations was found (Table 1). Correspondingly, a mediation analysis yielded a non-significant indirect effect from Honesty–Humility to trustworthiness expectations via Ultimatum Game entitlement, $a’ b = 0.01$, 95% CI [−0.01,0.02], $p = .395$ (cf. Fig. 1).

4. Discussion

Although trust has been heavily studied across various disciplines, individual differences in trust are insufficiently understood.

---

4 Note that all results reported in the following were replicated with traditional scale-based analyses.

5 The indirect effect refers to the product of regression coefficients when regressing the mediator on the predictor ($a$) and the criterion on the mediator ($b$). Repeating mediation analyses with bootstrapped confidence intervals for indirect effects in a traditional SEM framework confirmed the obtained result.

6 A Bayesian analysis (Wagenmakers, 2007) clearly favored the null hypothesis over the alternative hypothesis for both correlations ($p(H_0|D) = 72\%$ and $p(H_1|D) = 85\%$, respectively).
Addressing this issue, the present study investigated the link between the HEXACO personality traits, cooperativeness versus entitlement, and trustworthiness expectations—a key aspect of trust (e.g., Boon & Holmes, 1991). As derived from the idea of social projection, it was hypothesized that individuals’ tendency to cooperate (as driven by trait Honesty–Humility) should explain individual differences in expectations about strangers’ trustworthiness.

In line with hypotheses—and mirroring a path of social projection—individuals’ trustworthiness expectations were related to their own cooperativeness which, in turn, was related to trait Honesty–Humility. That is, individuals high in Honesty–Humility expected an unknown trustee to be more trustworthy than individuals low in Honesty-Humility. This relation was fully mediated through cooperativeness (as measured via the Dictator Game), but not through entitlement (as measured via the Ultimatum Game). Hence, individuals high in Honesty–Humility tended to express more optimistic trustworthiness expectations—not because they thought that others should but rather because they themselves would behave cooperatively. Stated differently, their trustworthiness expectations were well accounted for by their own cooperativeness and clearly not based on a feeling of entitlement, i.e., on how much cooperation they thought they deserved from another. Overall, the pattern supports the notion that social projection is indeed a relevant mechanism underlying the relation between cooperativeness (as predicted by trait Honesty–Humility) and trustworthiness expectations. Besides, it nicely mirrors the theoretical conceptualization of Honesty–Humility capturing fairness on the one hand and modesty on the other hand.

As a limitation, it must be acknowledged that correlation-based mediation analyses cannot confirm any form or direction of causation (cf. Mackinnon, Fairchild, & Fritz, 2007). Nonetheless, the main hypothesis of this work strictly predicts a certain path (and thus a specific mediation pattern). In turn, absence of the mediation pattern would have spoken directly against the hypothesis and thus it represents an appropriate test, despite the inherent limitations in terms of causal inference. Similarly, we cannot fully rule out that individuals based their self-reports on their perceptions and/or expectations of others rather than—as implied by the idea of social projection—basing their expectations of others on what they themselves would do. However, given that individuals could not observe any actions of another and were entirely unaware of who the other person might be, it seems unlikely that specific perceptions or expectations of others can account for the relation between self-reported trait cooperativeness and trustworthiness expectations.

Furthermore, it is important to take into account that individuals may differ in their tendency to project own characteristics onto others (Krueger & Acevedo, 2007). Therefore, future research might more conclusively test the role of social projection by considering such differences in social projection tendency as a potential moderator of the relation between traits driving cooperativeness and trustworthiness expectations. The potentially moderating role of social projection tendency might also explain why the effect of Honesty–Humility on trustworthiness expectations was only small to medium in size.

Beyond the current hypotheses, we also found a positive effect of Extraversion on trustworthiness expectations. As high levels of Extraversion are associated with feelings of confidence and optimism—and therefore arguably with trust (Ashton et al., in press) – this finding is theoretically plausible and corroborates the usefulness of the HEXACO model for studying individual differences in trust at a high resolution. Nonetheless, it would seem worthwhile for future studies to disect such nuances more directly, e.g., by comparing the HEXACO and Big Five models in terms of which specific aspects of personality explain individual differences in trust (cf. Hilbig et al., in press).

In conclusion, the present study identified trait cooperativeness (i.e., Honesty–Humility) as a basic personality dimension underlying trustworthiness expectations. Thus, the HEXACO model also seems to provide useful and novel insights concerning individual differences in trust especially due to the inclusion of a sixth basic factor specifically capturing pro-social tendencies (e.g., Hilbig et al., in press). Given the vital importance of trust for all kinds of social interactions, it is our hope that the current approach encourages future research on individual differences in trust in general, also beyond the current focus on trustworthiness expectations.
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The Traits One Can Trust: Dissecting Reciprocity and Kindness as Determinants of Trustworthy Behavior
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Abstract
Trustworthiness is a vital pillar of various social interactions hinging upon trust. However, the underlying determinants of trustworthiness—especially in terms of (basic) personality traits—are insufficiently understood. Specifically, three mechanisms underlying trustworthiness have been proposed: unconditional kindness, positive reciprocity, and negative reciprocity. The present research aims to disentangle these mechanisms using a trait-based approach, relying on the HEXACO (Honesty-Humility, Emotionality, eXtraversion, Agreeableness, Conscientiousness, and Openness to Experience) model of personality. In three studies, participants acted as the trustee in the trust game. All studies revealed consistent support for the unconditional kindness mechanism, showing an exclusive link between Honesty-Humility and trustworthiness, irrespective of the level of prior trust. In turn, positive and negative reciprocity could not account for the pattern of results. In addition, our results reconcile the inconsistent evidence on the relation between Big Five-Agreeableness and trustworthiness: Unconditional kindness only refers to one component of the broad Big Five-Agreeableness factor (which subsumes various cooperative tendencies).
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Trust is a vital pillar of various social interactions and society as a whole (e.g., Yamagishi, 2011). However, the benefits associated with trust are necessarily contingent upon others’ trustworthiness—given that trust basically mirrors a risky choice to depend on another without being able to control the other’s actions (Thielmann & Hilbig, in press). That is, trust—especially among strangers—is only defensible if one can expect the trusted person (the so-called trustee) to honor rather than betray the trust (Evans & Krueger, 2009). Despite this vital significance of trustworthiness, there is only a rudimentary understanding of trustworthy behavior, especially in terms of underlying personality traits.

Inspired by behavioral economics, recent research on trustworthiness has mostly relied on the trust game (Berg, Dickhaut, & McCabe, 1995). In this game, a trustor is asked to divide a certain endowment between herself and a trustee. The amount the trustor entrusts is multiplied (usually tripled) and transferred to the trustee who is then asked to decide how much to return to the trustor. By implication, the amount returned is considered a measure of behavioral trustworthiness, with high returns indicating high trustworthiness (cf. Johnson & Mislin, 2011). Note that, according to this conceptualization, we herein adopt a behavioral view of trust and trustworthiness. As directly follows from the rules of the trust game, trustworthiness involves a reaction, that is, behavior contingent on another’s (prior) trust. Correspondingly, trustworthiness in the trust game has typically been considered an expression of reciprocity (Berg et al., 1995), which can be defined as “a conditional behaviour aimed at reacting to a behaviour with another behaviour of the same valence” (Perugini & Gallucci, 2001, p. S20). Stated differently, reciprocity captures an individual’s tendency to adjust her own behavior to an interaction partner’s (previous) behavior. Depending on whether an individual rewards another’s cooperative behavior or punishes another’s uncooperative behavior, one can further distinguish between positive and negative reciprocity (e.g., Perugini, Gallucci, Presaghi, & Ercolani, 2003). Although recent research on the trust game almost exclusively interpreted trustworthiness in terms of positive reciprocity (e.g., Chaudhuri & Gangadharan, 2007; McCabe, Rigdon, & Smith, 2003), we consider both...
positive and negative reciprocity as potential factors accounting for trustworthy behavior.¹

The idea that trustworthiness essentially mirrors reciprocity is largely based on evidence indicating that higher trust levels enhance trustees’ willingness to behave trustworthy (see Johnson & Mislin, 2011, for a meta-analytic review). Likewise, if trustees highly (rather than only marginally) benefitted from the trustor’s trust, trustworthiness increased (Malhotra, 2004). Vice versa, if trustees cannot rule out that trustors merely “trusted” out of strategic considerations rather than out of “true” trust or kindness, respectively, returns have been shown to decrease (Bauernschuster, Falck, & Große, 2013). Finally, trustee returns have been negatively related to trait negative reciprocity; however, for positive reciprocity a comparable (positive) link could not be corroborated (Yamagishi et al., 2012). Nevertheless, altogether, these findings suggest a mechanism of reciprocity underlying trustworthiness—implying that dispositions toward (positive or negative) reciprocity should determine individual differences in trustworthiness.

Besides reciprocity, it has also been argued—and empirically supported—that trustee returns are driven by individuals’ unconditional kindness (e.g., Cox, 2004; Gambetta & Przepiorka, 2014), which has mostly been operationalized through giving in the dictator game² (Forsythe, Horowitz, Savin, & Sefton, 1994). Unconditional kindness implies that trustworthy behaviors are not perfectly contingent on the level of prior trust, but rather involve a relatively stable return. Correspondingly, meta-analytic evidence indicates that trustee returns decline less than proportionately with the multiplier of the entrusted amount (Johnson & Mislin, 2011). This implies relatively high returns if the amount is, for example, only doubled rather than tripled—a finding that is difficult to explain by reciprocity alone. Similarly, directly comparing (game-based) reciprocity and unconditional kindness revealed that the latter accounts for the majority of variance in trustworthiness (Ashraf, Bohnet, & Piankov, 2006). However, in another study, neither unconditional kindness nor reciprocity showed significant relations with trustworthiness (Ben-Ner & Halldorsson, 2010). In any case, an unconditional kindness mechanism would imply that dispositions toward altruistic and fair behavior can explain individual variation in trustworthiness.

Taken together, the extant evidence is inconclusive regarding the nature and underlying (trait) determinants of trustworthiness. Strikingly, though, almost all previous studies have exclusively relied on a game-theoretical approach, for example, by investigating behavioral tendencies across different games (or structural changes within one game). This common practice in behavioral economics is undoubtedly fruitful, but essentially misses out on more stable behavioral tendencies (i.e., traits) and may additionally yield caveats due to common-method variance and individuals’ desire to respond consistently across games. Besides, given that a zero return in the trust game might reflect either negative reciprocity or a lack of positive reciprocity, distinguishing between positive and negative reciprocity is impossible using a purely game-based approach unless the game structure is changed considerably—which would, in turn, undermine comparability across studies.

As an alternative to the sole reliance on games, models of basic personality traits offer a promising avenue to identify the determinants underlying cooperation in general and trustworthiness in particular. Specifically, “broad and stable interpersonal traits can help explain behavioral heterogeneity across a range of games modeling social interactions” (Zhao & Smillie, 2015, p. 293). Regarding trustworthiness, most corresponding research focused on the widely accepted Five-Factor Model (FFM; Costa & McCrae, 1992; McCrae & Costa, 1985) and linked trust behavior to Agreeableness (FFM-AG; see Zhao & Smillie, 2015, for a recent review). By definition, FFM-AG captures the tendency to cooperate in situations involving resource conflicts (Denissen & Penke, 2008). Correspondingly, some studies report a positive relation between FFM-AG and trustee returns (Becker, Deckers, Dohmen, Falk, & Kosse, 2012; Ben-Ner & Halldorsson, 2010). However, a similar number of studies could not corroborate said link (Evans & Revelle, 2008; Müller & Schwieren, 2012) or found that FFM-AG is only predictive in combination with other factors (low Neuroticism; Lönnqvist, Verkasalo, Wichardt, & Walkowitz, 2012). Summarized carefully, the evidence is currently inconclusive.

Plausibly, the inconsistent findings may not be due to a conceptual limitation of FFM-AG per se, but may be due to the broad nature of this factor capturing all kinds of cooperative tendencies (including unconditional kindness and positive/negative reciprocity; cf. Costa, McCrae, & Dye, 1991). Thus, the inconsistent evidence might actually suggest that only one of the proposed determinants explains trustworthy behavior. If, for example, only unconditional kindness accounts for trustworthiness whereas positive and negative reciprocity do not, the former mechanism would strengthen the association between FFM-AG and trustworthiness, whereas the latter would reduce it—leading to an inconsistent overall picture such as the one observed. In consequence, because FFM-AG covers all trait aspects potentially—but not necessarily—relevant for trustworthiness, a positive relation between FFM-AG and trustworthiness cannot help unravel which specific dispositional tendency is actually decisive.

Fortunately, the more recently proposed HEXACO (Honesty-Humility, Emotionality, eXtraversion, Agreeableness, Conscientiousness, and Openness to Experience) model of personality (Ashton & Lee, 2007; Lee & Ashton, 2004) distinguishes between three trait dimensions accounting for individual variation in prosocial behavior: Honesty-Humility, Emotionality, and Agreeableness (Ashton, Lee, & De Vries, 2014). Whereas Emotionality involves a tendency toward altruism, Honesty-Humility (HEX-HH) and Agreeableness (HEX-AG) encompass complementary aspects of reciprocal
altruism. That is, HEX-HH is defined as “the tendency to be fair and genuine in dealing with others, in the sense of cooperating with others even when one might exploit them without suffering retaliation” (Ashton & Lee, 2007, p. 156). As such, high levels of HEX-HH imply sincerity, fairness, greed-avoidance, and modesty. HEX-AG, in turn, describes “the tendency to be forgiving and tolerant of others, in the sense of cooperating with others even when one might be suffering exploitation by them” (Ashton & Lee, 2007, p. 156). Thus, high levels of HEX-AG stand for forgiveness, gentleness, flexibility, and patience.

Corroborating the theoretical conceptualizations of both HEXACO factors with regard to prosocial behavior, HEX-HH has consistently (positively) been linked to active cooperation (i.e., non-exploitation) in social dilemmas (Hilbig, Zettler, & Heydasch, 2012; Zettler, Hilbig, & Heydasch, 2013) and—if of particular interest for the issue at hand—unconditional kindness in the dictator game (e.g., Baumert, Schlösser, & Schmitt, 2013; Hilbig, Thielmann, Hepp, Klein, & Zettler, 2015; Thielmann & Hilbig, 2014) as well as to positive reciprocity (Ackermann, Fleiß, & Murphy, in press; Perugini et al., 2003). For HEX-AG, in turn, studies point to negative associations with reactive cooperativeness (i.e., non-retaliation) in the ultimatum game (Hilbig, Zettler, Leist, & Heydasch, 2013; Thielmann, Hilbig, & Niedtfeld, 2014) and, specifically, negative reciprocity (Ackermann et al., in press; Perugini et al., 2003).

Due to this specific distinction between different cooperative tendencies captured by HEX-HH and HEX-AG, respectively, the HEXACO model allows for a particularly fine-grained analysis of dispositional tendencies underlying cooperative behavior. The model is thus especially useful whenever evidence based on the broader FFM is inconclusive (e.g., Hilbig, Glöckner, & Zettler, 2014). Correspondingly, for trustworthiness, specific predictions on the relation between trustworthy behavior and HEX-HH or HEX-AG, respectively, can be derived for each of the proposed potential mechanisms (as detailed below). Exactly this type of evidence—on the link between the HEXACO dimensions and trustworthiness (in the trust game)—is currently missing (Zhao & Smillie, 2015).

Consequently, the purpose of the present studies was to dissect the potential dispositional tendencies underlying trustworthiness based on the HEXACO model of personality. Given the theoretical conceptualizations of HEX-HH and HEX-AG—and corresponding evidence as sketched above—the following predictions can be derived: If trustworthiness is determined by unconditional kindness (alone), it should be positively linked to HEX-HH, but not linked to HEX-AG (as the latter refers to reactive cooperativeness which is, by definition, conditional). A similar main effect of HEX-HH would be compatible—but not necessary—if positive reciprocity is the responsible factor. Nonetheless, the unconditional kindness and positive reciprocity mechanisms make incompatible predictions on the presence of an interaction with the level of prior trust: By definition, unconditional kindness is unconditional and it should therefore drive trustworthiness independently of the trustor’s level of trust (precluding an interaction). By contrast, positive reciprocity is inherently conditional and should thus drive trustworthiness contingent on the trustor’s prior behavior (implying an interaction): The more is entrusted, the more strongly HEX-HH would have to predict trustworthiness. In summary, unconditional kindness would thus require a main effect of HEX-HH on trustworthiness, but none of HEX-AG, and no interaction of HEX-HH with prior trust. Positive reciprocity, in turn, would require said interaction; otherwise, a main effect of HEX-HH would be compatible, but not necessary.

Finally, if trustworthiness is determined by negative reciprocity, it should be (negatively) linked to HEX-AG. However, this relationship must also be a conditional one (given the conditional nature of reciprocity), implying an interaction between HEX-AG and prior trust (i.e., a stronger relation between HEX-AG and trustworthiness with decreasing levels of trust). In turn, a main effect of HEX-AG on trustworthiness would not be required, but nonetheless be compatible with the negative reciprocity account.

To test the alternative mechanisms, we conducted three online studies on the link between basic personality traits and trustworthiness—all in close adherence to standards for Internet-based experimenting (e.g., Reips, 2002). As our primary goal was to disentangle the different potential determinants of trustworthy behavior, we exclusively focused on the relations between the HEXACO dimensions (particularly, HEX-HH and HEX-AG) and trustworthiness in Study 1. In Studies 2 and 3, we additionally aimed at clarifying whether the relatively weak link between FFM-AG and trustworthiness (Zhao & Smillie, 2015) can be attributed to the broader nature of FFM-AG (subsuming different cooperative tendencies).

**Study I**

**Method**

**Materials.** To assess basic personality traits, we used the German 60-item version of the HEXACO Personality Inventory—Revised (HEXACO-60; Ashton & Lee, 2009; for psychometric properties of the German version, see Moshtag, Hilbig, & Zettler, 2014). The HEXACO-60 includes 10 items for each of the six HEXACO dimensions. Responses are given on a 5-point Likert-type scale ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree.

To measure trustworthiness, we relied on the classical version of the trust game (Berg et al., 1995), placing participants in the role of the trustee. During the game, participants could earn points, based on which they were later incentivized. Specifically, each participant was randomly matched to an unknown trustee. The combination of the participant’s and the trustor’s choices determined participants’ point scores.
Table 1. Means, Standard Deviations (in Parentheses), and Bivariate Correlations (95% Confidence Intervals in Brackets) of All Focal Variables Assessed in Study 1, With Internal Consistency Reliabilities (Cronbach’s α) in the Diagonal.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>M (SD)</th>
<th>HEX-HH</th>
<th>HEX-AG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HEX-HH</td>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>3.43 (0.64)</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEX-AG</td>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>3.08 (0.59)</td>
<td>.24*** [0.06, 0.41]</td>
<td>.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Return 15 points (in %)</td>
<td>0-100</td>
<td>38.9 (23.6)</td>
<td>.35*** [0.18, 0.51]</td>
<td>.00 [-.19, .19]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Return 30 points (in %)</td>
<td>0-100</td>
<td>40.3 (23.3)</td>
<td>.42*** [0.26, 0.57]</td>
<td>.06 [-.13, .25]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Return 45 points (in %)</td>
<td>0-100</td>
<td>41.2 (21.1)</td>
<td>.39*** [0.22, 0.54]</td>
<td>.08 [-.11, .26]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Return 60 points (in %)</td>
<td>0-100</td>
<td>42.8 (21.1)</td>
<td>.40*** [0.22, 0.54]</td>
<td>.07 [-.12, .26]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Return 75 points (in %)</td>
<td>0-100</td>
<td>42.8 (22.0)</td>
<td>.34*** [0.16, 0.50]</td>
<td>.05 [-.14, .24]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Return 90 points (in %)</td>
<td>0-100</td>
<td>43.8 (23.5)</td>
<td>.39*** [0.22, 0.54]</td>
<td>.06 [-.13, .24]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M return (in %)</td>
<td>0-100</td>
<td>41.6 (20.5)</td>
<td>.42*** [0.25, 0.56]</td>
<td>.06 [-.13, .24]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. HEX-HH = Honesty-Humility; HEX-AG = HEXACO-Agreeableness. **p ≤ .01. ***p ≤ .001.

The 25% of participants with the highest final score received a 10€ (approximately US$12.60) gift voucher.

Initially, both trustors and trustees received an endowment of 30 points. Trustees (participants) were informed that the trustor (a randomly assigned unknown other, denoted as Player 1) could decide how much of this endowment (in 5-point increments) she wants to transfer to the trustee (denoted as Player 2). The transfer was tripled accordingly. Trustees’ task was to indicate how much of the (tripled) transfer they wanted to return to the trustor. Corresponding to the widely accepted strategy method (Selten, 1967), participants were unaware of the trustor’s actual transfer, but specified their return for each of the six potential (tripled) amounts (above 0) the trustor could transfer (i.e., between 15 and 90 points, in 15-point increments).

Procedure. After providing informed consent and demographic information, participants completed the HEXACO-60. Next, they were thoroughly introduced to the rules of the trust game and asked to indicate their return for the trustor for each potential transfer. Finally, participants answered a few control questions assessing their seriousness of participation and received individual feedback on their HEXACO scores. After completing data collection, each participant was randomly assigned to a trustor to determine their point scores (using pseudonymous codes preserving anonymity).

Participants. Participants were recruited via online social networks (e.g., Facebook) and university mailing lists. An a priori power analysis using G*Power (Faul, Erdfelder, Buchner, & Lang, 2009) revealed a required sample size of N = 108 to detect a medium-sized effect (f^2 = .10) in a two-tailed t-test for single regression coefficients in a linear regression with a high power (1 − β = .90). Note that sample size calculations were based on the main effects of HEX-HH and HEX-AG, respectively, on trustworthiness, given that these mirror the most basic tests in our analyses. Corresponding to these calculations, we recruited N = 108 trustees (and the same number of trustors, see above), including 81 females and aged between 19 and 49 years (M = 25.5, SD = 5.6). The majority (72.2%) of participants were students, 17.6% were employees.

Results and Discussion

Table 1 summarizes the means, standard deviations, and zero-order correlations between all focal variables (for information on all variables, see Table S1 in the Supplemental Material). First off, trustee returns showed strong positive correlations with HEX-HH for all potential trust levels individually as well as for the average return across trust levels (all rs > .30, p < .001). For HEX-AG, in turn, no (or only very weak) correlations with trustworthiness could be observed (all rs < .08, p > .43).

To statistically test this pattern (i.e., an influence of HEX-HH, but not of HEX-AG, on trustworthiness), we analyzed the average return across trust levels using a three-step analytical approach (cf. Hilbig et al., 2014). First, we used an approximation of the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) from R^2 (Raftery, 1995, Equation 26; Wagenmakers, 2007). From the BIC, we calculated Bayes Factors (BF). Following Wagenmakers (2007), we refer to BF_{10} as the probability of the null hypothesis to the probability of the alternative hypothesis. Thus, BF_{10} < 1 indicates evidence in favor of the alternative hypothesis, whereas BF_{10} > 1 indicates evidence in favor of the null hypothesis. For HEX-HH, a BF_{10} = 0.0003 indicated that the alternative hypothesis (a meaningful correlation between HEX-HH and trustworthiness) was more than 3,000 times as likely as the null hypothesis given the data. By contrast, for HEX-AG, a BF_{01} = 8.75 indicated the opposite, with the null being almost 9 times as likely as the alternative hypothesis. Second, we compared the size of the two correlation coefficients (i.e., r = .42 for HEX-HH...
vs. $r = .06$ for HEX-AG) using a $z$ test for dependent correlations (Meng, Rosenthal, & Rubin, 1992). As implied by a significant difference, $z = 3.16$, $p = .002$, the correlation between trustworthiness and HEX-HH was indeed larger than its counterpart for HEX-AG. Finally, concurrently regressing the average return on both HEX-HH and HEX-AG revealed a unique impact of HEX-HH, $\beta = .43$, $p < .001$, 95% CI = [.25, .61], but not of HEX-AG, $\beta = -.05$, $p = .592$, 95% CI = [−.23, .13]. In sum, all three analyses consistently supported an influence of HEX-HH, but not of HEX-AG, which, in turn, corresponds to the unconditional kindness mechanism and is also compatible with the positive reciprocity mechanism.

However, as detailed above, an unconditional kindness mechanism also requires that the relation between HEX-HH and trustworthiness is independent of the level of trust, thus prohibiting an interaction with prior trust. By contrast, the positive reciprocity mechanism specifically necessitates said interaction. To hence test the interaction between HEX-HH and prior trust, we used a linear mixed model, regressing trustworthiness on HEX-HH (between-level predictor), trust (within-level predictor), and their interaction. In line with the unconditional kindness mechanism, the model revealed a significant main effect of HEX-HH, $B = 13.47$, $p < .001$, 95% CI = [7.92, 19.01], but no interaction between HEX-HH and trust, $B = -0.02$, $p = .759$, 95% CI = [-0.16, 0.12]. To test this null interaction more conclusively, we approximated the BIC values for the two regression models (i.e., the main-effects model without the interaction term and the interaction model including the interaction term) based on their respective log-likelihood (Wagenmakers, 2007; Equation 9) and calculated the $BF_{10}$ for the difference between the two BIC values (Wagenmakers, 2007; Equation 10). As indicated by $BF_{10} = 9.91$ (based on $\Delta BIC_{10} = 4.59$), the probability of the main-effects model given the data was almost 10 times greater than the probability of the interaction model. Overall, this pattern implies that positive reciprocity cannot account for trustworthy behavior. As displayed in Figure 1, the (positive) relation between HEX-HH and trustworthiness was indeed equivalent across trust levels.

To finally test the negative reciprocity mechanism, the same linear mixed model was used, including HEX-AG, trust, and their interaction as predictors. Contradicting the negative reciprocity mechanism, the model did not reveal an interaction between HEX-AG and trust, $B = 0.06$, $p = .481$, 95% CI = [−0.10, 0.21] (and—mirroring the results for the average return—no main effect of HEX-AG, $B = 1.96$, $p = .558$, 95% CI = [−4.64, 8.56]). Correspondingly, comparing the HEX-HG main-effects model with the interaction model revealed $BF_{10} = 8.10$ ($\Delta BIC_{10} = 4.18$), thus indicating that the probability for the main-effects model was about 8 times greater than the corresponding probability for the interaction model. Hence, the data contradicted negative reciprocity as underlying determinant of trustworthiness.

In summary, our analyses yielded a positive and consistent influence of HEX-HH on trustee returns across different trust levels. This suggests that trustworthiness is driven by dispositional tendencies of unconditional kindness. By contrast, there was no evidence favoring the positive or negative reciprocity mechanisms as we found no interactions of HEX-HH or HEX-AG, respectively, with prior trust.

However, a potential limitation of our study was that participants distributed points (rather than money) in the trust game and that only 25% of participants were incentivized. Although meta-analytic evidence on the trust game suggests that trustee behavior should be unaffected by the actual rate of incentivization (Johnson & Mislin, 2011), it nonetheless seemed prudent to replicate the above results providing monetary behavior-contingent incentives for all participants. In addition, given that the majority of participants in Study 1 were students and that 75% were female, we aimed at critically testing the results in a more heterogeneous (non-student) sample. Therefore, participants in Study 2 were recruited by an independent professional panel provider. Furthermore, we considered it important to rule out demand effects of participants’ personality self-reports on subsequent behavior in the trust game. Therefore, in Study 2 we implemented a longitudinal design, separating the personality assessment from the assessment of trustworthiness in time. Finally, as outlined above, Study 2 aimed at clarifying the mixed extant evidence on the relation between FFM-AG and trustworthiness. To this end, we additionally tested which aspects of FFM-AG actually link to (or show no relation with) trustworthiness.

Figure 1. Predicted trustee returns for all levels of prior trust (between 15 and 90 points) depending on individual Honesty-Humility scores (centered on mean) in Study 1.
Table 2. Means, Standard Deviations (in Parentheses), and Bivariate Correlations (95% Confidence Intervals in Brackets) of All Focal Variables Assessed in Study 2, With Internal Consistency Reliabilities (Cronbach’s α) in the Diagonal.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>M (SD)</th>
<th>HEX-HH</th>
<th>HEX-AG</th>
<th>FFM-AG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Return 9.00€ (in %) 0-100</td>
<td>49.8 (24.0)</td>
<td>.27** [.09, .43]</td>
<td>.14 [−.04, .31]</td>
<td>.18* [.00, .35]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Return 7.50€ (in %) 0-100</td>
<td>48.5 (22.7)</td>
<td>.23* [.05, .40]</td>
<td>.13 [−.05, .31]</td>
<td>.16 [−.02, .33]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Return 4.50€ (in %) 0-100</td>
<td>45.9 (22.7)</td>
<td>.24** [.06, .40]</td>
<td>.15 [−.03, .32]</td>
<td>.10 [−.08, .28]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Return 3.00€ (in %) 0-100</td>
<td>46.3 (23.5)</td>
<td>.26** [.09, .42]</td>
<td>.15 [−.04, .32]</td>
<td>.16 [−.02, .33]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Return 1.50€ (in %) 0-100</td>
<td>49.2 (26.4)</td>
<td>.28** [.11, .44]</td>
<td>.12 [−.07, .29]</td>
<td>.21* [.03, .38]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. HEX-HH = Honesty-Humility; HEX-AG = HEXACO-Agreeableness; FFM-AG = FFM-Agreeableness.
*p ≤ .05, **p ≤ .01, ***p ≤ .001.

Study 2

Method

Materials. As in Study 1, we used the German version of the HEXACO-60 to assess the six HEXACO dimensions. In addition, the FFM factors were measured via the German 60-item NEO Five-Factor Inventory (NEO-FFI; Borkenau & Ostendorf, 2008), including 12 items for each personality factor. In both questionnaires, participants’ responses were collected on 5-point Likert-type scales, ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree.

To measure trustworthiness, we again relied on the classical trust game, with participants acting in the role of the trustee.6 However, in contrast to Study 1, participants now played for real money (rather than points). That is, participants (as well as trustors) received an initial endowment of 3,00€ (approximately US$3.80) and were—again corresponding to the strategy method—asked to decide how much they wanted to return to the trustee for each potential (tripled) transfer (between 1.50€ and 9.00€, in 1.50€ increments). In addition, we slightly changed the response format to allow maximum transparency, such that participants received explicit information on the outcomes for themselves and the unknown trustee for all potential returns.

Procedure. Study 2 was again conducted via the Internet. Yet, to further strengthen our data compared to Study 1, we implemented a longitudinal design, separating the personality assessment from the trust game. At both measurement occasions, participants first provided informed consent and demographic information. At Time 1, they completed the HEXACO-60 and the NEO-FFI, followed by other measures not pertinent to the current investigation. At Time 2 (about 5 months later), a random subsample of participants were re-invited to a follow-up study. In this study, participants received detailed information on the rules of the trust game and indicated their returns for each potential (tripled) trust transfer as a trustee. After completing data collection, participants were randomly matched to a trustee (assessed in a separate study) to determine individual payoffs. Incentive payment (consisting of a flat fee for participation and payoffs earned in the trust game) was handled entirely (and anonymously) by the panel provider.

Participants. Following the power analysis reported in Study 1, the subsample recruited for Time 2 comprised N = 118 participants (51 female). Supporting the heterogeneous composition of the sample, participants’ ages covered a broad range (20-66 years), with a relatively high average age (M = 42.0, SD = 12.4). Only 5.1% of participants were students, whereas about two thirds (68.6%) were in employment. Also, there was a substantial diversity in educational levels.

Results and Discussion

Unconditional kindness versus (positive/negative) reciprocity. Table 2 reports the means, standard deviations, and correlations between all variables of interest (for information on all variables, see Table S2 in the Supplemental Material). Similar to Study 1, HEX-HH showed significant (positive) correlations with trustworthiness for all trust levels individually as well as for the average return (all rs > .20, p < .025). For HEX-AG, in turn, no noteworthy associations with trustworthiness were apparent (all rs ≤ .15, p > .10). Altogether, these zero-order correlations corroborate those observed in Study 1, although effect sizes were slightly different.

To test this pattern of results statistically, we relied on the same three-step approach as in Study 1 (based on the average return across trust levels). First, we approximated the BIC to test this pattern of results statistically, we relied on the same three-step approach as in Study 1 (based on the average return across trust levels). First, we approximated the BIC by the panel provider.
yielded substantial evidence in favor of the alternative hypothesis, being more than 14 times as likely as the null hypothesis given the data. For HEX-AG, by contrast, BF_{01} = 3.11 suggested the null hypothesis to be about 3 times as likely as the alternative hypothesis. Second, we compared the zero-order correlations between trustworthiness and HEX-HH (r = .29) and HEX-AG (r = .14), respectively (Meng et al., 1992). Unlike in Study 1, this test did not reach a conventional level of statistical significance (z = 1.49, p = .137). Nevertheless, when finally regressing the average return on both HEX-HH and HEX-AG concurrently, only HEX-HH predicted unique variance in trustworthiness, β = .28, p = 0.006, 95% CI = [.08, .47], whereas HEX-AG did not, β = 0.02, p = .830, 95% CI = [−.18, .22]. Taken together, these results largely replicate the findings of Study 1, providing evidence for the unconditional kindness and compatible with the positive reciprocity mechanism.

To further test whether the link between HEX-HH and trustworthiness is unconditional or conditional on the level of prior trust, we once more used a linear mixed model, first regressing trustworthiness on HEX-HH, trust, and their interaction (cf. Study 1). Consistent with Study 1, and in line with the unconditional kindness, we found a significant main effect of HEX-HH, B = 10.03, p = .002, 95% CI = [3.92, 16.13], but no interaction between HEX-HH and trust, B = −0.28, p = .774, 95% CI = [−2.17, 1.61]. Correspondingly, comparing the main-effects model with the interaction model (cf. Study 1) yielded BF_{01} = 10.43 (based on ∆BIC_{10} = 4.69), thus indicating the main-effects model to be about 10 times as likely as the interaction model given the data. Indeed, the relation between HEX-HH and trustworthiness was again comparable for all potential trust levels (Figure 2), thus contradicting the positive reciprocity mechanism.

Finally, aiming to test the negative reciprocity mechanism, we reran the linear mixed model including HEX-AG as between-level predictor. However, the model showed no interaction between HEX-AG and prior trust in predicting trustworthiness, B = 0.60, p = .584, 95% CI = [−1.55, 2.75] (and, corroborating the results for the average return, no main effect of HEX-AG, B = 5.77, p = .114, 95% CI = [−1.40, 12.93]). Correspondingly, the BF_{01} = 9.35 (ΔBIC_{10} = 4.47) for the model comparison revealed that the main-effects model was more than 9 times as likely as the interaction model. Overall, Study 2 hence replicated the findings observed in Study 1, corroborating that trustworthy behavior can be considered an expression of unconditional kindness rather than of positive/negative reciprocity.

**FFM-AG and trustworthiness.** Regarding the relation between FFM-AG and trustee behavior, our results mirror previous findings in that FFM-AG showed small to medium-sized (Cohen, 1988) correlations with trustworthiness, with significant effects for some trust levels, but not for others (and r = .18, p = .045, for the average return; cf. Table 2). As reasoned above, a potential explanation for this relatively weak effect might be that only very specific aspects of FFM-AG—namely those driving unconditional kindness, as implied by the above results—actually account for trustworthiness. To test this assumption, we first regressed trustworthiness (average return) on both FFM-AG and HEX-HH, given that HEX-HH captures unconditional kindness. Indeed, only HEX-HH predicted unique variance in trustworthiness, β = .26, p = .013, 95% CI = [.05, .46], whereas FFM-AG did not, β = .06, p = .579, 95% CI = [−.15, .26]. This suggests that those aspects linking FFM-AG to trustworthiness are the ones covered by HEX-HH. To test this interpretation more thoroughly, we used a mediation approach (Preacher & Kelley, 2011) in Mplus (Muthén & Muthén, 2012). Indirect effects (a × b) refer to the standardized solution with the corresponding bootstrap confidence interval based on B = 1,000 bootstrap samples. As the analyses revealed, HEX-HH indeed mediated the link between FFM-AG and trustworthiness, a × b = 0.128, p = .043, 95% CI = [0.004, 0.252], but not vice versa (for FFM-AG as mediator), a × b = 0.028, p = .592, 95% CI = [−0.075, 0.132]. Overall, the results hence suggest that the relation between FFM-AG and trustworthiness can be attributed to aspects of active cooperativeness (including unconditional kindness) as covered by HEX-HH. However, as these aspects only constitute one component of FFM-AG (among several others), FFM-AG seems somewhat too broad to predict a specific behavior like trustworthiness in a satisfactory manner.

Taken together, Study 2 successfully replicated the results of Study 1 in a heterogeneous (non-student) sample with monetary behavior-contingent incentives for all participants.
using a longitudinal design. Thus, the findings support the conclusion that trustworthiness is mainly driven by unconditional kindness. Moreover, Study 2 provides clarification concerning the mixed evidence linking FFM-AG to trustworthiness: Aspects mirroring unconditional kindness are only a relatively minor component of the broad FFM-AG factor, but are well captured by HEX-HH.

Still, a limitation of Studies 1 and 2 refers to our exclusive reliance on the strategy method to assess trustworthiness. Although the strategy method has the inherent advantage of providing as much data as possible for each individual (cf. Brandts & Charness, 2011), responses are partially hypothetical in nature and do not necessarily mirror actual reactions toward another’s trust. Consequently, the influence of reciprocity might be suppressed to some extent. To hence rule out that the strategy method undermined the positive/negative reciprocity mechanisms, participants in Study 3 indicated their return for one specific trust level only. Moreover, so as to provide more direct evidence on the proposed mechanisms underlying trustworthiness, we tested whether participants’ expectations and evaluations regarding another’s trust account for trustworthiness and further explicitly assessed participants justifications for their return decision.

**Study 3**

**Method**

**Materials.** Similar to Study 2, we assessed individuals’ trait levels on the six HEXACO dimensions (using the German version of the HEXACO-60) and the FFM traits (using the 60-item NEO-FFI). Responses were given on 5-point Likert-type scales, ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree.

Trustworthiness was again assessed via the classical trust game with participants acting as the trustees. However, unlike Studies 1 and 2, we now relied on the direct-response method. That is, participants only indicated their return for one specific trust level a trustee could transfer from her 6.00€ (approximately US$6.80) endowment. To ensure that all potential trust levels were almost equally covered in our data, we implemented a hypothetical design without “real” trustors and money involved. However, note that evidence supports the equivalence of trustee behavior across hypothetical and real scenarios (Holm & Nystedt, 2008). As an advantage, this procedure allowed us to systematically manipulate the trust level between participants (from 1.00€ to 6.00€, in 1.00€ increments). Correspondingly, participants were asked to imagine having received a specific transfer (tripled trust level) by an unknown other and to indicate how much of the tripled trust level, evaluated this trust level (using the 10-adjective scale), and indicated how much of the tripled amount they wanted to return. Finally, participants provided reasons for their return decision (using the 6-item Justification scale). A flat fee for participation was paid out anonymously by the panel provider.

**Participants.** To further strengthen our conclusions, we recruited a slightly larger sample compared with Studies 1 and 2. Thus, the subsample recruited for the second measurement occasion of Study 3 comprised N = 177 participants (81 female). Overall, the composition of the sample was comparable to Study 2, covering a broad diversity in age (19 to 66 years, M = 41.5, SD = 12.7) and educational level. Only 7.9% of participants were students; 65.0% were in employment. Participants were almost equally distributed across trust levels (ranging between n = 27 and n = 31)

**Results and Discussion**

**Unconditional kindness versus (positive/negative) reciprocity.** Table 3 reports the means, standard deviations, and correlations between all focal variables (for information on all variables, see Table S3 in the Supplemental Material). As before, HEX-HH showed a positive (albeit weaker) relation to trustworthiness (r = .17, p = .025), which now referred to trustees’ return (percentage of tripled transfer) in response to one specific trust level. For HEX-AG, a corresponding link was again absent (r = .04, p = .611). The zero-order correlations hence largely corroborated the results of Studies 1 and 2.
To test this pattern of results statistically, we used the same three-step analytical approach as described above (now based on the return for a specific trust level). First, the approximation of the BIC and corresponding $\text{BF}_{01}$ based on $R^{2}$ (Raftery, 1995; Wagenmakers, 2007) revealed $\text{BF}_{01} = 1.03$ for the link between HEX-HH and trustworthiness, and thus—unlike Studies 1 and 2—only inconclusive evidence (neither for nor against the alternative hypothesis). For HEX-AG, by contrast, $\text{BF}_{01} = 11.67$ indicated strong evidence in favor of the null, being almost 12 times as likely as the alternative hypothesis given the data. Second, comparing the zero-order correlations (Meng et al., 1992) between trustworthiness and HEX-HH ($r = .17$) and HEX-AG ($r = .04$), respectively, failed to reveal a significant difference, $z = 1.48, p = .159$. Nevertheless, in a multiple regression including both HEX-HH and HEX-AG as predictors of trustworthiness, HEX-HH predicted unique variance, $\beta = .17, p = .029, 95\% \text{ CI} = [.02,.33]$, whereas HEX-AG did not, $\beta = -.02, p = .832, 95\% \text{ CI} = [-.17,.14]$. In sum, these results replicated the findings of Studies 1 and 2 only partially. Nonetheless, they still align with the unconditional kindness mechanism and are also compatible with the positive reciprocity mechanism.

To further test whether unconditional kindness or positive reciprocity accounts for the (albeit weak) link between HEX-HH and trustworthiness, we regressed trustworthiness (one return per participant) on HEX-HH, trust (between-participants), and their interaction in a multiple regression analysis. In line with unconditional kindness, we found a (one-tailed significant) main effect of HEX-HH, $\beta = .15, p = .053, 95\% \text{ CI} = [.00,.30]$, but no interaction between HEX-HH and prior trust, $\beta = .00, p = .916, 95\% \text{ CI} = [-.16,.14]$. Correspondingly, comparing the main-effects-regression model with the interaction model revealed $\text{BF}_{01} = 13.23$ (based on $\Delta \text{BIC} = 5.16$), thus rendering the former 13 times as likely as the latter. Altogether, evidence once more corresponded better to the unconditional kindness mechanism than to the positive reciprocity mechanism.

Regarding the negative reciprocity mechanism, we reran the multiple regression analysis from above, now including HEX-AG as trait-based predictor. However, corroborating the results obtained with the strategy method (Studies 1 and 2), the interaction between HEX-AG and trust once more failed to explain significant variance in trustworthiness, $\beta = .02, p = .689, 95\% \text{ CI} = [-.12,.18]$ (as did the main effect of HEX-AG, $\beta = .03, p = .672, 95\% \text{ CI} = [-.12,.18]$). In turn, comparing the main-effects model with the interaction model yielded $\text{BF}_{01} = 12.25$ ($\Delta \text{BIC} = 5.01$), thus implying a 12 times higher probability for the main-effects model given the data. Summing up, the trait-based evidence hence rendered the unconditional kindness mechanism most likely, thus essentially corroborating the conclusions from Studies 1 and 2.

Finally, analyses of the additional variables (i.e., expected trust, evaluations of trust, and justifications of return) provided further evidence for the unconditional kindness mechanism. First, expectations toward another’s trust should reasonably influence one’s interpretation of another’s cooperativeness (cf. Gallucci & Perugini, 2000; see also Note 1)—as also observable in our data (Table S3 in the Supplemental Material)—and, according to a reciprocity account, affect the willingness to behave trustworthily. However, the relation between trustworthiness and expected trust level was only small (Cohen, 1988) and failed to reach statistical significance ($r = .14, p = .058; \text{Table 3}$). The corresponding $\text{BF}_{01} = 2.13$ implied the null hypothesis to be twice as likely as the alternative hypothesis given the data. Even smaller effect sizes emerged for individuals’ evaluations of the specific trust level. That is, trustee returns were not contingent on whether participants evaluated the trust
level positively \( (r = .04, p = .561, BF_{10} = 11.21) \), negatively \( (r = -.09, p = .215, BF_{01} = 11.21) \), or as being rational \( (r = -.12, p = .116, BF_{01} = 3.81) \). Moreover, participants’ justifications of their return decision showed the strongest correlation between trustworthiness and an unconditional kindness justification \( (r = .32, p < .001, BF_{01} = 0.0006) \), compared with the positive and negative reciprocity justification \( (r = \pm .19, p = .012, BF_{01} = 0.54) \). Correspondingly, the unconditional kindness justification was the sole significant predictor in a multiple regression including all three justification scales, \( \beta = .30, p < .001, 95\% CI = [1.15, .45] \). Also, as depicted in Figure 3, the unconditional kindness justification mediated the link between HEX-HH and trustworthiness, \( a \times b = 0.084, p = .008, 95\% CI = [0.022, 0.147] \), whereas both the positive \( (a \times b = 0.014, p = .548, 95\% CI = [-0.031, 0.058]) \) and negative \( (a \times b = 0.029, p = .156, 95\% CI = [-0.011, 0.070]) \) reciprocity justifications did not.\(^\dagger\) Overall, analyses of our complementary variables fit in well with the trait-based evidence from above, further supporting that trustworthiness is an expression of unconditional kindness.

**FFM-AG and trustworthiness.** Unlike Study 2—but converging with the mixed extant evidence—the relation between FFM-AG and trustee returns did not reach statistical significance in Study 3 \( (r = .05, p = .505) \). Correspondingly, in a multiple regression analysis concurrently considering HEX-HH and FFM-AG as predictors of trustworthiness, only HEX-HH predicted unique variance, \( \beta = .21, p = .024, 95\% CI = [.03, .38] \), whereas FFM-AG did not, \( \beta = -.07, p = .467, 95\% CI = [-.24, .11] \). As such, results once more suggest that FFM-AG is somewhat too broad to account for sufficient variance in trustworthiness as a specific type of prosocial behavior.

**General Discussion**

The vital importance of trustworthiness for well-functioning social interactions is necessarily implied by the corresponding significance of trust. Surprisingly, however, the determinants of trustworthiness—especially in terms of (basic) personality traits—are insufficiently understood. Most prominently, two mechanisms to explain trustworthy behavior have been proposed: reciprocity (including positive and negative reciprocity) and unconditional kindness. However, purely game-theoretical evidence is mixed, and the empirical picture has remained inconclusive. The same holds for the few studies referring to basic personality traits (as conceptualized within the FFM). Most consistently, they suggest a positive, but weak and unreliable relation between trustworthiness and Agreeableness (FFM-AG). In any case, this link is insufficient to clarify the determinants underlying trustworthiness, given the broad nature of FFM-AG covering different aspects of cooperative tendencies (including positive/negative reciprocity and unconditional kindness).

To provide an enhanced understanding of the dispositional determinants of trustworthiness, we investigated the relation between trustworthiness and the HEXACO personality factors. In particular, HEX-HH and HEX-AG have consistently been linked to distinct aspects of cooperative tendencies, namely active cooperativeness (including unconditional kindness and positive reciprocity) versus reactive cooperativeness (including negative reciprocity). In turn, specific predictions on the to-be-expected relations between these two trait dimensions and trustworthy behavior can be derived for the proposed mechanisms to trustworthiness—thus disentangling unconditional kindness, positive reciprocity, and negative reciprocity through distinct hypotheses.

In three online studies, we assessed participants’ trustworthiness (trustee behavior) in incentivized and hypothetical versions of the classical trust game, using either the strategy method (i.e., asking participants to indicate their trustworthiness for all potential trust levels; Studies 1 and 2) or the direct-response method (i.e., asking participants to respond to one specific trust level; Study 3). As implied by a mechanism of unconditional kindness, all studies revealed a positive link...
between trustworthiness and HEX-HH, irrespective of the level of trust. Across studies, this resulted in a medium-sized average effect of $r = .28$ (sample-size weighted average correlation; Field, 2001). That is, HEX-HH showed a main effect on trustworthiness, but no interaction with prior trust—thus contradicting the positive reciprocity mechanism which inherently predicts such an interaction. HEX-AG, in turn, showed no relation to trustworthiness whatsoever (meta-analytic $r = .07$) and no interaction with prior trust, thus further contradicting that trustworthiness is determined by negative reciprocity. This interpretation was further supported by the finding that participants’ expectations regarding another’s trust as well as their evaluations of trust did not account for trustworthiness. In turn, participants’ justification for their return decision corroborated the idea that trustworthiness is an expression of unconditional kindness. Altogether, our results are hence in line with the unconditional kindness mechanism, but cannot be reconciled with the positive or negative reciprocity mechanisms. Nevertheless, it might be worthwhile for future research to uncover potential situation-specific moderators that might render trustworthiness a conditional (reciprocal) behavior.

Overall, our findings support previous research implying that unconditional kindness is a prime determinant of trustworthiness—primarily based on a positive relation between trustworthiness and dictator game altruism (Ashraf et al., 2006; Cox, 2004; Gambetta & Przepiorka, 2014) and charitable giving (Fehrler & Przepiorka, 2013). Specifically, our studies extend the extant literature by using a trait-based approach, thus overcoming some of the inherent limitations associated with purely game-based approaches (e.g., common-method variance, desire for consistent responding). Moreover, the results—especially those clashing with the negative reciprocity mechanism—further support that trust does not correspond to a social norm which other people expect to be upheld (Bicchieri, Xiao, & Muldoon, 2011; Dunning, Anderson, Schlösser, Ehlebracht, & Fechtemeier, 2014).

In addition, the results of Studies 2 and 3 replicated previous research in that they only revealed a weak link between FFM-AG and trustworthiness (meta-analytic $r = .10$). However, our results offer a reasonable explanation for this pattern: Unlike in HEX-HH, trait aspects predicting unconditional kindness are only marginally represented in FFM-AG. Correspondingly, HEX-HH mediated the link between FFM-AG and trustworthiness, but not vice versa. Similarly, HEX-HH predicted unique variance in trustworthiness beyond FFM-AG. Overall, the weak link between FFM-AG and trustworthiness thus seems to result from the misfit between the rather specific nature of trustworthiness (mainly incorporating unconditional kindness) and the broad nature of FFM-AG.

Regarding the HEXACO model in particular, the findings provide first evidence on the relation between the HEXACO dimensions and (incentivized) trust game behavior—thereby filling a gap identified in a recent meta-analytic review (Zhao & Smillie, 2015). In other words, they extend previous research linking HEX-HH and non-exploitation in the dictator game (e.g., Baumert et al., 2013; Hilbig et al., 2015) to situations in which the to-be-divided endowment is provided by another person rather than the investigator. Thereby, the results essentially corroborate the notion that HEX-HH should, by definition, drive trustworthiness (Thielmann & Hilbig, 2014).

Nonetheless, some limitations of the present studies should be acknowledged. First, the degree of interpersonal contact is obviously minimized in web-based studies. Thus, our web-based procedure might have diminished the feeling that one’s own behavior is consequential for another’s outcome. Although evidence suggests a high comparability of trust behavior across web-based and lab-based studies (Holm & Nystedt, 2008), future studies might consider replicating our findings in lab-based settings. Second, due to our focus on basic and broad personality traits, we did not incorporate more specific trait scales of unconditional kindness and positive/negative reciprocity. This might be a worthwhile extension for future research. Finally, the trust game obviously represents only one specific situation eliciting trust and trustworthiness. Future studies might hence critically test the generalizability of our findings to other trust contexts.

In conclusion, the present studies provide trait-based evidence that trustworthiness is mainly an expression of unconditional kindness rather than positive or negative reciprocity. Thus, the findings contribute to the understanding of trustworthy behavior in terms of underlying personality traits and provide a valuable starting point for future research. Also, they point to the specific usefulness of HEX-HH and the higher resolution afforded by the HEXACO model to explain individual variation in trustworthiness and prosocial behavior more generally.
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Notes
1. Indeed, from a game-theoretical perspective—assuming that individuals are rational utility-maximizers and thus untrustworthy—any trust transfer above zero should basically be perceived as cooperative. In turn, a trustworthy reaction necessarily implies positive reciprocity, whereas an untrustworthy reaction would simply mirror rationality (rather than implying negative reciprocity). However, whether a transfer is actually perceived as cooperative or uncooperative will lie in the eye of
the beholder and, for example, depend on the level of trust a trustee expects an interaction partner to place in her (Gallucci & Perugini, 2000). Correspondingly, Berg, Dickhaut, and McCabe (1995) themselves noted that trustees returning nothing “may not have interpreted the [trustor’s] decisions as placing a trust” (p. 137, emphasis added).

2. Note that giving in the dictator game—as well as other forms of charitable giving—can also be considered in terms of fairness (cf. Forsythe, Horowitz, Savin, & Sefton, 1994) and might thus not provide an optimal measure of pure unconditional kindness.

3. On closer inspection, two HEXACO-Agreeableness items (items 3 and 27 of the herein used HEXACO-60; Ashton & Lee, 2009) are already conditional in nature. According to the negative reciprocity mechanism, these items should thus show an unconditional relation to trustworthiness (i.e., a simple main effect). Correspondingly, we have repeated all analyses for the two-item parcel—which basically yielded similar conclusions as will be reported below.

4. More precisely, participants were randomly assigned to the role of the trustor or the trustee. However, in what follows, we will exclusively refer to participants acting as the trustee. Specifically, trustees’ responses mainly served the purpose of making the game “real” (without requiring deception).

5. The model specified the repeated trustworthiness measurements (Level 1) nested within participants (Level 2) and was estimated using the lm function of the lme4 package (Bates, Maechler, Bolker, & Walker, 2014) in R. All variables were centered on the global mean. Model statistics are based on maximum-likelihood estimates. However, all models reported here and in the following were also fitted based on restricted maximum-likelihood (REML), which did not result in any noteworthy differences.

6. The trustors, to whom participants were randomly matched, were assessed in a separate study. In what follows, we will only refer to the trustees.

7. To check whether our data (based on a moderate sample size) might have over- or underestimated the differential predictive power of Five-Factor Model-Agreeableness (FFM-AG) and Honesty-Humility (HEX-HH) on trustworthiness, we compared the correlation between FFM-AG and HEX-HH (r = .49) with a larger (and representative) German sample (N = 2,027). However, supporting the validity of the current findings, the corresponding effect size in the large sample (r = .39) still fell in the 95% CI = [.34, .62] for the observed correlation.

8. Results remain similar when including the trust level as between-participants covariate in the mediation models (for details on the mediation approach, see Study 2). We refrained from calculating the same analyses for HEX-AG due to the observed null relation between HEX-AG and trustworthiness.
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